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SUMMARY
The work is based on a f a c i l i t y  which has been developed in 
the Department of Engineering and presently Is concerned with 
computer correction » optim ization and computer-aided design of 
microwave Integrated c irc u its .
The characterization of d is tribu ted  elements on m lcrqstrlp, 
p a rtic u la r ly  fo r use with a computer analysls/optlm izatiori package 
present a considerable challenge , making the analysis of microwave 
c irc u its  d i f f ic u l t .  Here, the network analyzer, in conjunction 
with automatic computer corrected S-parameter measurement, Is 
u t i l iz e d  to characterize the d iscontinuity  in terms of its  properties 
at the external term inals. Some empirical expressions have been 
obtained for the effecfsof abrupt change In centre conductonsof 
m lcrostrlp  lines.
The generally accepted numerical techniques i^ r evaluating 
m lcrostrip  parameters In conjunction w ith the computer-aided 
design packages are no longer useful. The reason fo r th is  Is 
th a t a numerical routine has to  be ca lled  upon numerous times» 
which makes I t  impossible In an optim ization program. This was 
i n i t i a l l y  overcome by developing an a lgorithm , which allows for 
the evaluation of conductor and d ie le c tr ic  losses, as well as 
dispersion e ffec ts .
While the use of good analysis programs were essential, 
the lim ited cap ab ilities  associated with fas t analysis algorithms 
often  s ig n ifica n tly  reduce the e ffic ien c y  of the design procedure.
An algorithm was then developed to  evaluate the two-port parameters 
of a m ulti-term inal c irc u it  , which halves the number of Iterations  
In comparison with conventional -nodal analysis routines.
I t  was therefore decided to Include Junction parasttlcs  
and the above parameters In the optim ization  work. F irs t some 
modlf I cat I on* were made on current optim ization  methods to be 
adopted for the design of microwave Integrated c irc u its . Two 
programs were then developed, one applied to  the design of several 
am plifiers  on m lcrostrlp, u t i l iz in g  gallium  arsenide F.E.T.'sas well 
as b ipolar tran s is to rs . The other program Is used to
characterize two-port active as well as passive devices.
In i t ia l ly  a prelim inary c irc u it  was designed using a uni la tera l 
devlde model. Optimization was used to  modify the c irc u it  
performance to  meet the desired specification , by varying the 
element values. I t  was then possible to  construct such-an 
optimized c irc u it  with the confidence that itWould perform In 
a manner close to  tha t which was predicted.
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INTRODUCTION
M lcrostrlp , because of Its  lig h t weight, small dimensions and 
easy processing c ap ab ility . Is being Increasingly used fo r microwave 
c ir c u it  design up to  J-band frequencies. The orig inal version, called  
the 's t r lp l  Ine', was Introduced more than two decades ago around 1949.
As e a rly  as March 1955 a special Issue of IRE was published as 
"Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques", I t  was devoted 
e n tire ly  to the subject of microwave s tr ip  c irc u its . These early  
Investigations Into the properties of mlcrostrlp lines generally did not 
stim ulate widespread acceptance of the technique, due to  the ease with 
which line d iscontinuities could excite radiation and unwanted modes. 
Recent years have seen the rapid rise In Importance of miniature  
microwave Integrated c irc u its , which are usually planar In 
structure . Fig. 1.1 shows th is  structure; | t  consists of
a narrow s trip  conductor separated from a para lle l conducting ground 
plane by an intervening and supporting d ie lec tric  m ateria l.
riC. 1 .1  HICKKTMF STRUCTURE 
v m  FIELD.
The planar nature of m icrostrlp lines Immediately caused renewed 
attention to  the m lcrostrlp technique. Moreover, the use of high 
d ie le c tr ic  constant substrate m aterials allows smaller overall c irc u it  
size as well as tending to  bind the fringing fie ld s  more t ig h t ly  to  
the centre conductor. These fa c ts , plus the advantages of convenience 
and low batch fabrication  costs, have tended to  lessen the previous 
objections and f in a lly  allowed mlcrostrlp to  achieve a posit. . . - f  
widespread application.
From the general f ie ld  theory [ l ] ,  the characteris tic  solution  
of e le c tr ic  and magnetic f ie ld  components In th is  structure may be 
expressed In terms of a scalar potential 4 which Is  given by:
V |* ♦ (K2 -  B2)*  -  0 ( I . l a )  
( I . lb)
In the free space 
V24 ♦ (e r K2 -  B2)4 ■ 0 In the substrate
subscript t  Indicates transverse, that is fo r x and y 
components only, so that the vector operator V+ may be w ritten  as
t  i -  ♦ i  J -  (1 .2 )
x 9x y j y
follows:
The other quantities are K ■ 2w/X, where *X Is the free-space 
wavelength, and B the propagation constant.
In the case of free space ( * r  ■ I ) ,  the potential 4 s a tis fie s  
the Laplace equation In the cross section and does not generate
(2)
longitudinal e lec tr ic  or magnetic f ie ld  components. Hence, the  
lowest order mode is the TEM-mode. However In practice er  > I ,  
so to solve Equation ( l . l )  I t  may be regarded as a perturbation of 
the lim iting  case of er = I .  The e ffec t of th is  perturbution is 
small when the operation frequency is low. The quasi-TEM 
approximation may then be regarded as a zero-order solution to  the 
exact equation shown in ( l . l ) .  The s im plification applied above is 
not va lid  for higher values of K ., as a t higher frequencies spurious 
propagating modes Introduce a dispersive e ffec t which makes the simple 
TEM model Inaccurate. Chapter 8 w ill I llu s tra te  th is  problem more 
fu l ly  and also presents an algorithm fo r evaluating the parameters 
of open microstrip lin e , which leads to  calculation of conductor and 
d ie le c tr ic  losses, as well as dispersion effects [2] .
In most micro s tr ip  networks the lines are necessarily f in ite  
In length and width, consequently th is  introduces d iscontinuity  
problems. Thus, for design purposes»the lines must be characterized  
and the parasitic  Junction effects evaluated in useful terms and 
parameters. I f  the c irc u it  designer Is not relying on "cut-and-try"  
methods, he requires accurate Information concerning the discontinuity  
e ffec ts  to  be used In jfalternatlve method of computer-aided design 
(CAD). To co-operate th is  Information with CAD packages, i t  w ill be 
necessary to present results  by formulae rather than by tab les  and 
curves. Chapter 9 presents a method fo r calculating the transmission 
properties of the discontinuities and considering also the frequency 
dependence of the m icrostrip lines. The method is far more powerful when 
usedinconJuCTion with the additional fa c il i ty  of automatic computer 
corrected S-parameter measurements. The object of th is  chapter Is 
also to  establish the e ffects  of various discontinuities th a t  
frequently occur In microwave Integrated c irc u its . I t  provides
(3)
I f
also an Introduction to  various methods of calculating discontinuity  
e ffec ts . Taking account of the various parameters and p aras itic  
Junction effects In mlcrostrlp c irc u its , the f in a l design may be 
carried out by a computer-aided design approach.
The analytical adjustment of the c irc u it parameters,for a 
complex network, coupled with the use of measurement characterization  
data,can be very e ffec tive  In an e f fo r t  to  achieve a fin a l design 
which meets desired performance without requiring experimental 
adjustment of the c irc u it  parameters. In most cases th is  can only 
be accomplished by the use of computer aided design [3] .
The In it ia l  e ffo rt  to use the computer as a design tool was 
made In the well-established area of f i l t e r  synthesIs[4] .  In these 
now-cI ass IcaI approaches, f i l t e r  design was separated Into two main 
steps. The f i r s t  step was to  approximate a given set of design 
specifications by a system tran s fe r function.
The second step was to re a liz e  th is  transfer function by a 
connection of Ideal c irc u it  elements. Typ ica lly , however, when 
physical elements were used to  build  the c irc u it ,  the actual 
performance deviated s ig n ific a n tly  from that which was desired.
The f i r s t  attempt to  solve th is  problem was made by M.R. Aaron[5], 
when he suggested that the computer could be a useful a id . He 
proposed using a least-squares approach for Improving upon the design 
obtained In each step of the c lassica l synthesis approach.
Today, computer programs permit determination of nominal 
component parameters values and also th e ir  maximum permitted spreads 
In re la tion  to  given tolerances on c irc u it  response functions. This 
Is done particu la rly  when a large number of Identical c irc u its  must 
be produced. This Is made possible by the a v a ila b ility  of analysis
(4)
rout 1neswhich, besides being rapid, also allow precise determination 
of network functions in conjunction with device modelling techniques 
and characterization data. An analysis routine, whether or not used 
In conjunction with optimization techniques, can provide the designer 
with an e ff ic ie n t  means of combining empirical data with theoretica l 
element models. This analysls/optim lzation routine Is needed to  
simulate and optimize the performance of many microwave c irc u its .
The specific  need for th is  c ap ab ility , rather than the "cut-and-try"  
approach,Is to provide the engineer with an "automatic tes t bench"
In which Ideas are tr ie d  u n til a satisfactory resu lt is achieved, 
resu lting  in a high degree of cost effectiveness in most applications.
For many requirements, however, no s tra ig h t forward synthesis 
e x is ts ; th is  Is true p a rtic u la rly  In networks containing active  
devices. In which the designer's experience and In tu itio n  are 
brought to  bear In choosing a c irc u it  to meet the requirements.
In many problems the e ffe c t of parameter values on performance Is  
complicated and the designer needs extra knowledge to  determine 
parameter changes and so improve performance. In th is  case a 
set of Instructions may be w ritten  Into a CAD program which 
could d irect a synthesis process. Depending on the requirements, 
such Instruction routines may solve: a) the approximation problem 
and e x it  when a suitab le  tran s fe r function has been obtained; 
b) I t  may perform the rea liza tio n  only from a given tran sfer  
function; c) I t  may carry out the whole task,obta!nlng the c irc u it  
d ire c tly  from the specifications. The network is repeatedly 
analyzed and Its  performance Is compared with specifications. If  
necessary, the parameters are adjusted In a systematic way to  reach 
the desired performance.
(5)
A flow Chartctfananalysis/optimization routine Is shown In Fig. 1.2.
r i c .  1.2  A FLOW CHAR OF COHPVtEF-AlKD DESIGN.
Presently, there are many analysls/optlm lzatlon routines In 
a varie ty  of programming languages (6^. The optimization routines 
range from various d irect search to  sophisticated gradient methods.
No attempt w ill be made to  provide complete discussion o f Their ©pcreW\ 
here, since Chapter 2 wi 11 be devoted to  moretlvarough analyses of 
some of these systems.
In princ ip le  the analysis algorithm Invariably occupies the 
bulk of the computer time, being called  upon to  re-compu+e the 
overall network response each time the parameters are varied . I t  
Is therefore essential tha t th is  algorithm be made e f f ic ie n t  which 
In turn Influences the choice of network analysis method. In 
Chapter 3, various types of analysis routine are reviewed c r it ic a lly  
In terms of e ffic iency and cost when applied to  microwave problems.
Also in th is  Chapter an algorithm is presented for evaluating two 
-p o rt network parameters, which halves the number of ite ra tio n s  In 
an analysts/optlm lzation program.
An Important consideration in CAD, the result o f device 
characterization has enabled the designer to  accurately  
simulate c irc u it  performance with the-aid  of measured data. I t  is
<6)
In these areas that the measurements are so tedious manual Iy ,th a t  
automation v ia  a d ig ita l computer Is warranted. As many types of 
microwave Instrumentation have become Increasingly sophisticated, the  
treatm ent of complex parameters associated with characterization  
measurements has been revoloh©*\«z.ed b>jj the. G.pphuxt»e»n on- l»ne, 
measurements. Chapter 4 w ill describe the most popular computerized 
Instrumentation which has been set up to  give automatic on-line  
characterization by scattering parameters of 2-port microwave 
devices. In th is  system, errors inherent In the hardware, together 
with those arising from tran s itio n s , mounting arrangements, e tc .,  
at each frequency are evaluated and stored In the computer.
Subsequent runs using te s t pieces to  be characterized are carried
out a t the same frequency steps. The computed errors can be
then subtracted from the measured data to  give corrected r e s u l t s ^ .
Errors In the S-parameters measurements of active or passive 
devices make them d if f ic u lt  to  characterize. Any accurate 
measurement can only be carried  out on the automatic network 
analyzer using the fu ll  two-port correction f a c i l i t ie s .  In the case 
of m lcrostrlp c ircu its  and most two port active devices, an 
additional error is Introduced by the parasitlcs of the coaxlal- 
to-m lcrostrlp  adapters. Chapters w il l  describe a technique which 
u tiliz e s  the coaxial standards available fo r use with the automatic 
network analyzer.
The various m icrostrlp c ircu its  Involved In a l l  experiments 
were carried out using nominally 0.025" thick 99.6Jt alumina 
substrates (MRC superstrate) with d ie le c tr ic  constant er ■ 9 .8 . Chapter 6 
describes the fabrication technique which has been adopted to  
construct the mlcrostrlp networks. C ircu its  were fabricated on
(7)
I* x l" substrates using nlchrome/gold conducting film s of 5 microns 
approximate thickness.
The usefulness of theoretical calculation of m lcrostrlp parameters 
Is severely limited by the accuracy with which the d ie le c tr ic  constant 
of the substrate material can be specified , at microwave frequencies.
Thus, Chapter 7 covers the measurement technique which enables a 
check on the v a lid ity  of theoretical data and provides data where 
the theory Is not yet f r u i t f u l .
F in a lly , In Chapter 10 an optimization program Is presented 
which Includes algorithms fo r  dispersion and losses In m lcrostrlp .
A fa c il i ty  also exists w ith in  the program for converting transmission 
line elements from th e ir  a i r  lengths and characteristic  Impedances 
to  dimensions compatible w ith  mlcrostrlp substrates. The optim ization  
routine combines pseudo-random and conjugate gradient pattern  
search techniques,to Improve the chances of finding a global minimum 
solution to multimodal problems. The optimization of several 
bipolar and GaAs F.E.T. am plifiers  shows the program's a b i l i ty  to
produce good results from poor s tarting  values. In th is  Chapter two 
analysis programs w ill a lso  be described; one uses the two-port chain 
matrix method and handles eight basic types of c irc u it  elements fo r dealing 
with the mlcrostrlp c irc u its  and the other u tiliz e s  the nodal 
analysis algorithm which has been developed by the author dealing 
mainly with the modelling of devices.
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(9)
OPTIMIZATION METHODS 
FOR MICROWAVE CIRCUITS
In problems where the synthesis procedures of c lassical c irc u it  
theory are Inapplicable, optim ization techniques may often provide 
a solution. They are generally Ite ra tiv e  In nature, the network 
being analyzed repeatedly, performance compared with the specifications  
and the parameters adjusted systematically u n til success Is achieved. 
Without th is  last q u a lifica tio n , of course, the analysls-cum-adjustment 
process degenerates Into a computer aided cut-and-try  method, the 
equivalent of the screwdriver-adjustment technique used by "on-the- 
bench" designers. As anyone who has attqpnpted th is  procedure knows, 
convergence via cut-and-try Is hopeless for c irc u its  with several 
variable parameters. For th is  reason the sophisticated analysis 
methods of Chapter 3 should be supplemented by equally clever
Htechniques which enable the designer to Improve his In i t ia l  or 
Intermediate resu lts .
Depending on the requirements, an optim ization program 
may solve only the approximation problems and e x it  when a suitable  
transfer function has been obtained. I t  may, a lte rn a tiv e ly , perform 
the rea liza tio n  only, from a given transfer function. F in a lly ,
I t  may carry out the whole task, obtaining the c irc u it  d ire c tly  
from the specifica tions . However, th is  is not always a foolproof 
process. Even though the computer may be quite e ffe c tiv e  In 
modifying element values, a proper choice of c irc u it  topology Is 
usually le f t  to  the designer, such a choice being essential I f  a 
fin a l design Is to  be achieved with elements which are readily  
physically re a lizab le .
I t  Is not Intended to give here a complete account of 
optim ization techniques, as they are dealt with In the lite ra tu re  
[ l - 5 ] .  The main purpose Is rather to review various methods 
which can be applied to microwave Integrated c ir c u it  design.
F irs t,  the basic Ideas of optimization are discussed. This Is 
followed by c lassify ing  these methods Into three categories, 
with a discussion of each one. F inally  a c r ite r io n  Is given, 
devised by the author, for choosing any p a rtic u la r technique.
The chapter ends with an examination of how the current optim ization  
program may be Improved and extended fo r designing c irc u its .
(11)
2 .1  BASIC  IDEAS OF O P T IM IZ A T IO N .
' In a broad sense, optimization means finding the combination 
of a group of variables which sets a function equal to  Its  optimum, 
usually e ither at the minimum or maximum value of the function.
The function may be linear or non-llnear, with or without constraInts  
on the range of values from which the variables are chosen. For 
meaningful supervision of the optimization process, the proper 
performance evaluation function must be chosen and a satis facto ry  
description of I t  provided. This usually means that the function  
to be minimized, or maximized, (called the 'error function ') must 
adequately describe the fin a l desired response. The objective  
function thus generated w ill be an erro r function of some type 
(e .g . mean square, Tchebyschev e rro r, e t c . ) .  This then w ill be 
the dependent variab le  which the optim ization process w il l  seek 
to optim ize.' A frequently used error function, for various 
responses such as transducer gain. Input and output VSWR, Is the 
following least p+h formulation
e -  l /P  Zw (W1(JW) |p ,n(Jw) | P ♦ W2(* ,) |P o u t<Jo,)|P
♦ W3(Jw)|G+(Joi) -  Gd(Jw )|P ) (2 .1a)
An error function which Includes both gain and noise 
figure may be w ritten  as:
c -  l/p  I w(W1(Ju))|NF(Jw)|? ♦ W2 (J«)|G+(Jw> -  Gd(Jw )|P (2.1b)
where
Wj, W2 and W3 are the weighting factors.
(12)
nGy and are calculated and desired gain respectively.
P jn and PQU+ are Input and output VSWR respectively  
NF Is the noise figure and P Is an integer even number.
The least P+h error function is sometimes referred to  as 
the least p th  'objective fun ctio n '. For example, an ideal objective  
in am plifier design is to  minimize the least pth maximum- 
deviation of the actual response from the specified performance.
Fig. 2.1 shows a response function satisfy ing an am plifier 
specification .
m  m a  frequency bounds iesfecttvely.
I t  frequently happens that the objective function has more 
than one optimum, In which case I t  Is called a "multi-modal" 
function, as d is tin c t from a "uni-modal" function, which has 
only a single optimum. I f  several optima exis t (a t d iffe re n t  
value), the most extreme one Is referred to  as the "global" 
optimum w hile others are called " loca l"  optima. Fig. 2 .2 Illu s tra te s  
a surface which represents the e rro r function of an organization.
(13)
As mentioned before, an optimization method is essentia lly  
a set of procedures fo r systematically generating a sequence of 
vectors or points
x , x , $ , . . . .  5. In a subset such that:o' i 2 k
e(x ) > e (S i) > e(5i2 ) .........> e ( \ ) . . . .  C2.2)o l k ,
and evaluating th e ir  effectiveness In locating optimum points.
t ic . 1.2  m o t m c r im  or » tin -w o u . huallhs hat have
LOCAL A »  GLOBAL HU1UBM.
N aturally , the methods which converge are of greater In terest,
l .e .  methods which generate the optimum points In a f in i t e  number 
of steps, or In which points come s u ff ic ie n t ly  close to  the optimum 
a fte r  a f in ite  number of ^ ’ s.
In generating such sequences of po in ts , a s tarting  value < v  
must be chosen, which s a tis fie s  any constraints which may e x is t.
(K)
Once a point is chosen, two decisions must be made before the 
next point can be generated. F irs tly , a d irection  must be picked 
In which the next point can be generated and secondly a step size  
must be decided, to  be taken In the chosen d irection . Any descent 
method generates [ x j  by the following equation: •
K+i ■ \ * +A k ■ °' ■»•• (2-3)
where cik Is the direction and | t kdk | *s "*’^ ie s'l'eP s ize .
The mechanism of generating sequences of points and th e ir  
effectiveness In locating the optimum po in t depend very much on 
the function to  be optimized and on the amount of Information which 
Is available fo r  generating the next guess a t the optimum point.
2 .2 CURRENT OPTIMIZATION METHODS
Roughly speaking, we may classify  the optimization methods 
Into three categories:
A -  The methods using only the functional values.
B -  The methods making use of f irs t-o rd e r  derivatives as w e ll.
C -  The methods which also require knowledge of second-
order derivatives.
These derivatives may be computed a n a ly tic a lly , or numerically, 
depending on the methods. The methods In category (C) w ill generate 
points that are s u ffic ien tly  close to the optimum point In some 
sense In the least number of steps. This does not mean, however, 
tha t they are the most e ff ic ie n t  methods In terms of computer time.
I n  microwave theory the function e (x ) Is so complex that 
Its  second derivatives may not be obtainable e x p lic it ly  by an 
analytical method and even th e ir  numerical approximation may be 
very crude. Thus evaluation of derivatives may consume
(15)
i-'It
V *
more computer tim e than would be needed to evaluate the function at 
several points.
Typ ically , mathematical functions which describe microwave 
c irc u it  behaviour are non-linear. Dropping the methods of 
categories (C ), the applicable methods then are categories (A) 
and (B), which may be c lass ified  Into one of the following two 
groups.
2.2.1 DIRECT SEARCH
The methods In Category (A ), which do not require the calcu lation  
of gradients but rather depend on function evaluation a t various 
comb I nations of variables are c lass ified  Into this group. The 
d irect search methods cover several strategies I .e .  grid and 
random search, which do not re ly  on dIrectIons,and pattern search, 
which re lie s  on the d irection  of greatest Improvement. However, 
they w ill be discussed b r ie f ly , each one In turn, as fo llo w s:- 
GRID SEARCH. This method does not re ly  on gradients or directions  
and basically  involves choosing a large number of Independent variable  
sets and evaluating the dependent variab le . Fig. 2 .3  shows hew the 
variable range Is broken up Into small segments and the function is 
repeatedly evaluated u n til the lowest function value Is found.
RANDOM SEARCH. This method may also be c lassified  In th is  group where 
a compound number of random function evaluations are done to locate an 
optimum w ith in  some range of the true optimum for a given facto r.
PATTERN SEARCH. This method re lie s  on the direction of greatest 
Improvement. F ig. 2 .4  shows a typical technique where the function Is 
In i t ia l ly  evaluated a t and around some starting  point and a f in ite  
step Is then taken In the d irection  where the greatest Improvement Is 
detected.
(16)
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This method is much more e ff ic ie n t  than grid and random 
techniques, and has found great application in microwave c irc u lts [5 j-  
One of strateg ies, called "DIRECT SEARCH", has been described by 
Hooke and Jeevesp]. The procedure is started by evaluating the  
error a t the s tarting  point (base) and a set of exploratory moves 
are made along the co-ordinate axes In order to  determine the 
direction in which the minimum lie s . A pattern move is then made 
along the d irection selected by a successful move, in the hope that 
the previous success w ill be repeated. When a pattern move and 
subsequent exploratory moves f a i l ,  the parameter increments are  
reduced and the whole procedure restarted a t that base point. The 
search Is terminated when increments f a l l  below prescribed le ve ls .
A sim ilar technique called "SPIDER", in which 1he exploratory  
moves are made In randomly chosen orthogonal d irections, has been 
described by Emery and O 'H a g an ^ .
Another technique tha t appears to  be very e ff ic ie n t  In terms 
of computer running time Is called the "SIMPLEX" method£8]. The 
e rro r function Is evaluated a t (n ♦ 1) mutually equidistant points 
In the space of the n independent variables, such points being 
said to  form the vertices of a simplex. The method then 
determines the vertex at which the error function has the largest 
value, and refects th is  vertex In the centroid of the re fle c tio n .
I f  re flec tio n  has produced a new optimum point, then fu rth e r steps 
In th is  direction te s t fo r any success. However, I f  re fle c tio n  
gives a worse point then a contraction takes place.
F in a lly , another method In th is  group Is called "RAZOR" search[9]. 
This strategy begins with a modified version of the pattern search
( 18)
u n til i t  f a i ls .  A random point is selected autom atically In the 
neighbourhood and a second pattern search is in it ia te d  u n til th is  
one also fa i ls .  The method has been proposed to deal with valleys  
along which a path of discontinuous derivatives lie s .
2 .2 .2 . GRADIENT BASED METHOOS.
The values of f i r s t  order p a rtia l derivatives of the error 
function with respect to the Independent variables are used In 
selecting the search d irection . Several known techniques exist 
in th is  group, the most popular s trateg ies being described as 
follows:
STEEPEST DESCENT. By mathematical d e fin it io n , a function w ill 
Increase fastest along the d irectio n  of gradient and the most 
rapid decrease can be found along the negative d irection  [A]. This 
d irection  is known as the d irection  of steepest descent. In 
th is  method f i r s t  a gradient d irectio n  is computed which points 
toward the greatest improvement In the optimum along the lin e .
This Is followed by finding a new gradient d irection and another 
lin e  search along that d ire c tio n . F ig . 2.5 shows the performance
fM. 1.5 nutm 5* * * 0 * IC T B M  T i l l  PARTIAL DCRXVATITKS 
" ■ e r r a *  u  n u c n w  thr irarcx  d m k t i c n .
(19)
The process is repeated u n til no further improvement can be 
found. The gradient is defined as the vector sum of the partia l 
derivatives
(2 .4 ),3ey dXj ’ 3x2'  3Xj ' 3xn
3e
The method of steepest descent is very slow. Various 
modifications have been made to speed up the procedure[l0 ] ,  but 
near the optimum i t  s t i l l  tends to slow down d ra s tic a lly .
However, some gradient methods (e .g . d ire c t search method) find  
the optimum of the function along the direction of search Instead 
of taking a fixed step in th is  d irectio n . Suppose th a t s tarting  
from x , vectors x , . . . . .  x. have been generated, where theO I K
f\f
next vector x^+J Is chosen somewhere on the ray emanating from 
2k In the direction d^ In (2 .3 ) ,then fk is determined by 
solving the corresponding one-dimensional optimization p rob iem [4].
VARIABLE METRIC METHOD. The most popular strategy based on
gradient technique was proposed by Davldson[j i j . This method
Is  known as ’ VARIABLE METRIC’ . The under lyi ng method, described
by Fletcher and Powell£l2j, is based on the variable metric
technique. I t  Is assumed tha t In a neighbourhood of the required 
%minimum xfflj n, the error function may be expanded In the forms
e(x) -  e(x . ) ♦ i (x  -  x . )TG(x , )(x  -  x . ) (2 .5 )min min min min
where G, Is the matrix of second-order partia l derivatives.
The vectors are assumed to  be column vectors; (x- * m| n)T moans
the transpose of vector (x -  At the point of minimum,
the  gradient (g) Is zero. In general, the gradient Is given
by
g(x) -  6 ( ^ ( x  -  xm, n) ( 2 . 6 )
(20)
hAssuming now that the symmetric matrix G Is positive  
d e fin ite , the following equation holds true:
x -  x'ml n
were ava ilab le . I t  would allow xmjn
(2 .7 )  
to  be
caIcuIated In one step.
To approach G "l(x j n) ,  a method of successive lin ear search 
In the G-conJugate direction Is used (see Appendix A).
CONJUGATE DIRECTION METHOD -  The conjugate direction method Is In 
fac t s im ila r to the gradient method, but the d ifference Is that 
each new d irection  of search forms a part of the Ite ra tio n
A#
cycle. In th is  method the new values of xk+l are found by using
k+1 *k + \K ( 2 . 8 )
where -  Hk\ *  the matrix Hk being updated a t every Ite ra tio n . 
The matrix H. rotates the d irection  of search from th a t of
U N  *
the gradient to a new d irections, P , P ., . . . .  P , so tha to l  n_ i
G-orthogonality Is s a tis fie d . The underling method has been described 
by Fletcher and Reeves[l3]. From the Taylor expansion (2 .5 ) ,  the 
gradient Is seen to be as (2 .6 ) .  The condition fo r the gradient 
to  vanish Is:
G(x * ) • X ■ G^m ln>" *L.in (2 ' 9)min min min
For the solution of these equations, direction f* , P , . . .  are 
generated such tha t G-orthogona11ty I
satis fied  (s e e c h . 10).
(21)
2 .3  A POSSIBLE CRITERION
Because there are so many optimization methods, I t  Is 
not generally possible to  single out a particu lar method as the 
one to  be used In every case. Some Judgement, experience, or 
preliminary exploration may be necessary to  find a method that 
w ill solve the optim ization problem In a routine manner i f  
possible.
A few attempts a t comparison studies have been made by 
several computing centres. These, however, tend to  make 
objective comparisons much more d i f f ic u lt ,  since d iffe re n t  
computing centres have d iffe re n t computing hardware and 
software .
One attempt was made by Fletcher[j4] to examine the re la tiv e  
e ffic ien cy  of a few d ire c t search methods on various tes t 
functions. The tes t functions were designed to  prove d if f ic u lt  
to  minimize. For example, one of those Is a parabolic valley  
proposed by Rosenbrock[l5]., v lzs -
f (x  , x ^ -  100 <x2 -  x ^ ) 2 ♦ ( I -  X j ) 2
with s tarting  values xQ ■ ( -  1.2, 1.0)
For each te s t function he plotted log^ “  f mj n> g a in s t
the number of linear minimizations. His conclusion was that
most techniques became unworkable as the number o f variables
Increased. This s ituation  arises from the fact th a t a t each
Ite ra tio n , many of the linear minimizations are made repeatedly
In lim ited subspaces, permitting only restric ted  progress to  the
mlnlmum.
(22)
The situation  with regard to  the problem of microwave 
optimization Is somewhat d iffe re n t. Microwave e rro r functions 
are usually complex and have many local extremes, so these 
sequential methods may converge to the nearest local minimum, 
ignoring neighbouring minima, which may be b e tte r. Thûs I t  
may be seen that one of the  c r ite r ia  is ACCURACY, l .e .  how 
close are the fin a l objective function values and the minimum 
vectors to  the true minima. Although there are no absolute 
guarantees of a "global minimum" by most pattern search 
methods, th is  does not become re a lly  re s tr ic tiv e ; I f  the 
response meets the designer's c r i te r ia ,  that minimum Is 
acceptable. Another compara t lv e  study has been made by 
Colvi I le p ó ] , In which he asked over th ir ty  partic ipants to  
submit te s t problems and to  solve those problems chosen fo r  
the study. The selected problems were varied in s ize and 
structure and represent typical examples of current applications  
of nonlinear programming.
The c r ite r ia  which he put on each solution were as follows:
(a) How much time Is  required to  program and set up the 
problem?
(b) How much time Is  required to  execute the problem 
solution?
(c) How many function and constraint evaluations are 
requlred?
(d) Are p artia l derivatives calculated? I f  so, how? 
A nalytically  o r  numerically?
An overall summary of results was that the methods In category (c) 
were much more e ff ic ie n t  than e ith er the d irect search methods 
or the small step gradient methods. I t  should be emphasized 
tha t th is  observation Is fa ir ly  obvious. But as previously 
noted the methods of category CC) are not applicable to  microwave 
optim ization problems.
2 .4  CONCLUSIONS.
In general, the d irect and pattern optimization techniques 
are based on "sequential" or linear search algorithms In which 
points previously generated are used In determining the new 
directions of search. Although extremely e ff ic ie n t In 
determining the minima of unimodal functions, a sequential 
search technique w ill converge to  the nearest local minimum, 
Ignoring neighbouring minima which may be superior.
As cost Is a very Important consideration In the selection  
of an optim ization algorithm fo r use In an Industrial application , 
the author and his co11eagues[l7j have been using a very large 
step direct-search technique. Although very e ff ic ie n t  In 
producing an acceptable resu lt from a poor starting  value, 
fo r m ultivariab le  problems, the penalty paid here Is tha t the 
convergence ra te  Is slow where In i t ia l  values are near to  the 
optimum. Fig. 2 .6 , shows the gain of an am plifier versus 
frequency which has been optimized with a large step, pseudo-random 
strategy. I t  can be seen the convergence rate tends to  slow 
down a fte r  three cycles. This Is because the technique requires 
several variables In order to  "hop" randomly from minima to
( 2 4 )
minima u n tlI one of a satisfactory depth has been located.
By using two or three d iffe re n t strategies of optlm izatlon[ie] 
one may Increase the accuracy of approach to the true minimum.
I t  Is also desirable to  reduce the execution tim e, p articu la rly  
when the, starting  points are near to  the position of the minimum.
To these ends the author and his colleagues have used a combination 
of 'la rg e  step d irec t search' with 'conjugate gradient pattern 
search' techniques. To Improve the chances of finding a global 
minimum solution t*o multi-modal problems (as encountered In 
am p lifie r optim ization), a lim ited number of random searches 
are also employed. The nonunllateral properties of GaAS F.F-.T.
and b ipolar tran s Is to rs in  microwave am plifier c irc u its  means 
that the elements a ll  in teract to  some degree with each other which 
a ffec ts  the overa ll response. For th is  reason, the pseudo-random 
sequence technique has been used fo r chosen variables [ l9 ,2 0 ] . 
This reduces the p o ss ib ility  of the optimum following algorithm  
concentrating on certa in  variables to the exclusion of others, 
and thereby y ie ld ing  false minima. I t  should be emphasized 
th a t optim ization alone cannot guarantee success under p ractica l 
and economical design consideration, but i ts  combination with 
good engineering Judgement w ill always out-perform the previously 
existing  "cut-and-try" techniques.
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COMPUTER AIDED-ANALYSIS METHODS
In any combined c irc u it analysls/optlm lzation computer program, 
the analysis subroutine plays a dominant ro le . The associated 
algorithm Invariably occupies the bulk of the computer time, being 
called upon to re-compute the overall network response each time 
the parameters are varied. I t  Is therefore essential that th is  
algorithm be made e ff ic ie n t , which In turn  Influences the choice of 
network analysis method.
Several analytlca.1 methods have been used In the study and 
design of microwave c irc u its . This Chapter begins by discussing 
the in d e fin ite  admittance matrix ¿1AM) as being most 
appropriate fo r combinations of two and three terminal networks. 
This is followed by a detailed exposition of an analysis algorithm  
developed by the author, which Is very u sefu l, p a rtic u la rly  fo r  
modelling transistors and other active devices. A c r i t ic a l  review 
of the general two-port chain matrix Is described next, th is  
being eminently suitab le, both on account of Its  high effic iency
(30)
and adaptab ility  fo r progranrmlng. In re la tio n  to  minimizing 
the computing tim e and memory s ize, some consideration Is given to 
sparse-matrlx techniques. The chapter ends with a discussion of 
the adjoint network approach, followed by the author’ s conclusions.
3.1 MULT I-TERM INAL CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
Sometimes I t  Is advantageous to  use a combination of matrix 
techniques, ra ther than a single procedure£l]. The former approach 
may be p a rtic u la rly  useful where d iffe re n t types of network are 
Involved which have a common node or ground connection. An example 
I l lu s tra t iv e  of the approach Is described. Involving use of the 
In d efin ite  admittance matrix (1AM) In combination with a d e fin ite  
Impedance m atrix [? ]•
The short c irc u it  admittance m atrlx [Y ], fo r a two terminal 
admittance y connected between nodes I and J of an n-node 
network, Is given by:
Consider now a three-term !naI device added into the network 
at nodes 1, 2 and 3, where the th ird  terminal Is a t the reference 
or ground p o te n tia l, as Indicated In F ig . 3 .1 .
(3 .1 )
( 31)
From superposition theory[2], i t  is easy to  show that t t a  w ill fee,
given by:
[Y]=
I t  should be noted th a t, any particular terminal of the added 
device may be selected as the reference term inal. For example, 
with a bipolar tran s is to r, I t  would be equally admissible to  use 
as the reference terminal e ither the base, em itter or co llec to r.
yn CMH
>* -(y ♦ y ) 'll ' 12
y21 y22 -(y ♦ y ) '2 1  '2 2
(yn +y2i) •‘'.2* V y ♦ y + y 11 12 21
(3 .2 )
2 2.
Suppose now, the IAM of an n-node c irc u it  is being entered in 
a manner such that the ground node is placed in the last row. The 
next m rows from the bottom denote the grounded voltage source 
nodes, and the f i r s t  1 « n -  m rows represent the actual elements. 
This ordered indefin ite  admittance matrix is depicted in (3 .3 ) .
M
n-m %yu
A# %
yl9
m
a»
yst
%
*ss
'V
ysg
0 L V
•V
ygs
%
y99 .
(3 .3 ) fo r the f i r s t n-m
(3 .3 )
% % % (3 .4 )
where denotes the Independent current source connected to  the
flrs tln o d es , v the grounded Independent voltage source and v# s *
the unknown voltage of the f i r s t  1 nodes. The m atrix may be 
decomposed Into two matrices of a lower [L] and an upper trian g u la r
[u ] such that y « LU. I f  we now get:
LU Ÿ • *= ïeq  ( 3 . 5 )
t\j t\j r\j
Then Ieq * -  y^s vg may be solved by forward and backward
substitu t I on [9] .
3.1.1 ANALYSING LARGE CIRCUITS.
In order to  analyze very large c irc u its , one may divide the 
c irc u it  Into subcircuits calculating fo r each of them one of Its  re­
port matrices. Subsequently, the subcircuits are Interconnected and 
so the matrix re la tiv e  to the ports of the complete c irc u it  Is 
determ Ined.
Once the IAM of a subcircuit Is established I t  may be divided 
Into Internal and external nodes. By elim inating the variables  
re la tiv e  to  the Internal nodes, one obtains the IAM matrix re la t iv e  
to  the external nodes.
Every IAM matrix may be partitioned Into the following equation
where I and
A# * %
x e . ^ee *el V e
<V
x l J . y le yH . LVI
A#
are the v e c t o r s O hi the c
(3 .6 )
to  the external nodes, and I ( and Vj are those re la tiv e  to  the 
Internal nodes. I f  nothing is to  be connected to  the internal
A»
terminals then I ( ■ 0 and solving (3 .6 ) fo r Vj In terms of
V, l.e s -
'I
v - i
- y . l
%
I .  Ve (3 .7 )
The current I  Is then given by:
•\> <v \  i r i  'V “v 
’ (/ee - y.l y iI y .e , V e (3 .8 )
(33)
which may be w ritten:
' v e e
(3.9)
with
(3.10)
which represents the I AM with respect to  the external ports of 
each subcircuit. When the subcircuits are connected together
the  |AM for the external nodes of the complete c irc u it  is
3 .1 .2  COMPUTATION OF TWO-PORT PARAMETERS.
In a vast number of network problems, however complicated the 
network, the relationship between e lec tr ica l properties at an 
output port and an Input port Is the Item of predominant In terest.
I t  Is therefore desirable to  compute the two-port parameters of 
such a network.
The author has developed an a lternative  procedure which halves 
the number of Iterations required In the evaluation of any two-port 
parameters.
This section describes how, with the aid of a simple algorithm, 
a re la tiv e ly  inexperienced computer programmer can apply the 
relevant procedures to typ ical multiterminal c irc u it  analysis. This 
Is very useful, p articu la rly  fo r modelling transistors  and various 
other active and passive devices.
Consider a network In which there ère n Independent node-pairs, 
labelled sequentially, I ,  2, . . .  I ,  . . .  o, . . .  (n -1 ), n, where I and 
o are those terminal pairs acting as Input and output ports 
respectively. I t  may be necessary to consider only these node-pairs
calculated using the same procedure[3 ].
(34)
l
» A r •
and Ignore a ll  others, we can use one of the standard forms 
of two-port parameters to  represent the network between the Input 
and output ports. I f  the representation Is to be In the form of 
Z-parameters, fo r example. I t  Is required to find the elements of 
the Z-m atrix of eqn. (3 .1 1 ).
Ml
ol
■|o
oo
(3.11)
The IAM for the n-lndependent node-pairs would be of the form 
[ i ]  -  [Y] [V] (3.12)
where a ll the elements of [ i ]  are zero except fo r I ( and I o«
I f  the node n Is being taken as the reference we may obtain
a non-singular matrix [Yf)_ 13 by removing from [ y]  the nth row and 
column. Provided that the determinant of th is  matrix Is non-zero 
we may then obtain the Inverse of the admittance matrix [Yn_i3 ,and  
hence re -w rlte  eqn. (3 .11)
[V] -  [Z] [ I ]  (3 .13)
The matrix eqn. (3 .13) represents (n - l)  simultaneous equations. 
Since, however, there are only four unknowns, we may reduce these to  
two equations only, l . e .  the ones Involving the Independent variab les, 
thus re la tin g  to the Input and output term inals. Hence factorising  
the matr,x ,n+°  +he l° wer triangu lar matrix [ l] and upper
trian g u la r matrix [u ] with diagonal elements of un ity , the Jth 
column of these matrices may be calculated via the following algorithm
( 35)
I < J
from which may be calculated l£ j ,  I ■ k, k *  1, 1 f or any k,
thereby obtaining a ll  the elements of [ l] " 1. The algorithm Is as 
follows:
s im ila rly  we may calcu late  [u ]"1 -  [u ' j ]  the only d ifference being
the fac t tha t the diagonal elements of [u] are un ity . The
(36)
i *  A * r . f
calculation of [ lJ 1 and [u] _1 followed by the matrix  
m ultip lication  ftj]-1  [ l] _1, gives the following algorithm:
ZU  - j ,  “ ' i k ' k j  <3- l8>
I t  Is , of course, a matter of routine transformation to  
obtain any other desired set of two-port parameters from these,
e .g . scattering or transmission parameters. In summary,
evaluation of two-port parameters by conventional means, requires
two separate runs by a nodal analysis program.
For example In the case of s-parameters i t  means that
with a generator connected to port I only sj j and sq j can
be evaluated. S im ilarly  by removing the generator from port I
and connecting to  port o, s. and s can be evaluated. I tl o oo
was shown that th is  algorithm may be used to evaluate the 
S-parameters In one run, and th is  halves the number of Iterations  
required In a typ ical analysls/optlmlzatlon program.
3.2 TWO-PORT MATRIX METHOD.
Often one realises  that a certain  function of a network 
Is formed by cascade connection of two or more simpler networks.
By repeated application of th is  operation the general c irc u it  
parameters may be computed for any number of two-port networks 
In cascade. For only two types of parameters the f in a l matrix 
Is equal to  the product of the Individual two-port elements.
One Is the well-known [aBCD] parameters[5 ], and the other Is 
TRANSFER SCATTERING-PARAMETERS. The la tte r one Is usually 
defined e n tire ly  from a wave point of view rather than voltage and 
current[¡5-7]. The scattering parameters cannot be used In chain
(37)
matrices as a result of the decision to  take reflected waves
as dependent variables and Incident waves as Independent.
Therefore, Transmission parameters [t ] set, which have properties
s im ilar to  those of the [ABCDj set, may be used In the analysis
routine. In order to  analyse completely a network, the measured
s-parameter set of an active device must normally be converted
to the [ABCD] or [t]  set using the following relatlonsh I ps [6] .
(Assuming both Input and output normalization constants are equal
to  Z ) .  o
[A BCD] - 2§—
"2 1
(- AS + S11 " S22 * n
( I/Z Q)(As S11 -  S2 2 * ‘ >
Z (As ♦ s ♦ s + I)O 11 22
(As -  s11 s ♦ I)22
(3 .19)
Conversion from [S] to  [t]  set would be
-As
S11 I
(3 .20)
where A s « s  s - s  s .
11 22  12 2
One of the Interesting and powerful features of th is  method, other 
than the speed of computation. Is the a b i lity  to  store m atrix representations 
of Individual network elements In the computer memory. Individual 
element types and related data may be specified as In tegral parts of an 
overall network topology. Each type Is coded, enabling the program ■ 
to c a ll upon the necessary algorithm to  compute the [ABCD] or [t]  set 
fo r th a t element and fo r the to ta l network, chaining these eloments In the 
correct sequence and computing th e ir  matrix’ product. Once a given 
element matrix Is stored there Is no need to recompute unless new values 
are specified by the user or possibly by an optim ization routine.
The stored Invariant element data may be rapidly recalled, 
maintaining a high degree of overall program e ffic ien cy .
3 .3 SPARSE MATRIX TECHNIQUES.
The admittance matrix of [y]  described In section 3.1 fo r  
a typical ten-node e le c tr ic  c irc u it  contains fewer than 50-per cent 
nonzero elements. As the number of c irc u it  nodes Increases the 
percentage of non-zero terms drops, so that at 100 nodes typical 
cIrcuItscontaIn 5 per cent nonzero elements[8 ], For e ff ic ie n t  
u ti liz a tio n  of high-speed memory, and to allow fo r practical 
solution of very large c ircu its , storage may be allocated for 
only the nonzero terms of the admittance m atrix. I t  Is also 
worth mentioning that where less than 30% of the matrix entries  
are nonzero one should consider storing the entries of nonzero 
e I ements [9j .
The most obvious method of compacting data Is simply to  
store ?he row and column numbers of each nonzero valued position 
In two vectors, and the value In a th ird  vector. As an example 
of one of the basic storage techniques consider the matrix
'  yn V12 0 0 y!5 1 2 0 0 3 '
0 *22 0 *21» 0 0 4 0 5 0
0 0 *33 0 *3«» ■ 0 0 6 0 7
0 0
yM
0 8 0 0 9 0
0 0 y 53 0 *< Ul 0 0 10 0 11
The Information concerning the nonzero element value and Its  
position may be stored as two vector arrays NRO, and NCO.
( 39)
These two vectors, which may each be called a pointer array
before node renumbering would contain the following numbers:
Row locator Column Id e n tifie r Term Identified
NRO(I) -  1 NCO(I) « 1 y ( l )  -  yn
NR0(2) -  4 NC0(2) - 2 y (2 ) -  y12
NR0(3) « 6 NC0(3) ■ 5 y ( 5) ■ y15
NR0(4) * 8 NC0(4) » 2 y(4 ) - y22
NR0(5) = 10 NC0(5) -  4 y (5 ) * y2k
NC0(6) - 3 y (6 ) « y33
NC0(7) -  5 y (7 ) ■ y3k
NC0(8) ■ 1 y<8) ‘ Yhl
NC0(9) -  4 y<9) ■ ykh
NCO(IO)- 3 y ( IO ). y5lt
NC0(l D -  5 y ( l D -  y55
The number stored In position I of the NRO array,
the starting  location In the second pointer array, NCO. Where the 
values are associated with terms of row 1 In the [y] m atrix.
As I t  can be seen, for example NR0(2) « 4 Indicates that 
the f i r s t  element In row 2 Is the fourth element of NCO. NCCXA) gives 
Its  column position and y(4) gives Its  element value. So by 
means of the system of pointers, the whole nonzero elements of 
any network are rapidly  access lb le [8 ] . I t  Is also worth mentioning 
that the optimal ordering of the equation In the f/J  matrix Is 
of v ita l Importance to  minimize the production of new non-zero 
terms when decomposing the orig inal m a trlx f/]  [4 ] . As an example 
consider the following matrix with Its  L-U decomposition:
(AO)
[V]
- ”
*11 * 1 2 * 13 *14 1 0 0 0 u n U12 U13 U14
*21 * 2 2 0 0 l 21 1 0 0 Y
0 U22 U23 °2 4
*31 0 *33 0 B S i l 32 1 0
A 0 0 U33 U34
.  y ,*l 0 0 v *41 *42 *43 1 0 0 0 ° 4 4  .
(3.20)
a
As I t  can be seen a ll  the [ lJ and [u ] elements are nonzero, and six  
nonzero values were created In [u ] and [ llj  which were zero valued In 
[y] . Thus the sparsity of [L] and [ l l ]  depend on the ordering of the 
equations and the solution variables. To Il lu s tra te , now consider Jy] 
and Its  L-U decomposition which Is a resu lt of interchanging columns 
and rows 1 and 4 of the [y] matrix v iz :
[V] ■
' * * »
0 0
* 4 , '
' 1 0 0 O ' u 0  
11
0 ll
1**
0
* 2 2
0
*2 1
B 0 1 0 0 0  u
22
0 u
2 h
0 0
*3 3 *3 1
0 0 1 0 0  0 u
33
U
31*
.  * 1 4 * 1 3 *1 2 *11 . . S i 42 » 4 3 1 0  0 0
U
i»i* J
(3 .2 I)
so the nonzero structure has been maintained throughout the L-U 
decomposition by optimal ordering of the equations. This may be done 
by searching to  see I f  there are any rows with only one non-zero 
off-dlagonal term. I f  one Is found. I t  Is numbered f i r s t ,  those w-lth 
two non-zero terms second, e tc ., and f in a lly  those with the most 
non-zero terms la s t.
( 4 1 )
3.4 ADJOINT NETWORK S SENSITIVITIES.
In Chapter two I t  was Indicated that the gradient 
optimization methods on average perform b etter. They require the  
gradient of the objective function with respect to  the set of 
adjustable parameters in the c irc u it .  This gradient of error 
function may be obtained e ith e r an a ly tica lly  or numerically using 
some f in ite  difference scheme. In the case of the la tte r  one i t  
is usually in fe r io r  to the best d irect search methods [jo] . This 
in fe r io r ity  stems from the inaccuracy of the estimated derivatives, 
which results In the selection of a poorer d irection  than would be 
obtained using analytic  derivatives. Hence, In th is  section the 
analytic  gradient evaluation of error function w il l  be discussed 
by means of the adjoint network.
The basic idea fo r evaluating gradient. I t  may also be called  
s en s ltlv ltes . Is a general network theorem by T e lle g e n [ll3 .
The theory Its e lf  has no apparent application to  s en s itiv ity  problems, 
making discovery of Its  significance Independently in [’12] and [|3] 
a ll the more remarkable.
Consider a linear tim e-invariant network N, with branch voltage 
and current denoted by vn(+ ) , i„(+) respectively. Now le t
A
N be another network with branch voltage and current denoted by
v ( t )  and ? Ct) respectively. The network N, known as the n n
ad jo in t of N, has the same structure as N, but possib ly d iffe re n t  
types of elements between corresponding nodes.(see Fig. 3.2.)
(3.22)
Upon application of Tellegen's theorem[l2]
7 V ( t )  T ( t )  = o and 7 I ( t )v  ( t )  = 0 t n n n ‘•n n n
where the summation is  taken over a l l  branches of the networks
N and N.
l i e .  3.1 m w u s  u r n  jlhilul stwctvu.
Now le t the voltage and current In N have a perturbation
of Av ( t )  and Al ( t ) .  Since Tellegen's theorem Is Independent n n
of element value, then I t  must s t i l l  be s a tis fie d , so th a t:
7 [v ( t )  ♦ Av ( t ) ] t  ( t )  5 0 **nL n n * n
and * (3.23)
•  * ' „ ' « ) * „ < «  *  o
combining (3.22) an<J (3.23) y ie lds:
lAv ( t )  I ( t )  ■ 0 and 7 Al ( t )  v ( t )  2 0 (3.24)
•"H n n t n n n
F in a lly , and most Importantly:
7 [Av (+ > i„ ( t )  -  A l_ (t )v  ( t ) l  = 0 (3.25)“n** n n n n J
This equation In fa c t Is the key to  evaluation of a l l  s e n s ltlv ltV »  
of a network.
As an example, consider a 2-port network N with Its  ad jo in t 
network N as Indicated In F ig . (3 .3 ) .
( 4 3 )
N N
n c .  1 .1  n o  c ikcotts o r  io eittica l  TOPOLOCT, ■ IS  O tIC U  KETWU
M S  I  ITS ADJOINT NETWORK.
As previously, the summation on (3.25) Is taken over a l l  
branches of the networks. Hence, the term In (3 .2 5 ), corresponding 
to the branches of N and N which are the port term inations, 
can be separated from those relevant to  Internal branches, to  
y ie ld :—
A IjVj -  A Vjlj ♦ Al2 v2 -  Av,I.*212 " i k(AIkVk ' V k ’
when the summation now Is taken only over Internal branches.
( 3 2 6 ;
Suppose now a two-terminal component (Z^) Is subject to  
change, then, AvR ■ AlkZk ♦ AZk l k and (3.26) may be rew ritten  
as follows: •
Al l  v i Avl'l + A,2V2 Av-I, " L K  -  Z J . IA I .  -  ?. I. AZ.2 '2 ‘ k ''k  ‘' k V ' k  'k  k k
The quantity A lk Is of no In te re s t, thus I t  may be eliminated  
by choosing vk ■ Z ^ .  Consider now the network N excited by 
a voltage source a t port I and the voltage (Av2> a t the open- 
clrcu lted  port 2 Is the response of In terest. By suitably  
terminating N and N as shown In Fig. (3 .4 ) ,  the le f t  hand
(3.27;
side of (3.27J, except AV2, may be forced to  be zero.
In th is  case the fin a l form of (3 .27) for a two-terminal components 
impedance becom es
This expression Indicates how the s e n s itiv ity  of output voltage 
to  a small change In an Impedance may be calculated through two 
c irc u it  analyses, one of the orig inal network N, and the other 
the adjoint network N. The expression describing the ad jo in t 
element, associated with the a ll element types of network N, may 
be manipulated in a s im ilar manner [)5 -1 6] .
The procedure has also Indicated how the ad jo in t network may 
be constructed from the orig inal network, th is  Is summarized 
as follows:
(a) -  the branch Impedance matrix Zbg of the adjoint
is related to the branch-impedance matrix of the orig inal
network N by Za(} ■ Z ^ ;
(b) the orig inal source Is removed and replaced with a 
short c irc u it  I f  I t  was voltage source, and an open c irc u it  I f  I t  
was a current source;
(c) A one ampere current source Is connected to  the 
response terminal of the ad jo in t network. In th is  case, however,
A
( l . e .  only 2-term lnal components) In which N and N are Id en tica l. 
I t  has been shown that the computational cost can also be reduced 
v ir tu a lly  to that of a single a n a ly s is [l4 ].
As was previously stated, the function tha t Is going to  be 
optimized. Is the erro r function, th is  may be rew ritten  as
(3.28)
c - I  l  V(Jw)(D(Ju))P
P
(3.29)
( 46)
Then the gradient of the error function is reduced to  the 
expression (3 .28) for an impedance element. S im ilarly  for other 
responses, the ad jo in t models may be derived by the same technique.
3.5 CONCLUSIONS.
In the course of the development of any computer analysis prograrn, 
two con flic tin g  requirements emerge, one Is to perform the analysis 
as quickly as possible, by making the program highly spec ific , 
the other is to  re la te  the method of computation to  the general 
usage cap ab ility  of the program. The methods most frequently  
adopted by analysis programs of linear c ircu its  In the frequency 
domain have been described, giving greater attention  to  those best 
suited fo r use In microwave c irc u its . A comparison of the above 
methods Indicates that the tw o -p o rt chain <n«trlx is quite -feet 
but I t  Is not re a lly  suitable fo r a m ulti-term inal network.
In the developing of a computer analysis/optim izatlon  
program by the author and his col Ieague[l7], the S-parameter 
approach was chosen, since I t  Is Ideally  suited to  the above 
requirements. I t  Is obvious that the In a b ility  to  use S*parameters 
In chain matrices Is the resu lt of the decision to  take reflected  
waves as dependent variables and Incident waves as Independent. 
Therefore transmission parameters[YJ, which have properties s im ilar 
to  those of the [ABCD] set, have been used In the analysis routine.
The calculations required fo r the transformation from [s] to [t ] 
are s lig h tly  less complex than those required from [S] to [ABCD] 
sets. For a higher evaluation e ffic ien c y , the [t]  set have 
therefore been used for cascading.
An algorithm has been described which may be applied to  
evaluate any two-port parameters of a network. The algorithm Is 
p artic u la rly  suitab le  for modelling active or passive devices In 
conjunction with an optim ization.routine. In p a rtic u la rly . I t  was 
demonstrated how a re la t iv e ly  Inexperienced programmer can apply 
the relevant procedures to m ulti-term inal c irc u it  analysis, so 
halving the number of Iterations required In a typical 2-port 
parameter evaluation.
The conclusion of chapter two Indicated th a t the gradient 
techniques are superior to  other types of optim ization techniques. 
They require the gradient with respect to the set of adjustable  
parameters In the c ir c u it .  The adjoint network described In 
th is  Chppter (3) Is the most e ff ic ie n t  approach fo r the computation 
of the gradient of a p articu la r response with respect to adjustable  
parameters In the c ir c u it .  I t  has been shown also how the error 
of d iffe re n t responses may be computed by means of an ad jo in t 
network, th is  Is summarized as follows:
An approximate network Is postulated, and the desired response 
is found, together w ith error <e), and a ll  currents or branch 
voltages ( v .#) ,  by solving the network. The ad jo in t network Is 
then b u ilt  and solved, leading to  a l l  currents and voltages 
<;ik > In th is  network. F in a lly , from the computed voltages 
the gradient of erro r function (|£> with respect to  the adjustable  
element * Is evaluated. The error may then be optimised by one 
of the gradient techniques previously described.
(M 8)
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AUTOMATIC
The most e ffec tive  means of dynamically characterising one-or 
two-port microwave devices Is to u t i l iz e  a network analyzer. An 
Important consideration In these measurements ts the form In which 
the data Is made available for future use. Although the manually 
operated Instrumentation provides a varie ty  of displays ( l .e .  polar, 
smith chart, rectangular, e tc .)  as a function of frequency. I t  Is 
often d i f f ic u l t  to accurately In terpret the measured data. However, 
I t  does provide a visual measure of the effectiveness of network 
adjustments. The recent trends In network characterization for 
both adtlve and passive devices, require measurement accuracies not 
afforded by a manual system. The a b i l i t y  to accurately characterize  
an unknown device, exclusive of system hardware errors, then store  
and la te r represent I t  In v ir tu a lly  any form mathematically, and
ON-LINE MEASUREMENT
( 51)
u t i l iz e  the measured data In CAD and simulation studies has 
necessitated the use of an automatic computer measurement routine.
Over the past few years there have been s ig n ifican t developments 
In the application of on-line computing to  fa c il i ta te  the automatic 
measurement. I t  also provides recording of microwave characteristics  
for devices and components freed from errors Inherent In the 
measuring system [ l - 3 j .  The basic hardware In th is  work comprises 
of a network analyzer together with a d ig ita l computer. The la tte r  
Is used to  control a swept-frequency source and to make the necessary 
corrections to data supplied by the network analyzer.
Errors inherent In the system, together with those aris ing  from 
tran s itio n s , mounting arrangements, e tc . ,  are f i r s t  stored in the 
computer during a series of preliminary calibration  runs. Standard 
terminations are used, such as a s h o rt-c irc u it or a matched load.
During these preliminary runs, the corresponding re flec tio n  or 
transmission coeffic ien ts , as measured by the network analyzer, are 
stored In the computer for a succession of precise frequency steps over 
a pre-selected bandwidth. Since the tru e  terminating Impedances are 
accurately known, from these stored values, the sum of errors at 
each frequency can be computed. Subsequent runs, using te s t pieces 
to  be characterized are carried out a t the same precise frequency 
steps. The computed errors, stored a t the time of c a lib ra tio n  runs, 
can be subtracted from the measured data to  give a corrected output, 
(analogue or d ig ita l ) ,  stepped over the entire  pre-determ I ned 
bandwidth. Here, In the Engineering Department the main fa c i l i t y  Is 
based on a XDS-Slgma 5 computer which has 32K storage capacity, backed 
by •  1.5 Megabytes fixed and 4.6 Megabytes moving head disk, each byte
of which represents one quarter of a 3 2 -b lt computer word. This 
Is  used In conjunction with Hewlett-Packard microwave equipment, 
central to which Is a network analyzer. A Tekronlx visual display 
u n it (V.D.U) Is used fo r manually contro lling  the program and 
fo r Instructing the output of resu lts . This Chapter also describes 
the hardw are • of automatic on-line measurement to
dynamically characterize one-or two-port microwave devices.
I t  also outlines the programming techniques developed to provide 
a fu lly  time-sharing system. With regard to  frequency s ta b iliza tio n  
some consideration Is given toa phase-lock loop system.
4.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION.
A sim plified block diagram ofthe measurement system Is 
shown In Fig. 4 .1 . The system has three major sections, the 
signal source, the network analyzer, and the computer. The 
signal source section consists of a sweep o s c illa to r con tro lling  
a m ultip le set of RF signal sources and a signal m ultip lexer.
The sweep o s c illa to r Is Interfaced to  the computer to  allow 
fo r d ig ita l programming of the RF frequency. RF switching Is  
also under computer contro l. The network analyzer section 
measures the s-parameters of the device being characterized. A 
two-port tes t un it Is shown In Fig. 4.1 and In th is  un 11 the selection of uny 
one of the four s-parameters Is also computer controlled. The 
network analyzer portion of the sub-system Is simply a microwave 
frequency vector ra t io  voltmeter which measures the amplitude 
ra tio  and phase difference between the reference and tes t 
channel. The computer section consists mainly of the Interfacing  
un its , th is  wi l l  be described In more d e ta il In the next section.
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£ S  ¿ > < 7 The network analyzer Is sited remotely from the computer but
within the same bu ild ing . Ten channels for data or control are 
availab le , to be shared between Individual parts of the system[4]. 
A basic block diagram o f the arrangement Is shown In Fig. 4 .2 .
Communication between measuring set-up and computer was 
arranged by cable connection. The computer was then linked to  
the network analyzer system via a patch panel by Inserting pins In 
appropriate positions as Indicated In the following tab le .
Table 4.1 Input and output on the patch panel.
CHANNEL
(vertical number)
PINS POSITIONS 
(horizontal number)
FUNCTION
m (1) Analogue Input X-Input from network analyzer
(2) (2) " • Y-Input from Network analyzer
IS) C3> » • Frequency counter Input
(4) (1) Analogue Output Programmable voltage source pulse
(5) (2) ■ ■ ■ " ■ (convert)
(6) (3) " • S-parameters selector
(7) (4) " ■ R.F. units selector
(S) (0) Relay bit Programmable voltage source reset
(9) (3) Analogue Output Frequency counter reading control
(10) • Unconnected
The v e rtic a l number on the panel represents the channel number.
The horizontal labels represent the  type o f analogue connection th a t
Is to  be made.
As previously stated there are only ten channels ava ilab le  and 
because th is  number Is  In su ffic ien t some of them have been multiplexed. 
This can be done by e ith e r employing several levels of d ire c t voltage 
or by using p o larity  to  distinguish between signals. In the following 
section some of these Interfacings are described b r ie f ly .
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4.1.1 S-PARAMETER AND R.F. UNIT SELECTOR.
The s-parameter set Is used fo r measurement of a ll  S'parameters 
of two port networks. For driving the automatic switching of th is  
set a selector network, which Interprets the level of an analogue 
voltage as a 3 b i t  word, is used . Through th is  unljf the 
computer can automatically switch to  any desired parameter when the 
appropriate voltage Is applied. The procedure only uses a single  
analogue voltage line  for three d ig ita l lines.
The R.F. un it selector operates on a princip le  s im ila r to  that 
of the s-parameter selector, but In th is  case a 4 b it  binary word Is 
required to  select oneofKfR.F. un its . The binary word Is generated 
from a single analogue voltage as shown In Fig. 4 .3 . Presently there 
are four R.F. units In frequency range of 0.1 -  18 GHZ. In practice, 
however, at frequencies above 15 GHZ the system ts not accurate 
and the output power dropsalmost to  z e ro .' leve l. This Is  because, 
the system Inc I udingKie harmonic mixer, the s-parameter un it and 
directional couplers were not designed to  operate 1° +his band.
4 .1 .2  PROGRAMMABLE VOLTAGE SOURCE. This unit controls the  output 
frequency of the selected R.F. u n it . A block diagram of th is  unit 
Is  shown In Fig. 4 .4 . The Information required to  set up the 
output voltage Is fed In seria l .form, from the computer to  the u n it, 
each pulse representing I mV. The pulses are fed In te rn a lly  to  an 
accumulating counter as shown. At the s ta rt  of a tes t program 
I t  Is f i r s t  necessary for the computer to  supply a reset s ignal, 
which could be done by closure of a set of contacts as shown. This 
sets up the accumulator to  a count of 3000 ensuring tha t the mini mem 
output voltage Is 3V. (This Is a.requirement of the T.W.T. tube).
Following th is . I t  Is necessary fo r the computer to  set up the output
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OUTPUT VOLTAGE
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voltage for the f i r s t  te s t. This Is accomplished by feeding pulses 
In to  the accumulator, the number being equal to  the required output 
voltage, expressed in mV less 300d. For example, an output of 5 V 
Is required, 5000-3000 -  2000 pulses are fed to  the accumulator.
This Information is then transferred In to  the buffer store by 
the transfer pulse. The output from the buffer store Is fed to 
the diode decoding m atrix, th is  decodes the Information In the 
bu ffer store and operates the appropriate relays v ia the relay  
d riv e r c irc u its . Successive Increases In output voltage are s im ila rly  
achieved by feeding the appropriate number of additional pulses 
In to  the accumulator, transferring the Information Into the 
bu ffer store. The n o r m a l  romp -tuning vo ltage  
of the R.F. units Is not used*. Instead the output from th is  
u n it supplies the necessary voltage In steps of I mv over the 
range 3 V to  73 V , corresponding to  the fu l l  frequency range of 
each of the R.F. units.
4 .1 .3  BUFFER AMPLIFIER. Analogue outputs from the network
analyzer are In the region between -1 .5  and *1 .5  vo lts . As 1 n the case a 
rejection m e a s u r e * ^  on a  matched load the outputs are very near zero voltage,
and as the noise present on the line could Influence fin a l resu lts , 
provision was made to raise this level by operational am plifiers to  
between -10 , O', *10 v o lt. In th is  case more accurate reading 
of results In the v ic in ity  of zero voltage could be provided.
4 .1 .4  VISUAL DISPLAY UNIT (V.O.U). The-computer performs operations 
as Instructed by the user vie A  V.O.U. w ith an Input keyboard. A
set of Instructions fo r two-port correction , with typical responses 
In shown In F ig . 4 .5 . The questions appear on the screen Ind iv idually
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I àia *
# 5.
2-POUT TULL CORRECT 1011 PROGRAM.
VERSION OL2»3
Initialisation rcouircd i ttpc r or n >ycs 
use or data tapc pcouirco ì type y or h »no
ARE AHPLiriERS IN USE 1 TYPE Y OR N IYES 
WAVEGUIDE OR COAX - TYPE U OR C ICOAX
STANDARD CALIBRATION USCS SLIOINC LOAD. SNORT AND OrrSET SHORT. 
STANDARD CALIBRATION REOUIREO ? «TYPE Y OR NO» ITES
length or orrsET short <c n > • 0.3
JOYSTICK IS NOT IN USE.
MO. OF READINGS PER POINT >10 
TIMING INTERUAL < NYO.01 SEC». N»30 
INPUTS TAKCN TRON POLAR DISPLAY OR PHASE CAIN UNIT 2 
TYPE LOG.LIN.OR POL H I  POL 
CENTRE BEAN UHILE TYPING ANY CHARACTER Y 
MAXIMUM rREOUENCY « GHZ » • 12.0 
MINIMUM rRCOUEHCY ( GHZ> • B.O 
NO. OF POINTS > I I  
SWITCH TOLCC RCSET TO 2U.
MINIMUM TREOUENCY SET UP
c o r r e c t i o n  t o  t a e q . i n  n h z  • o.o
k « i CONNECT HATCHED LOAD ON FONT i>res
K«2 SLIDE LOAD »TC5
K O SLIDE LOAD »YES
K O SLIDE LOAD »YES
K>S CONNECT HATCHED LOAD Oil PORT 2 »YES
K*6 SLIDE LOAD »YES
K«7 SLIDE LOAD »YES
K«0 SLIDE LOAD »TES
*•9 r w D  TRAIISN 2 HATCHED LOADS >YES
k * i l R E U  TRAfiSN 2 HATCHED LOADS »TES
K « ll SHORT CIRCUIT OH PORT l >YCS
K *l2 orrseT s h o r t  1  o n  p o r t  2 »YCS
K«13 SHORT CIRCUIT OH PORT 2 »YCS
*•14 orrseT SHORT i OH PORT 1 >YES
K*1S CONNECT THROUGH LINE »YES
no.A.s. A (XT OP 1«ST»UCTI0K 
HR! TYPICAL usro»sn
NEU DEVICE 1 »YES
TYPE DEVICE IDENTIFICATION « TERMINATE NITH CR 
TEST RUN
K«10 CONNECT DCVICE »YES
TASK 2 «TYPE LI TOR LIST Or OPTIONS» !! 
TASK OPTIONS - TUO LEITER KEYS RCOUIRCD
LI LIST OPTIONS ZE RESTART PROGRAM
IG restart calibration RE REPEAT LAST READING
SK RESET K «SEE BELOW * HD GO TO NCU DEVICE
CA CALCULATE PR PRINT
DI ENTER DISPLAY DU DUMP READINGS
UD UNDUMP READINGS ST RELEASE PROGRAM
CO INSERT COMMENT CC CENTRE OCAH
AM RESET AMPLIFIERS IN RESET INPUT TYPE
HA WADEGUIDE OR COAX CL DEFINE CALIB PIECCS
20 JOYSTICK SNITCH FR RCSET FREO RANGE
nr CORRECT HIM FA£0 NO RESET NO. READINGS
TI RESET TIMING IHT TF UPDATC TAPE FORHAT
DC DISC FILC CLCAR LT LOAD DATA TAPC
UT UNLOAD DATA TAPC RS RCSTORC CALIB. DATA
SETTINGS TOR K IN SK OPTION
k>* CONNECT MATCNCO LOAD ON PORT 1
K>2 SLIDE LOAD
K>1 SLIDE LOAD
K M  SLIDE LOAD
K*S CONNECT HATCHED LOAD ON PORT 2 
K>S SLIDE LOAD
SLIDE LOAD 
SLIDE LOAD 
TUD TRANSM 
REV TRAIISn
PIO. A.A TO POLL n r  0» <
2 HATCHED LORDS 
2 HATCHED LOROS
SHORT CIRCUIT ON PORT 1
o rrseT short i  on port 2
SNORT CIRCUIT ON PORT 2
o rrseT snort i  oh port s
CONNCCT THROUGH LINE
l»U CONNECT DEVICE
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and a fte r  each one the computer waits un til one of three instructions  
is entered v ia  the keyboard, these are: (a) by a number •follovoed hy 
"CR" (Carriage Return); (b) typing a 'Y ',  which is autom atically  
completed to  a 'yes' on the screen; (c) typing an 'N ',  which Is 
likewise completed to  a 'No'. The answer Is stored and the next 
question appears. The various procedures In the ca lib ra tio n  
routine are Identified  by the 'K' values 1-15, which fa c il ita te s  
the repeating of any particu lar stage. This can be effected by 
typing 'N' In response to a question, whereupon the V.D.U. displays 
'Task'? For example, typing of 'SK' permits a repeat run corresponding 
to  any p articu la r selection of 'K ',  which Is then entered. The 
fu l l  set of options available under 'Task? Is shown In the l is t  of 
Fig. 4 .6 , which Is displayed on the V.D.U. In response to  typing 
the le tte rs  'L l ' .  The subsequent entering of any of the listed  
le tte r-p a irs  w ill permit the related function to be accomplished.
4.2 PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE
The programming Is almost e n tire ly  In FORTRAN IV, with some 
In terjec tion  of machine code. The programmes are each w ritten  
as a series of subroutines, which greatly  fa c ilita te s  v e r s a t i l i ty .
The main programme covers the fu ll set of s-parameters fo r a 2-port 
device, a n d  "•'his has been overlaid fo r use In a time-sharing 
environment. Certain other correction programmes are also ava ilab le , 
without overlaying, which are Intended fo r special applications. 
Programming Is done via punched cards and the Information Is 
subsequently transferred to magnetic tape. The user controls the 
programme through a series of questions and answers of the form 
already described (F ig . 4 .5 ) .
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The main program comprises of four principal sectlons:-
(a) C alibration  and reading C ontro l-ca lls  correction and 
reading sub-routines.
(b) Line p rin te r routine-availab le  for tabulated results-.
(c) V.O.U. Display con tro l-ca lls  graph plotting  sub-routines.
(d) In it ia liz a t io n  and task contro l. Calls data set-up. 
In it ia l iz a t io n , tape-dumping sub-routines, etc.
F ig . 4 .7  shows the general flow -chart which applies to the 
measurement of scattering parameters, and Fig. 4.8 Il lu s tra te s  
In more d eta il that part of the programme re lating  to  frequency 
and signal measurement.
4 .3  CALIBRATION AND CORRECTION PROCESSES.
A ll measurement systems Introduce errors Into the resu lts .
For precision measurements those errors which are predictable must 
be evaluated by a series of preliminary ca libration  r u n s [5 - l l ] .  
During these prelim inary runs the corresponding re fle c tio n  or 
transmission c o e ffic ie n ts , as measured by the network analyser, 
are stored In the computer fo r a succession of precise frequency 
steps over a pre-selected bandwidth. As the true term inating  
Impedances of c a lib ra tio n  pieces are known. I t  Is possible to  
compute from the recorded values the errors a t each frequency 
of measurement. Subsequent runs using the test pieces to  be 
characterized are carried  out a t exactly the same sequence of 
frequencies. The computed erro r can then be subtracted from 
the measured data to  give a sequence of corrected resu lts  fo r  
each of the set frequencies over the e h tlre  predetermined 
bandwidth.
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Initialisation 
Request frcquei range, step size 
etc.
— r
^  ^  START ^
Pesci frequency 
t o  minimum
Set Tolec • - Select required S- parameter reading
1 1 N Perform a tusk1 Make and »tore 1 nY ; requested by the1 reading» for each 1 Snow connec*e£x to a suitable11 frequency 1 point in the oroaram.
L_ 1N
Compute S pararne ter» at »och frequency for device and print r»»ult».
TIC. 4.7 THE GENERAL FLOW-CHART OF SCATTERING PARAMETERS MEASUREMENT.
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The ca lib ra tio n  pieces fo r e ith e r one-or-two-port are 
Indicated In Appendix (B). The correction techniques which 
were employed are described In Appendix (C).
4.4 MEASUREMENT EXAMPLES
The measurement examples shown are used to  I l lu s tra te  the 
types of measurements which can be made, the accuracies which can 
be achieved, and the type of display and readout which are provided. 
Fig. 4.9 shows a polar plot of the corrected and uncorrected reflection  
s-parameters, s ^  and un  respectively. This Is a hard copy of 
a V.D.U. display and pertains to an o ff-s e t short c irc u it  measured 
over the bandwidth 7-12GHZ. In a ll  of the displays, the uncorrected
no. 4.0 COMICID ( « , . )  MB OKOUtCIIS <on ) uracnso i - h u k t u i  too 4 0  orr-ttt t o o n  ciocurr.
s-parameters are shown with the points Jointed by s tra ig h t lines and the 
corrected S-parameters as Isolated points. I t  w ill be noted that In Fig. 4.9
an uncorrected plot with s ig n ifican t errors has been correctly modified
(M )
by the computer giving the theoretical arc of c irc le  of unity radius 
appropriate to an o ff -s e t  short c irc u it .
An a lte rn a tiv e  form of p lot, using rectangular co-ordinates with 
linear scales Is Illu s tra te d  In Fig. A .10. This pertains to  measure­
ments on a section of a 50-ohm a lr - l ln e  with both corrected and uncorrected 
reverse transm lsslon(s,„) and Input re flec tion  co e ffic ien ts  ( s , , )  
over 7«I2 GHZ. This tim e, the Irregular uncorrected curves are 
correctly  modified to horizontal s tra igh t lines a t y-co-ordlnate  
levels of unity and re ro  , respectively. An even more Impressive 
example of correction Is shown In F ig . 4 .M  which re lates  to  the 
same set of reverse transmission s-parameters as In  Fig. 4 .10, 
but th is  time showing only phase angle as a function of frequency.
I t  w il l  be noted that phase angles varying c y c lic a lly  between 
zero and ±180° are a l l  set at th e ir  corrected value of zero by 
the programme.
The to ta l time taken by the present system, fo r  automatic 
measurement of the four s-parameters of a 2-port device over 50 steps 
In frequency, Is 100 seconds.
4.5 PHASE-LOCK LOOP AND FREQUENCY CORRECTION.
Phase-locked loops have been used In a wide va rie ty  of 
applications which involve automatic control of frequency or phase. 
Tube-type sources may vary considerably because o f th e ir  warm-up 
and other temperature e ffec ts . Although backward wave o s c illa to r  
(BW0) units, featuring  grid leve lling , s t i l l  o ffe r  more power at 
microwave frequencies, they cannot be used in many applications  
where good measurement accuracyarii frequency s ta b il i ty  are required.
(65)

fThis Is because of th e ir  In fe rio r frequency-pulling performance 
caused by the level 1Ing-loop action. Thus, i t  Is preferable to 
use s o lid -s ta te  sources. As an example, some m anufacturers[j2~\ 
o ffe r solid state sweep osc illa to rs  where typical values fo r a 
10-dB level change are less than I MHZ frequency s h if t ,  while  
for a grid levelled BWO source typical values are 20-70 M HZ.[|3]. 
A s im plified  block diagram fo r the phase-locked loop system is 
shown In F ig . 4.12.
Loop Feedback
rio .4 .12 . BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PHASE LOCK LOOP SYSTEM.
The object of the arrangement Is to  produce a sinusoidally varying 
output voltage, of defined frequency f Q, In accordance with a 
reference signal of frequency f r . Th is  Is achieved by mixing 
the RF o s c illa to r to  be stab ilized  with harmonics of the Internal 
RF reference providing an Intermediate frequency IF . This In 
turn Is compared In phase with a reference signal derived from a
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crystal o s c illa to r . The resyltant Is an erro r voltage vg 
related to the difference in phase between the reference signal 
and feedback ( IF ) s ignal. Then a fte r  processing th is  produces 
the voltage v£ which Is added In series to  the voltage control 
of o s c illa to r  frequency f Q.
As the signal source must cover a range from 0.5  to  
18 GHZ and the reference o s c illa to r  cannot cover a bandwidth 
th is  broad, then the signal source must phase-lock to  harmonics 
of the reference osci I la to r [ l4 ] . The computer arranges a source 
frequency f g by the user, and the reference o s c illa to r  then 
phase-locks with the accuracy and long-term s ta b il i ty  of a crystal 
standard. This accurately defines the comb spectrum n fr  
shown In F ig . 4 .13.
AMPLITUDE
n s . 4.13 n x  cpHx m e n «  or i m m a  oscillator.
The computer also controls the coarse tuning of the source 
frequency f g . As frequency errors in coarse tuning may be large, 
a search generator must be added to  the phase loop, which Increases 
Its  frequency locking range. 'The search generator system atically
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changes f g about the coarse tuned frequency. When f passes 
a possible lock point, phase lock occurs and the search generator 
Is turned o f f .  To prevent the phase lock loop from locking on 
the wrong harmonic, the search generator should search less than 
± f r about the coarse tuning frequency, and the coarse tuning 
must be closer than ± fr . These constraints are most Important 
at the lowest reference frequency used. I f  harmonic skipping 
occurs, the source frequency f g Is o ffs e t by an amount f r .
This o ffs e t Is  typ ica lly  I5WZ In the model MOS Series£l5] which 
is used by the author. However, a possible flow chart for +he  
search generator Is depicted In Fig. 4 .14 .
(69)
In th is  system the signal frequencies a t which locking w ill 
occur, with a particu la r c rys ta l, are given by the formula
f  -  Nf ± 40.884 (4 .1 )o r
where 40.884 MHZ Is the Intermediate frequency ( IF ) and ' 
f o 's are the lock points In HfZ; N Is an Integer greater than 
65; f r  Is the reference o sc illa to r frequency In MHZ. In the MOS 
model f  may be tuned from 14.9875 MHZ to 15.1125 WHZ ± l£ .
Fig. 4.15 shows the phase of forward transmission fo r  a lOdB 
attenuator both with and without the phase lock loop over the
* % X WITHOUT PHASE LOCK 2*4 CM2 31 SEP 7S 
A A * WITH PHASE LOCK 2-4 CM2 31 - SCAT. 7C
U12 t tf  
DAX X ■ tio. 4.15 v m  nun or n o u n  T U U )0|1I 04 too a OdB ATTnuro*.
frequency range 2-3.95 GHZ. In general the phase-lock has been 
achieved only a t the lower frequency range (0.1 -4G H Z), as at higher
( 70)
frequencies the above phase-loop system Is Inapplicable due to +V\e. 
lack ot a  T> C  ptvrs.c comparator neVvoork. c o m p o t e «  w'rt(\"the " B W O  tubes.
4.6 CONCLUSIONS.
The on-line computer measurements and S-parameters correction  
system has been described. The basic hardware consists of a network 
analyzer linked by some Interfacing units to a d ig ita l computer.
The programming is almost e n tire ly  In FORTRAN IV In a time-sharing  
mode, that Is , two foreground jobs and the background area may 
be operated simultaneously. Currently, two programs are 
ava ilab le , one giving the fu ll  two-port correction fa c i l i t y  fo r  
a ll four scattering parameters, the other being lim ited to  the  
re flec tio n  parameters. Into each of these Is Incorporated a wide 
range of options covering ca lib ra tio n  and te s t procedures as well 
as a ll  conceivable formats fo r the resu lts . These Include p r in t ­
outs In tabular form, from a lin e -p r in te r , and graphical displays  
of corrected and uncorrected results In polar or rectangular 
form. Up to four variables may be plotted a t once and any 
corrib1 nation of four corrected and uncorrected S-parameters Is  
possible. A hard copy may be obtained by using the computer 
graphics term inal.
To prevent the phase lock loop from locking on the wrong 
harmonic a possible flow chart Is given to be used as a search 
generator. Due to  the la c k «#  a  p h o e t a * * f» r w tw  c o m  p a t  iW * w it k  tW 'B W O to k e t 
p ^ »s e  lo c k  has been achieved only a t lower microwave frequencies 
(0.1 -  AGHZ). At frequencies above I5GHZ accuracy becomes lim ited
(71)
owing to  the large errors arising from the harmonic mixer, 
s-parametertestsitand d irectional coupler. This Is because the  
associated network analyzer has not been designed to operate-
much above 12.4 GHZ.
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DEVCE CHARACTERIZATION
Accurate measurement of two-or one-port -parameters of active  
or passive devices at any frequency requires precise c a lib ra tio n  of 
the system. Besides Inherent errors In the basic hardware, which 
was discussed In Chapter 4, additional errors are Introduced by the 
parasitlcs of coaxlal-to-m lcrostrlp adaptors. One of the more d if f ic u lt  
problems In any active device characterization Is the d e fin itio n  of 
a reference plane. I t  Is Important to  characterize the device In 
a fix tu re  that gives a close approximation to  the f in a l c irc u it ,  so 
as to avoid a s h ift  In reference planes when changing from the tes t 
f ix tu re  to  a desired c irc u it . The te s t fix tu res  must be completely 
characterized to account for a ll paras itlcs . N atu ra lly , the tes t  
fix tu re  must also have minimum paras ltlcs .
This Chapter f i r s t  describes the problems associated with existing  
techniques for characterizing the launchers. Then follows a discussion
\\t
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on an Improved and practica l method, which has been used by the 
author and others [ l . 2 j .  In order to reduce the parasitlcs  associated 
with the launcher, a three dimensional movable holder fo r the 
m lcrostrlp c ircu its  has been developed. U tiliza tio n  of th is  holder 
has enabled successful ca lib ration  of transition  errors to be made 
fo r m lcrostrlp lines. F in a lly , the results of measuring s-parameters 
fo r typ ical Plessey I urn gate-length GaAs MESFET'S are given.
5.1 CHARACTERIZATION OF LAUNCHERS
For devices mounted In a conventional m icrostrip J ig , In 
addition to  the hardware errors, the tes t fix tu re  Introduces Its  own 
error parameters due to  the coaxial-to-m lcrostrip adaptor. Therefore, 
fo r more accurate measurement, the calibration  procedure must permit 
the elim ination of a l l  s ig n ifican t errors up to references planes 
In the m lcrostrlp . In making computer-corrected measurements on a 
one-or two-port device. I t  has, h itherto been common practice to 
perform a series of c a lib ra tio n  runs In which the use of a slid ing  
matched load as a standard termination Is a principal feature [3j 
(see also Chapter 4 ).
U tiliz a tio n  of a m lcrostrlp short c irc u it, o ff -s e t  short c irc u it  
and the s lid ing  load enable successful calibration  o f trans ition  
errors to  be made up to  the reference plane. The m lcrostrlp sliding  
load simply consists of a h igh-d ie lectric  lossy ceramic £4] of special 
construction, as shown In Fig. 5 .1.
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The micros+rip s lid in g  load is about 35 mm long and th is  
precludes the preceding method, p articu la rly  when s u ffic ie n t space
Is not available In a conventional microstrip te s t fixture.
■«35mm------
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An a lternative  procedure that permits thecharacter I zatlon of 
the launcher rather than elim ination of the errors has been 
described In [5^. The method consists of using the launcher to 
make input Impedance measurements on various lengths of open- 
clrculted 50 ohm IIne W b<l< \ ) . The varia tion  of the excess 
phase angle ( l .e .  measured Input re fle c tio n -c o e ffic ie n t phase 
angle minus calculated Input re fle c tio n -c o e ffic ie n t phase angle) 
versus the e lec tr ica l length of the open-circuited lin e , has a 
cyclical varia tion , as shown In F ig . 5 .2 (a ). The equivalent 
c irc u it shown In Fig. 5 .2 (b ) follows from the knowledge that the 
excess phase angle at a line  length of A/2 Is due almost e n tire ly  
to  the launcher shunt capacitance, w hilst at X/4 I t  Is due almost 
e n tire ly  to the launcher series Inductance, a constant phase value In
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both cases being accoun-fedfor by the open-end e ffe c t (see Chapter 9 ).
» 1 * .  S . l  ( a )  excee*  n u n  angle rot an open- c ir c u it e d  L in . Corf. s) .
<M EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF THE MICROSTRIP LAUNCHES INTERFACE.
Numerical values for «»iL^  and wC  ^ can be conveniently obtained 
by superimposing the data fo r the e le c tr ic a l lengths X/4 and X/2 
on a transmission line  chart. There are some lim itations worth 
mentioning. F irs t, no correction Is made for the radiation loss 
associated with the trans ition  region from coaxial lin e -to -  
m lcrostrlp; secondly, the numerical evaluation of and wC^
fo r a large range of frequencies is rather tedious.
A more accurate method has been described in [6 ] , which 
overcomes these problems. Consider Fig. 5 .3 (a ) which shows a 
cross section of an APC-7 launcher feeding a 50 ohm open-circuited  
mlcrostrlp lin e . The overall f ix tu re  may be divided Into three  
sections, which are from le f t  to  r ig h t; (a) a 50fl d ie le c tr ic - f i l le d  
coaxial lin e  (AA' to BB') which Is taken to be lossless;
(b) a tran s itio n  region (BB' to CC') Which Is represented as a 
reciprocal T-network; (c) a mlcrostrlp line as load. A suitab le  
e le c tr ic a l representation fo r the fix tu re  Is shown in Fig. 5 .3 (b ).
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( a )  s e c t io n a l  view
riG. 5 .3  THE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT Of A COAXIAL-TO-MICROSTRIP ADAPTOR.
The Input Impedance of the trans ition  region of the plane (BB'), 
at a p articu la r frequency. Is given by:
Z Z ♦ 1
NN Z , j j  )
In “ 11 2 11 22 12 (5.1)
z ♦ Zt 22
Zl l ' Z22 and Z12 are Indicated in Fig. 5 .3 (b ), and Z^
Is the terminating Impedance of the open-circuited mtcrostrlp lin e .
On the other hand, the Impedance Z 'n Is re lated  to  the 
measured Input Impedance Z(n via the transm ission-IIne equation:
"In [ —L 2o - j
Z tan 8 lo______o o
Z. tan 8 t  In o o
(5 .2 )
and Z„„, three d iffe re n t terminating 12 22 3To obtain values of Z , Z^
Impedances are then required.
The adaptors, type 0SI4493A, are characterized by the aVttior:^ using The- 
above m d lh o e ^ o v s r ft  b*"* 8-12GHZ* +he equivalent c irc u it  of
the launcher Is shown In Fig. 5 .4 .
(7 9 )
■L V IC . 5 .4  LAUNCHER EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 
PARAMETERS.
O-
50 Ohm I
T
=  C-0.026PF 
R*=0-2 Si
The launcher lengths from the APC-7 plane to the m icrostrip  
plane are depicted In Table 5.1 for various frequencies. The 
lengths are given In terms of equivalent a i r  lin e , which is taken 
to be lossless.
TABLE 5.1 Equivalent a ir  line lengths fo r launchers.
Frequency (GHZ) 2 4 8 10 12
A ir length In cm ( t o> 4.11 4.10 4.07 4.06 4.05
In evaluating equivalent c irc u it  parameters, the end e ffe c t 
at an open c ir c u it  was taken Into account. The other corrections  
made are fo r the losses and dispersion In the m icrostrip line  
using the computer programme "MICPA", which was developed by 
the author [7 ] . (see also Chapter 8 ).
The devices which were to  be used in the am plifier design are 
unencapsulated chips mounted on 0.025" alumina substrates, so I t  
was desirable to  characterize them In the same mounting conflguation 
with 50 ohm lines  at the Input and output ports of the device.
A practica l means of achieving th is  was tp  employ the fu ll  two-port 
correction procedure in the normal way, using precision coaxial 
standards, the tran s is to r f ix tu re , including adaptors, then being 
accurately measured as a two-port network. The measurement plane
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was then moved from the APC-7 plane to  the transistor reference 
plane by "subtracting" the effects of the adapters and the 
mlcrostrlp lines via a computer program.
5.2 MICROSTRIP HOLDER
A s ig n ific a n t e rro r a ris in g .In  the transition  from coaxlal- 
llne  to m icrostrip results from bad contact between the -fiicrure 
and ground plane. Because a nominally f la t  Jig might only make 
contact at a few Isolated points, and also fo r Its  convenience In 
handling m lcrostrlp lines, the Jig of Fig. 5.5 was developed. 
Contact between the ground plane, comprising two narrow s trips , 
and the Jig Is formed by moving the former upwards, vice versa for  
release, thus ensuring good contact to  the substrate ground plane. 
Two launchers are provided, one being movable In two directions  
so that the te s t  Jig can be used fo r a ll substrate s izes. This 
Is very u sefu l, especially In cases where the Input and output 
mlcrostrlp c irc u its  are asymmetrical, utl liza tlo n  of th is  holder 
enabled successful e lim ination of trans ition  errors to  be made fo r  
various c irc u its , via the calibration  runs.
5 .3 GaAs MESFET's S-PARAMETERS AND THE EFFECTS OF CORRECTION.
The x-band GaAs MESFET's used here were typical Plessey 
I pm gate-length devices, With a  dra in  -*■ 
saturation curren t, I^ ss, of 30 mA. Such devices, fo r microwave 
am plifier design, ty p ic a lly  assumed to  be operated a t 5V draln-to  
source bias, have a transconductance, g_ ,.o f 16 mS and a gateHi
plnch-off voltage of -4V at lOpA drain current.
(81)
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The device was mounted In I- * I ” alumina substrate of 
0.020" thickness and included a reference through-line and two 
m icrostrip open c irc u its . These open c ircu its  were used to  set 
the reference plane of the network analyzer to a plane corresponding 
i to tha t of the bond wires leading to  the tran s is to r. Fig. 5.Sa shows 
the results of measurements, without correction fo r launchers, w hilst 
Fig. 5.db shows the corresponding results  with correction.
The e ffe c t  of correction Is mainly seen In the re flec tio n
c o e ffic ie n ts , although |S2J| Is s lig h tly  Increased a lso . I f  no
correction fo r the adapter parasitics  is made, errors of 7°
In / s  and can resu lt. The correction makes S ,.
11 1— 22 11
and S monotonic and causes S .. and S_to  f a l l  more
22 11 22
nearly on the c irc les  of constant resistance and conductance 
respectively . Gains computed from the two sets of S-parameters 
agree very closely.
( 83)
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FABRICATION OF INTEGRATED 
CIRCUITS ON ALUMINA
The fabrication of m lcrostrlp  c irc u its , starting  with a schematic 
diagram, usually Involves th in  o r thick film  techniques. Thin films 
range from MOOA0 to Mp In thickness and thick film s from •vlOp 
upwards, the range 1-IOp being c lassified  e ith e r as th in  or th ick .
There Is no sharp dividing lin e  between thick and thin  film s In 
practice , the d istinction  being usually based on the method of manufacture.
The most widely used methods for th in  film  deposition are vacuum 
evaporation and sputtering both of which may be applied to glass or 
ceramic substrates and the f in a l pattern usually Involves a 
photolithographic process. Subsequent electroplating  may be used to  
Increase the thickness.
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The completed techniques are d irect carry-overs from low 
frequency Integrated c irc u its  and w ill not be covered In deta il since 
the lite ra tu re  contains many excellent works on these subjects. Thus, 
the methods of producing th in  films by evaporation and sputtering, 
w il l  not be covered. Some references fo r standard Integrated c irc u it  
technology, are given In the bib I iography £l-4] . The following method 
was adopted and used by the author as I t  sa tis fie s  the requirements 
of s im p lic ity , speed, and accuracy of producing Integrated c ircu its  
on h lgh-purIty  alumina (9 9 .5%
Probably the cheapest way of producing Integrated c irc u its  Is 
to  s ta r t  with ready m etallized substrates and etch out the c irc u it  
p atte rn . This procedure, however. Involves the disadvantages of 
reduced accuracy and higher loss due to  underetching. Thealternative  
method which Is adopted by the author Is to  s ta rt with gold-sputtered 
substrates, and then apply the following steps.
6.1 Maskmaking
6 .2  Photolithography
6 .3  Plating
6.4 Etching and removing photo re s is t.
The utmost care and cleanliness must be observed a t a ll  stages 
and therefore most of the work must be carried out lna*clean-room'. 
The complete processing stages w il l  now be described in turn.
6 .1 MASKMAKING.
The method described here u tiliz e s  "cut 'N ' s tr ip "  two layered 
p la s tic  f llm [5 ] . The cutting  has to  be precisely controlled and th is
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was carried out on a special machine known as a 'co-ordlna+ograph' .  
The large scale artwork Is photographically reduced, both the 
camera and screen carrying the artwork are mounted on a shock 
and vibration  free base.
Variable reductions are achieved by moving the camera position 
re la tiv e  to  the artwork holder on the lig h t box. The positioning 
erro r of the camera, on the optical bench, was w ith in  ±0.025 mm* 
which has a neg lig ib le  e ffec t on the reduction accuracy.
The m ajority of maskmaking Is carried out fo r I" *  I" 
substrates, using 2" x 2" 'KODAK* high resolution photographic 
p I ates [6] .
6 .2  PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY.
The application of the photo-resist Is one of many c r it ic a l  
steps In the process. The res is t Is f i lte re d  Immediately before 
being applied as a coat on the substrate, the standard method of 
applying photo re s is t was carried out In th is  stage. In general.
I t  has been found th a t cleaning procedures, given here, are 
suitab le  fo r most kinds of photoresists  which are supplied by 
d iffe re n t manufacturers. Because ultrasonic f a c i l i t ie s  e x is t, 
the m ajority of stages as Indicated In Fig. 6.1 are ultrasonerated. 
The fin a l drying was done by e ith e r f ilte re d  a ir  o r spinning dry.
The pre-and post-bake were carried out In a closed oven, 
time depend I ng on the photo-resist used..
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(a) Trichloroethylene (5 min.)
(b) 2% Decon 73 (5 min.)
(c) D. 1. water (2 min.)
(d) T r1cho1orethy1ene (2 min.)
(e) Isopropyl alchohol (2 min.)
( f ) Dry.
Fig. 6.1 The cleaning procedures.
6.3 GOLD PLATING.
For general purposes gold plating Is used and the author 
employed laboratory type b u llt - ln  plating units. The substrate 
to be electroplated Is Immersed In a solution known as the 
e lectro lyte  and connected to  the negative lead of a low voltage  
D.C. supply. The positive lead which Is called the anode may be of 
the same metal .to be deposited or of an Inert insoluble conductive 
m ateria l. There Is no standard process for gold p la tin g ; any 
distinction  Is usually based on the method used by the manufacturer 
who supplies the gold solutions. I t  is usual to  apply an in i t ia l  
deposit of gold p rio r to  the main gold plating \ j \ .  This p rio r  
deposition gives a flash g ild ing on the substrate, then the heavy 
gold plating solution may be employed. However, the common 
equipment, regardless of the manufacturing processes, could be as 
follows:
CATHOOE -  The negatively charged electrode, which is the object to  
be plated.,is mounted on th is  electrode. A ll e le c tr ic a l connections, 
except the substrate, should be covered with p la s tic  and the
( 9 0 )
substrate holder must not be metal,so as to prevent deposition 
of gold on an unwanted area.
ANODES -  Insoluble anodes should be used, but platin ised titan ium ,
In the form of mesh, with an area s u ffic ien t to  provide a maximum 
anode current density is recommended.
TANKS -  For most solutions, te f lo n , natural polypropylene, or 
high density polythene lined, glass tanks, supported extern a lly , 
should be used. Since the operating conditions are a t a temperature 
more than 70 C° a well f i t t in g  lid  should be used to  prevent 
evaporation of the solutions In free a ir .
AGITATION & TEMPERATURE. Moderate to vigorous ag ita tion  is 
necessary to  maintain uniform metal d is trib u tio n . The solution  
should be maintained a t an optimum temperature according to  the 
data sheet.
6 .4  ETCHING AND REMOVING THE PHOTO-RESIST
The unwanted c irc u it  p a tte rn rw ere  etched out, as the author 
started with ready sputtered gold; therefore the only etchants which 
w ill be mentioned a t th is  stage are the metal etchants. I t  Is advisable 
that a ll  etchants be made Immediately p rio r to  use.
GOLD ETCHANT. This Is a solution of 32 grams potassium Iodide,
8 grams Iodine and 200 ml water. The etch ra te  Is approximately 
lym/mlnute.
CHROMIUM ETCHANT. This Is a solution of 40 grams potassium 
ferricyanlde and 12 grams sodium hydroxide dissolved In 200 ml water.
The etch rate  Is 0.075 pm/mlnute approximately.
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COPPER ETCHANT. This Is a solution of 10 grams fe r r ic  chloride 
In 200 ml. water. The etch rate  Is 0 .5  wm/mlnute approximately.
REMOVING PHOTO RESIST. The negative photo-resist may be removed 
by Immersing the substrate In the stripper solution according 
to  the data sheet [8 ]. The stripper Is then removed by washing 
the substrate thoroughly in a stream of cold water. The positive  
photo-resist may be removed by Immersion In 'REMOVER* solution, 
but normally I t  can be removed by Immersion In a suitable organic 
solvent such as acetone.
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DISPERSION MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
The usefulness of theoretical calculations fo r m lcrostrlp  
parameters is severely lim ited by the accuracy with which the  
d ie le c tr ic  constant of the substrate m aterial can be specified at 
microwave frequencies» This Is p a rtic u la rly  so with new substrates, 
such as anisotropic m aterials, e .g . f le x ib le  ceramic f i l le d  Teflen , 
so the microwave engineer Is s t i l l  heavily  dependent on measurements 
to complement his design data. Thus, before choosing a p a rtic u la r  
theory, fo r the purpose of CAD, I t  was decided to measure accurately, 
as a function of frequency, the dispersion and any varia tio n  of the 
e ffe c tiv e  re la tiv e  p erm ittiv ity  (ce^ ) .  The p articu la r transmission 
structure considered here, and through the remainder of th is  thesis. 
Is standard m lcrostrlp, l .e .  an open structure comprising a single
(94)
m etallized s tr ip  deposited on a d ie le c tr ic  substrate backed by a 
m etallic  ground plane Fig. 7 .1 .
conducting
•trig
pig . 7.1 Kioto s n ip  transmission like,  shoving the various PARAMETERS.
Among several techniques fo r measuring ee^ ,  e -9 - °Pen or 
short c ircu ited  resonators 0 *2]»  T*ng resonator [33, transmission 
measurement [4] and nodal s h ift  technique [s ],th e  following technique 
(which Is based on Idea [6] and has been described In [7 ] ) ,  was 
used to  check the e ffe c t of dispersion. This technique Is ideally  
suited to  the computer on-line measurements described In Chapter 4. 
The same technique has also been developed by one of the author’ s 
colleagues ((>), but with d iffe re n t mathematical representations.
7.1 MEASUREMENT OF PHASE VELOCITY.
The measurement technique uses four open-ended m lcrostrip  
lines, which must have identical physical and geometrical character­
is tic s , except In re la tio n  to  lin e  lengths. Fig. 7 .2  Illu s tra te s  
the cross-section of a launcher together with one of the tes t pieces. 
The plane AA' Is the reference plane of thé APC-7 connector.
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n e .  7 .2  TUE LAUNCHER A »  REFERENCE FLANES FOR DISPERSION MEASUREMENT.
In the following treatm ent. I t  Is assumed that only the 
fundamental mode may be propagated. Let be the Impedance
seen a t plane CC', p£ the re flec tio n  c o e ffic ie n t a t the same 
plane, normalised with respect to  the line Impedance Z  ^ and p£
the corresponding normalised re flec tio n  c o e ffic ie n t a t plane BB'. 
At plane BB^  the re flec tio n  co e ffic ien t w ill be as follows:
p ' -p ' exp (-2yLk) (7 .1 )
where L., Is the length between planes BB' and CCi K
Now suppose each te s t piece Is terminated In the Identical 
reactance of an open c ir c u it .  Using b ilin e a r  transformatlons[8J (see 
Appendix 0) p ' (k ■ I ,  2 , 3, 4) may be expressed as
(p, * p,» p,»p..> " (pi * pô»pN*Pu)1 2 3 4  1 2 3 4
(7 .2 )
where p^  ( k ■ I ,  2, 3, 4) Is normalized to 50 ohms.
This In turn may be related to  the measured re flec tio n  c o e ffic ie n t  
<rk > a t the plane AA* by a b ilin e a r transformation, v iz :
(7 .3 )
Ipulatlons the following
• v w v -  »;>
By taking the crossratio  
results  are obtained:
( r . -  IV ) (  T, ~rk ) [l-exp(-2ya )] (exp(-2ya ) -  exp(-2ya >3 (7 .4 )
( r  - r  n r  - r  )
1 2  3 4
£l-exp(-2ya )] [exp(-2ya ) -  exp(-2ya )3 
2  3 H
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where a. * L. -  L - l, -  l  k k i k i k -  2, 3, 4
(r  - r  ) (r  - r  )• 2 1 3 2 1»
coshzya2 -  ______________
(7 .5 )
Solving equation (7 .5 ) leads to  a complex root and th e  
Imaginary part w ill be 8, the phase constant. The values of
where c Is the velocity of ligh t In free space and u> » 2irf, f  
the operating frequency.
Twelve open-clrculted terminations In 50fl line were fabricated  
on three alumina substrates of 0.025" thickness. The fixed physical 
length a2 was approximately X/8 a t  mid-band.
Before the measurements of re flec tio n  coeffic ien t were started  
the errors of the system at each frequency point were measured. In 
subsequent measurementsof the re flec tio n  coeffic ients the errorswere 
vec to ria lly  substracted from the measurement data, thus leaving only 
the true characteristics of the device. The error model of 
the automatic network analyzer was constructed by measuring the  
appropriate standard terminations, as described In Chapter 4 and 5.
For the purpose of evaluating each of the open-circuited
terminations Is connected In turn to  the network analyzer and the 
corrected re flec tion  coeffic ients r^ , r 2 , r j# are stored on a
( 9 7 )
magnetic tape. From th is  data the ee^  is calculated at each 
frequency and the results are shown In F ig . 7 .3 .
f ie .  7.1 m  MEASURED c ,  AGAINST FREQUENCY FOR SOO ALUMINA
e r  0 .0 2 5 “ THICKNESS AND DIELECTRIC CONSTANT c c  • * . « .
In solving equation 7 .5 ,  the square root of a complex number 
Is Involved and usually, wl+h a small computer the associated 'L ib ra ry ' 
subroutine does not exist and Ite ra tio n  may a lte rn a tiv e ly  be used 
to  evaluate the square root.
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EVALUATION OF MICROSTRIP PARAMETERS
High speed d ig ita l computers have prompted the development of new 
techniques for analyzing mlcrostrlp lin es. A large number of papers 
on computerized methods of evaluating microstrip parameters has been 
presented during the last few years. A m ajority of these works [ j-4 ]  
are based on semi-ana Iy tlea  I and numerical techniques, but these 
procedures have the disadvantages of being d i f f ic u lt  to  Incorporate 
Into a computer-aided design (CAD) package. Serious problems arise  
when the numerical technique routines are used In conjunction with 
an analysls/optlm lzatlon p rog ranine [5]  . As the routines are called  
upon hundreds, possibly thousands of times, during a run. I t  Is 
Important to  use a simple and accurate algorithm, especially  as th is  
permits simpler programming, reduced execution time and memory s lze [6 ].
This Chapter presents a discussion of some of the representative  
algorithms fo r evaluating the parameters of open m lcrostrlp lin e . The 
topics discussed Include analysis and dispersion e ffects  as well as 
evaluation of conductor and d ie lec tric  losses. F in a lly , the chapter
000)
ends with some results which have been evaluated by the author's  
computer programme.
8 . I CONDUCTOR LOSS.
In practice, losses are always present and I t  may be Important 
to  obtain a quantitative  estimate of these for accurate design work. 
Losses due to f in i t e  conductivity In the s trip  and ground plane can be 
calculated, using Schneider's[ 7]  approximation, from the following  
expressions:
(a) Narrow strips
The p artia l derivative  of the s trip  width (w) with respect to  
s tr ip  thickness t  Is found from:
where f  Is the frequency (HZ), 0 Is the s trip  conductivity (S/m)c
and y ■ 4 i *  IO""2(H/m). o
win 10 Z^xptZ^eoT
( 8 . 1)
where Z » 60ln(8 h/w ♦ w/qh) 
1
(b) Wide strips
fl «• 0.44 ( - ) 2 ♦ 6 (-> 2( l - - ) s] ( l  ♦ w/h ♦ ! £  I- W W W  3t
720w2ln l0
, w/h *  I ( 8 . 2 )
!* :  ■ An (4 ww/t} w/h g ^
-  i  ln ^ h /t )  ,  w/h )  ¿ir
The skin resistance Rg Is given by:
Rs ’ (8 .3 )
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8.2 DIELECTRIC LOSS.
D ie lec tric  loss In mlcros+rlp may be calculated I f  one knows 
the loss tangent of the substrate and the f ie ld  d is trib u tio n . Computation 
of the e le c tr ic  f ie ld  Is complicated and not practical for present 
purposes, so the author has used an empirical equation by f i t t in g  the 
data Into a least squares optimization programme. For convenience, a 
normalization factor has been Introduced, defined by:
(8 .4 )°dn " 0,1 -
where a . Is the d ie le c tr ic  loss and a Is the substrate . d s
conductivity. The d ie le c tr ic  loss of mlcrostrlp may be defined also 
as follows:
B power loss In the d ie le c tr ic  material 
d 2 * power transmitted
(8 .5 )
Assuming that the dominant mode Is quasi TEM, the expression for
adn is given In [8] by:
/ / ( V t ) 2dxdy a . ■ ----
dn 2V2/Z o
( 8 . 6 )
where the Integrals are defined over the cross-sectional area. In
(8 .6 ) V Is the voltage across the s tr ip  and ground plane, ZQ the 
characteristic Impedance and 4 Is the potential d is trib u tio n .
There are a number o f quasl-TEM techniques fo r evaluating the 
above quantities. Some o f these, v iz : the modified conformal 
mapplng[9] and the varia tional method[l0], find th e ir  principal 
use In the case where the centre s tr ip  Is th in . However, fo r our 
purpose, the e ffec t of f in i t e  thickness of the centre s tr ip  cannot 
be neglected. Since the relaxation method[4] Is p rin c ip a lly  a numerical
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technique, I t  can be applied to  the case of the a r b it r a r i ly  thick  
centre s tr ip . But the procedure has the disadvantage tha t its  
numerical convergence Is rather slow.
This part u ti liz e s  the results of an extension of the moment 
method[if] which has been described In [2 ]. In applying the moment 
method to  calculate mlcrostrlp Impedance, the charge density d is tribu tio n
th is  charge density d is tribu tion  c(xoyQ) Is known, the potential 
$ (x ,y ) a t a point P (x ,y) Inside the d ie le c tr ic  can be w ritten  a s :[l2 ]  
(See Appendix E)
where G (x,y|xo,yQ) Is the Green's function, and the integral 
is defined over the conductor surface.
I f  the centre conductor Is divided Into N s u ffic ie n tly  narrow 
s tr ip s . Fig. 8 .1 , then the charge density on each s tr ip  can be 
considered as a constant, and we can rew rite (8 .7 ) as:
The normalized d ie le c tr ic  lo s s is a ^ , and characteris tic  
Impedances, ZQ, obtained by th is  method, u t i l iz in g  a computer
program , fo r several d iffe re n t d ie le c tr ic  constants are given In 
Table 8 .1 .
on the centre conductor Is obtained as an Intermediate r e s u lt | j6 ] .  Once
(8 .7 )
( 8 . 8 )
where the Integral Is defined over the Ith  s tr ip .
j—  Ith »«rip
ia=^ nc. (.1  the cr am cannerò» is divides m o  
■ samcmmyHAEiow rtmt.
•x
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Table 8.1 Normalized d ie lec tric  loss and characteristic  
Impedance fo r alumina, silicon and galium arsenide substrates.
w/h Alumina er  -  9 .8
a . Z dn . o
Silicon
adn
e -1 1 .7  r
Zo
GaAs
°dn
e * 12.7 r
Zo
0.4 389.3 72.62 357.8 66.85 344.0 64.32
0.6 395.9 62.33 363.8 57.36 349.6 55.18
0 .8 401.6 55.15 369.1 50.74 354.6 48.80
1.0 406.9 49.69 373.9 45.70 359.3 43.96
2.0 425.9 33.83 391.0 31.09 375.7 89.89
3.0 439.2 25.90 403.1 23.79 387.2 22.87
4.0 448.5 21.05 411.6 19.32 395.4 18.57
5.0 456.0 17.76 418.3 16.30 401.7 15.66
6 .0 461.6 15.38 423.3 14.11 406.7 13.55
However, the computation results are f it te d  Into a least squares 
curve f i t t in g  computer program (see Appendix G), to estimate 
the unknown co e ffic ien t of the following model. The model was
based on a function of w/h and er  with a rb itrary  coeffic ients
v iz :
«dn -  F(er ,w/h)
The fin a l form was obtained by the least squares procedure over 
the ranges 0 .3  (  w/h * 6  and I (  cr (  14 and Is given as follows
a , -  960/e ♦ 171 (e >"* ♦ 4.6 in (w/h) ♦ (225 "7.7e >( l-w /h )*  dn r  r  1
-  18.7 (w/h) ♦ (I0w/2h)2 (8 .9 )
In evaluating the d ie lec tric  loss, I t  Is assumed that the 
substrate conductivity Is substantially frequency Independent.
8 .3  EFFECTIVE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT.
The e ffec tive  d ie lec tric  constant Is defined by e , ,  ■ C/C ,etT o
where the s ta tic  capacitance per unit length Is C, Inclusive of 
the d ie le c tr ic  m ateria l, and CQ without the d ie le c tr ic . This 
may be w ritten , following Schnelder[7] , as:
e = Er * 1 . er " 1 ( I ♦ 10 h/w)“* (8 .10)e ff  ----- 2—  ♦ — 2-----
This gives an accuracy of ±2 per cent fo r ee^  and an accuracy 
of ±1 per cent fo r (e0^ ) ^ .
8 .4  DISPERSION.
In the gigahertz frequency range, the effects  of dispersion 
fo r m lcrostrlp lines are no longer n eg lig ib le , making a simple 
TEM model Inaccurate. Indeed, the method of formulation as well 
as the solution here d iffe rs  substantia lly  from the TEM or quasl-TEM 
approach.
In many engineering applications of m lcrostrlp , dispersion 
can be treated as a correction fac to r to  the zero-frequency e ffec tive  
d ie le c tric  constant (ee^ ) ,  so that only approximate values are 
required. The experimental results o f the previous chapter Indicated 
that Getslnger's model [¡4] was the most appropriate for computer 
programs. These express the e ffe c tiv e  d ie le c tr ic  constant a t any 
frequency as a fixed zero frequency contribution from which must 
be subtracted a frequency correction term, v lz : -  
e_ -  e_
rd er  r e ff
I+ G (f/f_ )2 P
( 8 . 11)
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where
G - 0 .6 ♦ 0.009 Z and f  - Z /2p h o p o o
The normalized phase ve lo c ity , defined by vn * X^/Xq (where
X and X are guide and free-space wavelengths, respectively) 
9 0
Is given by:-
v « 1.0 / /e  . n rd
( 8 . 12)
The e ffe c tiv e  line length Is then given by:
1 ■ Ive ff n
(8.13)
The phase constant, defined by B “ **>/v (where v^ Is the phase 
v e lo c ity ) Is given by:-
B -  2.0959 * I0-2  f /v  (8.14)
where f  Is the operating frequency (GHZ).
8.5 MICROSTRIP DIMENSIONS.
For determining s trip  width Interms o f p a r a m e t e r s  In 
Fig. ( 7 .1 ) ,  the following expressions, based on Wheeler's method 
of ana lysis  [9 ], have been used:-
(a) Narrow s tr ip s .
b/W -  0.25e° -  0 .5  e-D (8.15)
where: J o .
60
f  r *  1 {  ♦ er  *  1 ( 0.226 ♦
'-----2 '  T—r j '  er  '
(b) Wide strips
w/h -^ [b- I  -  tn(2B - I ) ] *  Kr-1  p
c t i L
tM B -l) ♦ 0.293 -  0. 5 l7 /e rJ (8 . 16)
where:
B ■ T w/2Z (e )*  and r  -  376.73 o o r  o
(106)
For the characteristic  impedance ZQ, the following expressions 
In terms a given s tr ip  width are due to Schneider[7], which 
have a maximum re la tiv e  error of ±0.25 per cent in the range 
0 {W /h  g io, for a single d ie le c tric  m icrostrip:
The above expressions are valid  fo r zero-thickness s tr ip s . In 
the case of f in ite  thickness an approximate width correction must 
be incorporated to compensate fo r the e ffe c t of fring ing f ie ld s .
The e ffec tive  width w may be w ritten  as follows:
In using the expressions (8.15) and (8 .16) with a CAD package, 
there could be Uncertainty as to  which of the above categories 
( l . e .  narrow or wide) was applicable. Th is, however, may be 
resolved by considering the value of B In Eqn. (8 .1 6 ). I f  th is  
value Is less than 211, then Eqn. (8.15) applies; otherwise 
Eqn. (8.16) should be used.
8 .6  COMPUTER PROGRAM AND CONCLUSIONS
A computer subroutine to  eva I uate the patcuneTer d I scussed in 
th is  chapter has already been published t}y the author[6 ]. A 
Fortran source lis tin g  of the subroutine and Instructions tha t are 
needed fo r running I t  may be found In Appendix (F ). However, a 
flow chart outlin ing  the procedure Is given In F ig . (8 .2 ) .  As
Zq ■ 60 in  (8h/w + w/<th) ohm 
I20n
w/h $ I (8 .17)
Zo “ w/h ♦ 2.42 -  0.44 h/w ♦ (I -  h/w)'6  ohm w/h i l  (8 .18)
w/h > JL > —■
2 Tl h
and
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previously. In evaluating the d ie le c tr ic  loss, i t  Is assumed 
tha t the conductivity of the substrate Is substantially frequency 
Independent.
FIG.8.2 THE FLOW 
DIAGRAM OF COMPUTER 
PROGRAM ' m ICPA'
F ig . (8 .3 ) shows the dispersion diagram for the e ffec tive  
re la t iv e  p erm ltlv lty  of a 50fl m lcrostrlp line  on alumina’ 0.025" 
thickness and sim ilar lines on s ilico n  and gallium arsenide substrates 
of 0.01" thickness.
In order to show how the line  lengths vary with frequency, 
owing to  dispersion, results fo r a 20 mm length of each o f  the 
above substrates are Indicated In Fig; 8 .4 .
( 108)
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HThe phase velocity  v^ Is plotted In Fig. 8 .5 as a function 
of frequency fo r the alumina substrate. The solid lines are 
computed from the computer program. The Isolated points (x-mark) 
results are based on experimental results of the previous chapter 
forex 50f! tine on af)a-iumir\a so bs Tree Tie-
The to ta l losses evaluated for these substrates are given In 
Fig . 8.6 where copper conductors of 15 mlcrolnch thickness were 
assumed. I t  can be seen that silicon w il l  be considerably more 
lossy than GaAs, both of which are normally more lossy than alumina 
substrates. With semiconductor substrates, d ie le c tr ic  loss 
becomes dominant.
( I l l )
■! ■
, ■ ■
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MICROSTRIP DISCONTINUITIES FOR 
COMPUTER AIDED-DESIGN
In microwave c ircu its , using m lcrostrlp, the line sections are  
necessarily f in i t e  In width and length; consequently th is  Introduces 
the problems of d iscontinuities. These present a considerable 
challenge, making the rea lizatio n  of microwave c ircu its  d i f f ic u l t .  
Thus fo r design purposes, the mlcrostrlp-11nes must be characterized, 
and the effects  of Junction paras It ic s  evaluated In useful terms 
and parameters. If  the c irc u it  designer Is not relying on "cut-and- 
try "  methods, he requires accurate Information concerning the 
discontinuity e ffec ts , as these are needed In the a lte rn a tive  method 
of CAD. To Incorporate th is  Information, within CAD packages. I t  Is  
necessary to  present results by formulae rather than by tables 
and curves.
This chapter presents a method fo r calculating the transmission 
properties of the d iscontinuities , considering also the frequency 
dependence of the mlcrostrlp lines. The method can be made fa r  
more powerful In application through the aid of an automatic computer
O tt)
corrected s-parameter measurement f a c i l i t y .  Here, the network 
analyzer Is u tiliz e d  to  characterize the discontinuity in terms 
of Its  properties at the external term inals, while attention to 
the d eta ils  of an exact equivalent c irc u it  for the parasitic  Junction 
Is not required. The procedure Involves f i r s t  assuming an approximate 
model and then modifying th is  to match Its  predicted performance 
to  th a t measured by the network analyzer.
The text also covers a discussion of some of the representative  
techniques for calculating discontinuity effects and outlines the 
basic principles underlying the procedures. A subsidiary objective  
of th is  chapter is to establish the e ffec ts  of various d iscontinuities  
tha t frequently occur In microwave am p lifie r c irc u its . Typical 
discontinuities  of in terest are; open-ended stub , step In width, 
right-ang le  bend and T-Junction in "fcecentre conductor of m icrostrip  
lin e .
9.1 METHODS OF CALCULATING DISCONTINUITIES
Theoretical and experimental techniques fo r calculating  
m lcrostrip line  d iscontinuities , which are available In the lite ra tu re ,  
f a l l  broadly Into three categories. F irs t ,  there Is a growing body 
of Information on the quasl-statlc  capacitance of mlcrostrip structures, 
supplemented more recently by studies of the associated inductance.
A second source of data derives from the use of a uniform plane-wave 
p ara lle l p late model fo r the mIcrostrIp-cross section. F in a lly , the 
th ird  method Is based on an experimental method of determining 
m lcrostrip Junction parameters. The above methods are f i r s t  described 
and the results fo r a p articu la r discontinuity are presented 
subsequently.
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9.1.1  QUASI-STATIC METHOOS. The e ffects  of a discontinuity In a  
m lcrostrip line may be represented by a lumped shunt capacitance 
Q|t6] and a series Inductance[7-9] . The shunt capacitance Is 
calculated by obtaining the to ta l capacitance, C, of the desired 
structure for a given length ( l ) ,  and the capacitance of a 
uniform length, Cq, of the In fin ite  structure, per u n it length. 
The excess of these two capacitances Is then associated with the 
discontinuity e ffects . As an example, the equivalent c irc u it  of 
an open-circuited mtcrostrlp Is shown In Fig. 9 .1 , where Cqc Is 
the fring ing  capacitance.
tie . ».1 Equmum cu cu li or w oth-chcuitid 
«C iosnup l in i w in  i u k k  cafaciiascx a  
uca db.
This capacitance may then be defined as
C -  llm i(C (!>  -  tC ) (9 .1 )
00 t—  °
where C (t )  Is the to ta l capacitance of a section of length l  
and width w, CQ Is the line capacitance, per un it length, of a 
uniform line  of the same width, and the factor 1 accounts fo r the 
discontinuities at both ends of the s tr ip .
9 .1 .2  WAVEGUIDE MODEL. This method Is based on the use of a uniform
plane-wave paralle l plate model for m lcrostrip. The following 
treatment comprises two approaches. The f i r s t  Is based on the
uBablnet's princip le; the second discusses a f ie ld  matching technique.
A-BABINET'S PRINCIPLE. This approach has been described In [ lO - l l ] .  
I t  begins by considering a balanced s trip  transmission line having 
an Inner conductor of zero thickness, as Indicated In Fig. 9 .2 .
T IC . * . 2  THE BALANCES ST *I?  TEAMSM1SS10N LINE.
Because of the formidable task of solving for th is  geometry, the 
approximate model of Fig. 9 .3  has been employed In the determination 
of equivalent c irc u it  parameters for d iscontinuities In the lin e .
The Width D of the line Is related to the actual centre s tr ip  width w.
and th is  Is given In [lO] to  a good approximation by;
D -  w ♦ (2b /n )in  2 (9 .2 )
The model has e le c tr ic  walls (short c irc u its ) fo r the top and 
bottom plates and magnetic walls (open c irc u its ) fo r the side 
w alls . In e ffe c t, the approximate model tls a portion, of width D, 
of a para lle l p la te  transmission line of an In f in ite  width. The 
evolution of th is  model, from the actual geometry*Is shown In 
Fig. 9 .4 . The fringing of the e le c tr ic  f ie ld  lines for the dominant
( 117)
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mode, shown In Fig. 9 .4 (a ), may be compensated for by extending the
(«) jumjAL-Llw ft)  equivalent faxallfl elateLUI
ric. ».* actual and Amozouii model
Inner conductor width. Structure 9 .4 (b ) may be viewed
as two Identical portions of p ara lle l p late transmission lines placed 
back to  back, and any Incident wave wi l l  be divided equally between 
both portions. Since any balanced discontinuity In the line wi l l  
re fle c t the same proportion, I t  Is not necessary, when dealing with 
normalized quantities , to reta in  both halves of the lin e . Thus, 
in the analysis of balanced d iscontinuities , which are described 
in terms of normalized quantities , one need consider only one-half 
of the structure and therefore employ the approximate model 
of Fig. 9 .3 .
The magnetic f i e l d lines of th is  model are s im ilar to the 
e le c tr ic  f i e l d  lines of a p ara lle l plate waveguide, so, by reference 
to  Bablnet's p rinc ip le , we may apply standard rectangular waveguide 
data £ l2 ]. The Bab I net equivalent of a structure Is found by 
replacing a ll magnetic walls by e lec tr ic  walls and vice-versa, the 
magnetic and e le c tr ic  lines are also Interchanged. The equivalent 
c irc u it  of the orig inal discontinuity structure Is then the same as 
the dual Bablnet equivalent discontinuity structure, the numerical 
values of the corresponding dual elements being id en tica l. The 
line which Is the Bablnet equivalent of the approximate model of
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Fig. 9 .3  Is shown In Fig. 9 .5 . This Is seen to be another section
(«) im o x n u ri icon. <W u n i  K p n u jX T  lue
rie. t .s  t v  lu n a r iquiriun u n
of p ara lle l p late  line rotated through 90°. As another example, 
a top view of a right angle bend In a m lcrostrlp -lIne  Is shown In 
Fig. 9 .6 (a ) . The bend In the Bab I net equivalent lin e  is Illu s tra te d  
In F ig . 9 .6 (b ). The equivalent c irc u it  for the E-plane corner of
(M  M in o r i tq e m L u r
rie . 9.1 boil iq u riu n r cucum  or u cet- u g u  n o
the rectangular waveguide a t the terminal planes T  ^ and T^, as 
Indicated In [ l2 -p .3 l2 ] .  Is shown In Fig. 9 .6 (c ) . The equivalent 
c irc u it  appropriate to  the rig h t angle bend a t the terminal planes 
T and T2 Is thus the dual of that of Fig. 9 .6 (c ) and Is given 
In F ig . 9 .6 (d ).
B -  MODE-MATCHING METHOD. The waveguide model used here consists 
of a para lle l p late waveguide of e ffec tive  width w0 f f  and height 
h with plates of In f in ite  conductivity a t the top and bottom. I t  
also has magnetic side walls and Is f i l le d  with a d ie le c tr ic  medium 
of d ie le c tr ic  constant * af f  The model Is indicated In Fig. 9 .7
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and was used by Wheeler fo r the lowest-order mode, which approximates
(•) tenu. KictoSTRIP f t )  m  MODEL
f i o .  * .7  ACTUAL AID P1AKAK UAVECUXDE MODEL Or A MICRO STRIP LIME
to  a TEM mode. In th is  case the width wef f  and re la t iv e  p erm ittiv ity  
may be obtained from
where Is the characteris tic  impedance defined by Wheeler [ 13 - 14J .
Further Investigation shows, however, the equation (9 .3 ) Is not 
suitable I f  higher-order modes are going to  be consldered[l5]. This 
arises from the physical aspect that the e le c tr ic  f ie ld  becomes 
more and more concentrated In the d ie le c tr ic  material with Increasing, 
frequency, thereby reducing the fringing f ie ld ,  so a frequency dependent 
equation for w^^ may be deduced:
T-Junction [24 ]. In contrast to  the 8ablnet's  p rin c ip le , there
are well tested methods fo r calculating the effects of discontinuities
(9 .3 )
(9 .4 )
where f  ■ c /2m/T~ and w . . ( 0 )  Is the e ffec tive  width
g o  r  6TT
calculated from 9 .3 . Bablnet's princ ip le  has also been applied 
to  th is  model for solving the problem of the discontinuity at a
and Junctions using wavegutde techniques. These methods use 
orthogonal-series expansions of the fie ld s  In the waveguide ^16-17}. 
A necessary condition for applying orthogonal-series-expansion 
methods Is tha t a complete set of f ie ld  solutions fo r the problem 
considered must be known. A typical discontinuity structure which 
may be used to  formulate the mode-matching technique Is Indicated 
In Fig. 9 .8 .
r i S .  * . »  GENERALIZED MODEL Of A FASSIVE
MICROWAVE CIRCUIT WITH DISCONTINUITIES.
The structure consists of N waveguides exciting a closed region 
of a certain  shape. The cavity may be characterized by a volume 
V having a un it vector n normal to  Its  closed surface S. The 
closed surface S Is composed of a m etallic  part s^ and apertures 
having a rb itra ry  cross section Asn (n •  l , . . . . , N ) .  In each 
waveguide two sets of both Incident and reflected E- and H- modes must 
be considered. In the cavity  a unique set-up Is obtained by 
superimposing the solutions for the transverse e le c tr ic  f ie ld  and 
magnetic f ie ld  of the sim plified boundary value problem. By 
combining the two In f in ite  systems of linear algebrpicequatlons, 
derived from the continuity conditions fo r the tangential components
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of e le c tr ic  and magnetic f ie ld  across the boundary of the cavity , 
s u ffic ien t relationships are obtained fo r th e ir  solution. From 
these equations a ll  unknown expansion coeffic ients  can be determined 
as a function of the Incident waveguide-mode amplitudes, which are 
assumed to  be given. To demonstrate th is  method, a rig h t angle 
bend Is Investigated in the following example.
To formulate the electromagnetic f ie ld  representation fo r the 
right angle bend, the configuration In F ig . 9.91s f i r s t  of a ll  
subdivided Into the cross-sectional regions 1, E and ET .
a------- <J --------
>®
a s 2
{ Zi® “1«  ©
n e . >.* • t ie n  «scu  uns or 
t u  n c to s n ir ld x
Region H  forms a cavity connected to  the two transmission lines
I and E Due to  the geometry of the arrangement, the fie ld s  In
a ll  regions have uniform transverse d istributions with respect to
the y -ax ls . I t  Is also assumed that as the height h of the
waveguide model Is s u ffic ie n tly  small, then the fie ld s  are Independent
of the y-coordinate. Therefore, only TEM and TE -modes withno
Ey-, H^-, and -  components e x is t. The transverse electromagnetic 
f ie ld  of the Fig. 9 .7  structure may be described using a scalar 
potential p 6 ] .
s lnO inx/w ^f)
nll/w• f t
sn 4
1 for n » o
2 fo r n |  o
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by the equations
where A , and B are the amplitude co effic ien ts , n n
Y * f(n n/w0 f f )2 -  cj2e0eeff lJ0]^ *s +he propagation constant, z
Is the un it vector of the z-coordlnate, Is the transverse
Nab Ia-operator and Y ■ i  “ y /JwU I s the complex characteristic  n Zn o
wave admittance. Using a normalized wave amplitude and introducing 
the potential function, the transverse components of e le c tr ic  and 
magnetic f ie ld s  are given by:
E •  J (a e YZ ♦ b e*Yzj/Z ~  / en cos(£^—
V n-o n n " / w ^ . h  ' '
H - - 1  ( a e ^ - ' b  eYZ) /y  cos x)
x n-o n n " /  w . # .h ' wef f '
where a_ ■ Z^A and b -  Z ^.B . n n n n n n
Suppose now a unit wave Is Incident from the le ft  In region I  of 
Fig. 9 .9 . The f ie ld  then can be w ritten
H* » -  e”^kZ ♦ [  R e* ^ 2 cos(nIlx/c) (9 .7 )
x n-o n
where K -  2H/X and Rr -
c.h •
In region II only transmitted waves occur, since the guide Is 
assumed In f in ite  (or matched). Thus
H1  -  To e"Jkx ♦ l  T e " YX cos(nAz/d) 
x n-l n
The magnetic f ie ld  in region HI Is obtained In a sim ilar way and 
th is  may be w ritten  as follow spB]:
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X (9 .9 )
M f(y z ) cos (nllx/c) sin £y(z -  d)Qdz
* n
The function f(y z ) can be chosen so tha t the boundary conditions 
between region I  and M  are satisfied  and the tangential magnetic 
f ie ld  strength vanishes a t the magnetic walls of region H . The 
coeffic ients R  ^ and Tn can be computed so that the boundary 
conditions In the discontinuity are met. This is so i t  equations 
(9 .9 ) and (9 .7 ) ,  together with th e ir  e le c tr ic  fie lds  are matched 
at 1 « o, and simi larly(g.g; dnd(9-BJ with th e ir  e lec tr ic  fie ld s  are 
matched at z -  c.
9 .1 .3  EXPERIMENTAL METHOD.
To check the v a lid ity  of theoretical dat3 and provide data 
where theory Is  not yet established, an experimental method may 
be used. The measurement data which Is available in the lite ra tu re  
shows considerable discrepancies between values given by d iffe re n t  
authors. As an example, the range of values for the correction  
of an open-end e ffec t for a 500 line  Of) 0.025" th ick  alumina 
Is 0.100-0*264 w nfl9]. An error of about 0*160 mm In the value 
would result in  an open c irc u it  stub designed to  be a quarter wave 
long a t I2GHZ actually being a quarter wave length long at 12.9 GHZ. 
This emphasizes the Importance of presenting the m icrostrip c irc u it  
designer, p a rtic u la rly  a t X-band, with re lia b le  values for the parameters 
of In terest. In the following, two approaches w ill be presented: one 
uses a resonant technique and the other Is_ the general modelling method 
which has been extended to  mlcrostrlp c irc u its  by the author.
A -  THE RESONANT TECHNIQUE -  In th is  method the discontinuity e ffec t 
can be determined from the component under tes t In a m lcrostrlp  
resonator [2 0 -2 l} .  The resonator Is loosely coupled, v ia a mlcrostrlp
(124)
lin e , +o te s t  equipment which Is only used to  measure the 
resonant frequency of the system. By the use of various c irc u it  
te s t patterns, and d iffe re n t modes of resonance, the equivalent 
c irc u it  of the component under te s t may be found. Although the 
method has been used by the author fo r a p articu la r d iscontinuity , 
and produced accurate resu lts , its  extension to  a complex 
discontinuity Is not p ra c tica l.
B. MODELLING METHOD. In th is  method, the paras itic  elements 
aris ing  at Junctions are dealt with by f i r s t  assuming an 
approximate model fo r discontinuity e ffec ts . Of course, the 
model for p articu la r d iscontinuities Is not unique, since a 
specific  Junction can be described by any one of a number of 
models. The ultim ate preference for one model over another 
arises as a result of compromise between s im p lic ity  and the 
accuracy with which the m icrostrip under consideration can be 
described.
The performance corresponding to  the in i t ia l  element values 
fo r the model is computed and compared with the required 
performance via a predetermined error c r ite r io n . The corresponding 
e rro r function Is fed to  an optim ization programme and thereby 
minimized u n til the model performance fa l ls  w ith in  a specified  
norm, or else the number of Iterations exceeds some pre-established  
value. The required performance Is determined by measuring certain  
properties of the m icrostrip Junction (e .g . input Impedance), 
using automatic computer corrected s-parameters measurements, 
described in Chapters 4 and 5.
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9 .2  END EFFECT DISCONTINUITY.
The open-circuit termination occurs extensively In m lcrostrfp
c irc u its . I t  o ffers  a re la tiv e ly  easy method of precise fabrication  
as compared to  the a lte rn ative  s h o rt-c ircu it termination of stubs
and resonant sections. This end region w ill store considerably
more accumulated charge than the remaining portion of the s tr ip .
The present available  equivalent of the end-effect c irc u it  Is
presented e ith e r as a capacitor or as an excess of line length.
The value of the capacitor has been calculated from the q u as i-s ta tic
capacitance of the mlcrostrlp structure [ l , 4 ,6 ,2 2 ]. The
a lte rn a tive  one, which is an extension of the e ffec tive  e le c tr ic a l
length of lin e , has been measured using the resonator configuration
[|9 ,2 0 ,2 3 ]. In th is  method the end-effect may be determined from
the physical length and resonant frequency of an open-circuit
m lcrostrlp resonator, provided tha t the phase velocity Is known
accurately. The resonator Is loosely coupled, via a lin e , to
the tes t equipment which Is then only used to  measure the resonant
frequency of the structure.
Consider the resonator of Fig. 9.10a with a pnyslcal length; 
t  t A t, tg are the end-effects aTther I ght hand anJ.lk Input coupling 
gap,respectively. The equivalent of the coupling gap may be 
represented by a capacitive JI-sectlon and th is  In turn, can be 
represented by an Inverter and two line  lengths Figs. 9.10b, 9 .10c.
TIC. ».io. (a) Kicwsiur ore* circuit ujoxator. w <«> lourvALUTT 
CIRCUIT O f A C A M C tr m  COUTURE CAT.
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y ?
observing a display of the complex re fle c tio n  c o e ffic ie n t In the 
Input 11 ne, for which:
¿where v Is .the  phase velocity and n Is the resonant mode. 
The reference plane is set to  the e ffec tive  open end a t the 
coupling gap. By measuring the resonant frequency, f Q, of the 
c irc u it  shown In Fig. 9 .11 , Al and Ig can be distinguished.
Here the resonator Is gap coupled to  a second resonator, which, 
together with Its  end e ffe c t. Is X/4 long /if  tHe jrtqutncy fc , The open 
c irc u it  a t  the rig h t hand end of F ig . 9.11 w ill be transformed 
to  an e ffe c tiv e  s h o rt-c ircu it a t the terminals of the Inverter 
of the second gap, so that the resonance condition w il l  be given
In practice. I t  may be necessary to  perform a prelim inary  
experiment giving an approximate value of the phase velo c ity  and 
end e ffec ts  In order to design the resonator to  resonate at 
nearly the same frequency.
A number of c ircu its  were fabricated on l"x I"  of nominally
n v ( f )  = 2(1 ♦ 2!g + A l) f ,  D 1
(9.10)
P
] a
i  eq a î■* *! f ;
ric. t . l l  »D IT IE D  OPEN CIXCUXT RESONATOR.
by:
n v ( f  ) ■ (1 ♦ 2 !g )f p o o (9.11)
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0.025 th ic k  alumina substrate (MRC superstrate) with 
nichrome/gold conducting films of 5 microns approximate thickness. 
The accuracy of the c irc u it  dimension was (± 0.\%,  ± 5ym) and 
the length l  of the resonator which were ind iv idually  measured 
to an accuracy of ± lym. Experimental results fo r the end- 
e ffe c t At/h as a function of (w/h) using the configurations of 
Fig. 9 .10  and 9.11 are presented in Table 9 .1 .
TABLE 5.1 The end-effect A£^ as a function of w/h at 
about 6-7GHZ.
(Af/h)End-effect ± 0.03 0.254 0.315 0.348 0.371 0.401 0.433
Ratio of w/h 0.5 1.0 1.5 2 .0 2.5 3.0
These experimental results are also depicted in F ig . 9.12 and for 
comparison the results of some other authors are illu s tra te d  In 
th is  fig u re .
H i. * . i i  no iTTZCT or m  open-circuit TwftMxioa [n r. n ]
0 2 8 )
fThe results of curves (1 ,111 ,v i)  are based on theoretical 
computation using the quas i-s tatic  m£lhod[6>£f>23].Curve ( i i )  is 
also based on the q uas i-s tatic  method, but using d iffe re n t  
approaches from previous techniques. Here, an Integral equation 
was found for the charge d is tribu tio n  near an open-clrcuited  
m icrostrip end, and i t  was solved to  find the frirging capacitance[l] . 
Curve ( Iv )  is the resu lt of experimental work[28]i except fo r low 
values of w/h, i t  follows the measured one well through the 
midrange and up to  broad s tr ip  widths. F in a lly , the results of 
curve (V) are evaluated from equation 9 .14 .
In order to  use these resu lts . In a CAD package, the empirical 
formula that has been developed in [ l]  may be used. This gives 
the fringing capacitance in terms of w/h as follows:
C/w -  exp[(log I0 )£  c ,(e  )(tog  w/h)* (pF/m) e • r 10
(9 .12)
when the coeffic ien ts  Cj are as tabulated in Table 9 .2 .
TABLE 9.2 C oefficients C| for the empirical equation 9 .12  
(R ef.1;
\ « r  1 .0 2.5 4 .2 9 . « 1 6 0 5 1 .0
1 1 • 1 I I I 1 .2 9 5 1 .4 4 3 1 .7 3 8 1 .9 3 8 2 .4 0 3
2 - 0 . 2 8 9 2 — 0 .2 8 1 7 - 0 . 2 5 3 5 - 0 . 2 5 3 « - 0 . 2 2 3 3 - 0 . 2 2 2 0
3 0 .1 8 1 8 0 .1 3 6 7 0 .1 0 6 2 0 .1 .108 0 .1 3 1 7 • 0 .2 1 7 0
4 — 0 .0 0 3 3 - 0 . 0 1 3 3 - 0 . 0 2 6 0 - 0 . 0 0 8 7 - 0 . 0 2 6 7 - 0 . 0 2 4 0
5 — 0 .0 5 4 0 - 0 . 0 2 6 7 - 0 . 0 0 7 3 - 0 . 0 1 1 3 - 0 . 0 1 4 7 - 0 . 0 8 4 0
An a lte rn a tive  expression for the end-effect In terms of excess 
length of line  has been given In [ l l ]  . .The formula Is
« . ¿ c o , * 1 « “ >] <5- ' 3
where k ■ 2n/X^ and c -  h (ln 2)/H .
9
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For most practical dimensions (kc 
by the following expression:
sm all), one can approximate S.13)
c ♦ 2w ' 
4c ♦ 2w) (9 .14)
which Is a good approximation fo r er ■ 9 .8 . In order to  use 
th is  expression fo r various d ie le c tr ic  constants, the following
Ai. „ e_ ♦ 0 .3  w/h *  0.262 ll:1
T— « 0 .4 2 r  —7T----- n  o .7 (9 .15)
F "  ■¿■■— (T.758 w/h * ° - 813
The maximum error here Is less than 5Jf of h for er  * I and 1$
for other values of er<
9 .3  STEP DISCONTINUITY
The step In impedance, resulting  from an abrupt change In 
the width of the upper conductor of the microstrip configuration, 
Is shown In Fig. 9.13a and the equivalent c irc u it  is shown In 
Fig. 9.13b.
The paras itic  reactanceJthat are associated with th is  d iscontinuity  
have been considered by a number of authors [3, 4, 9 , 10, I I ,  16, 25] . 
The shunt capacitance has been calculated by the q u as i-s ta tic  method <3nd 
Is given In [3 ,4 ]; calculation of series Inductances by the same
formula given In [24 ], may be used;
t- t — T
|T * L1 41-j TJ
0>)
rie. 9 . 1 )  (• ) u r r a - n i x r  c o xfigu h atio*  or as i m p e u s œ  s t e p ,
( 9 )  TUB EQUIVALENT CXKCUXT.
method has been given In [9]
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fIn general, these numerical techniques are d i f f ic u l t  to 
Incorporate Into an analysls/optlm lzatlon package as the numerical 
routine hae to be called upon numerous times. Further,each method 
is able to evaluate only c erta in  parameters e ith e r the shunt 
capacitance or series inductance of m lcrostrip d iscontinu ities .
The technique which the author advocates Is th a t of modelling, 
which obviates the need to  represent Junction parasltlcs by an 
exact equivalent c irc u it .  In i t ia l ly ,  an approximate model Is 
assumed, which Is subsequently modified to  match Its  predicted 
performance to  that obtained for the c irc u it  s tructure, using 
the o n -line  automatic computer-corrected S-parameters measurement 
system described In Chapter 4. For evaluation of the discontinuity  
parameters with step Junctions a te s t fix tu re  of the form 
Illu s tra te d  In Fig. 9.14a has been used. The fu l l  equivalent 
c irc u it  is shown In F ig . 9.14b.
U> tee l i s t  fixture <k) equivalent circuit
f lG .  f .1 4  THE TEST FIXTURE AMD FULL EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF TW  STEF JUMCTIOM
The te s t fix tu re  Introduces Its  own e rro r parameters due to  the 
coaxlal-to -m lcrostrlp  adaptor, represented by the error box I .
There Is also an end-effect represented by the additional line  
length At.
A high quality  APC-7 launcher was used and Its  error 
parameters evaluated as outlined In Chapter 5, data for the end-
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e ffe c t correction being obtained from previous section on 
resonator measurements. The input Impedance of the te s t f ix tu re  
was obtained with the aid of the computer-corrected measurement 
f a c i l i t y .  From the equivalent c irc u it  of Fig. 9.14b, th is  
impedance Z^, a t any p articu la r frequency. Is given 
by
Zc=
Zi 2 * 2Z1Z2 + Zl Zt * Z2Zl (9.16)
Z1 * Z2 + Z l
where Zg is the terminating Impedance of an open-circuited  
m icro-strip  lin e . By Incorporating into an equivalent T-network 
the paras I t ic s  associated with the coaxial to microstrip  
tra n s itio n , Z m a y  readily  be related to  the measured Input 
Impedance (see Appendix F ). To obtain the values fo r Z} and 
Z2, I t  Is c le a rly  necessary to  obtain f i r s t  two separate values
of Zc, corresponding to  d iffe re n t terminating impedances. A 
convenient practica l way of changing the terminating impedance
is by etching. The e ffects  of conductor and d ie le c tr ic  losses, 
as well as dispersion, may be allowed fo r  as previously described, 
using the computer program 'MICPA*.
In normal practice , discontinuity steps are adequately smalt 
to  va lida te  neglecting the effects  of any higher modes which 
may be generated fl6 ,26 ] . Therefore Z  ^ may be chosen as an 
Inductive reactance L«/2 and Z2 as a capacitive reactance l/Cco
In order to  find a function, which approximates the measured 
data, the following models were chosen fo r the Junction reactances 
associated with step d iscontinuities .
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o
|s
'
—  '  F, (w ,, w„) « T e  (w /w )"  tn(coscc ( irw,/2w„)) nH/m (9.17a)w 1 1 2  _ m 2 1 1 2wl m=o
n
“ F (w ,, w ) *= T c (w /w ,) W (cosec ( vw /¿w )) pF/m (9.17b)2 1' 2 *• m 2 1 î z1 m-o
In order to estimate the unknown coeffic ien ts , c , From fh«rn
above models a non-linear least squares procedure was employed.
The technique estimates the coeffic ients  of the models and'minimizes
e « (e )2 , where e « L/Wj -  F or e * C/w1 -  F2 are the residuals.
The Gauss-Newton method was used to  minimize e . The technique
and more details  about the least-squares method are given in Appendix (E ).
The coeffic ients c , which hatebeen obtained by the above method, m
are tabulated In 9.3«taking er  ■ 9 .8 .
Table 9 .3  Coefficients cm fo r the model équations 
9.17a and 9.17b.
Function
C oefficients c
m*0 m»l m»2 m»3 m m«4
F (L/w ) 
1 X
25.7 20.1 -1 .5  0 .09  0 .0
F2 (C/Wj ) 95.8  -42 .0  14.2 -1 .5  0.06
The values of L and C in equations 9.17a and 9.17b are not 
very sensitive to  small variations In these co effic ien ts , so tha t 
computer word length should not be a consideration in using these 
formulae.
The values of calculated series inductance and shunt capacitance 
from the above equations are given In Table 9 .4  for a varie ty  of step 
width ra tios . For comparison are quoted the corresponding experimental 
results of Easter[9] for the series Inductance.
( 1 3 3 )
TABLE 9.4  Equivalent sériés inductance and shunt capacitance fo r  
varlous step width ra tios .
W2/h
(a)
Shunt
Capacitance 
(F x lO“ 1**)
(a)
Series 
Inductance 
(H x I0~n )
(b)
Series 
1nductance 
(H x I0 -11)
(b)
Frequency
(GHz)
2 .0 1.2 1.3 1.4 10
3.24 2.9 3.4 3.1 7.5
4 .0 4.5 5.3 6.0 6 .8
5.0 6.7 7.5 8.0 6.8
6 .0 9 .2 9 .7 9.6 6.7
7 .0 12.0 12.1 - -
8 .0 15.0 14.5 —
(a) Results obtained from Eqn. 9.17 at 4 GHz.
(b) Experimental results reported by Easter [9] .
In Figs. 9.15a and 9.15b are shown the computed results  fo r  
L/Wj and C/Wj respectively, as functions of various ra tios  of 
w2/h , taking e * 9 .8 . The next chapter w ill I l lu s t r a te  the 
e ffe c t of th is  discontinuity In the gain of an a m p lif ie r .
9 .4  RIGHT-ANGLE BENDS
For the case of a mlcrostrtp right-angle bend, two equivalent 
c irc u its  have been discussed In the lite ra tu re  [27,28] . One 
equivalent c irc u it  includes a shunt capacitance +0 account fo r  
charge accumulation a t the corner, as well as series  lengths of 
transmission lines on e ith e r side to  account fo r  the Increase In 
current path length around the corner. The other Is again a shunt 
capacitance but with a series Inductance on e ith e r  side of the  
corner. These c irc u its , together with the reference planes are 
shown In F ig . 9 .16 .
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F IC . t . U  KICROSTRIP RIGHT-ANCLE BEND, {•> PHYSICAL STRUCTURE KITH 
REFERENCE PLANES; (b ) And ( c )  EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS.
The shunt capacitance has been calculated by S ilver [2J, and 
experimentally this^wlth the series transmission line^has been 
obtained by Stephenson and Easter [27 ],u tl11  zing the resonant 
configuration method.
Let and t 2 be the two lengths of right-ang le  bend
along the central axis up to  terminal planes T ' and ^ ',as
shown In F ig . 9.17a. U tiliz in g  a conformal mapping technique,
I t  easily  may be seen that the to ta l length, l  ♦ l  , Is reduced by
1 2
an amount of 0.441 wflff (see Appendix I ) .  This Is a good 
approximation fo r the transmission line In the model of 9.16b.
In general, however, the Junction parasltlcsof the r ig h t angle 
bend may be obtained using Babtnet's p rinc ip le .
In determining the Junction parameters, by Bablnet's p rin c ip le , 
an approximate model, s lm llar to  a model previously used by 
O lln e r f io ] , A ltchuler and O liner [ l  l ]  Is used, to  calculate  
Junction e ffec ts  In symmetric s tr ip  lines. The cross section 
of the m icrostrip and Its  waveguide model were given In Fig. 9.7a  
and 9.7b . The e ffec tive  lin e  width (we^f ) Is:
w ,,< f>  -  w ♦ we f f (0) " w (9.18)
6 f f  1 ♦ m ~
where f -  fo ___ and w# f f (0) -  ^ ^ 0^ ef f - e o
w
( 1 3 6 )
uFig . 9.17a shows the Bablne+'s equivalent of 4 rig h t angle bend, 
w h ils t Fig. 9.17b shows the equivalent c irc u it .  This c irc u it ,  
which represents the dual of the microstrip lin e , has been 
determined by M arcuvltz[j2 , p.312].
<M THE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT.
The resu lts , analogous to  those obtained by A ltschuler and 
O lln e r [ l l ] ,  for the Xfl and X^  are as follows:
.878 ♦ 0.498! (9.20a)
(9.20b)
9 .5  T-JUNCTIONS *1
Several sources of data were located fo r the equivalent c irc u it  
and parameter values. The author has already discussed the 
end-effect of a stub, so th is  section considers only the T-Junction. 
The simplest equivalent c irc u it ,  fo r the T-Junction, may be 
represented as Fig. 9.18b where the value of the capacitance has 
been calculated th e o re tic a lly  by S ilvester and Benedek[2].
This capacitance with the lines lengths t  and 1
1 2
has also been measured by Easter[2 1] ,  using the resonator 
configuration. The Impedance ra tio  values of n2 were also
1137)
determined by the samé technique, and pronounced frequency
dependemtespecI a 11y at higher frequencies Is seen.
ne. » . l i  x ic io s t r if  t - jun c tio n ;  <•) actual structure:
0>) THE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
In order to  incorporate the results In to  a CAD package, i t  
may be useful to  consider an approximate model tha t Is s im ilar  
to the right-angle bend. Fig. 9.19 shows the equivalent
c irc u it of a symmetric T-Junction which has been derived via 
Bablnet's p rin c ip le , using the results of an E-plane waveguide, 
derived t n [ j l ] .
(*) ft»
ru . » .1 »  THE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FOR A ITtCCTItIC HICROSTRIF T-JUNCTION;
(A) THE ACTUAL FTHUCTUU; (k) EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT.
In th is  case the parameter values are obtained by the following
equations
*b
T
,  _ sln( w2 e f f V  
n" i e f f /Xg
£  = _ ! | ® Í Í  (n n /4 )2 
9
X- 2w r . f 1.43w
(9.21a)
 _ !»  & n r '-43wie f f  \  * 2 r » * « )  3. for ^
"  K --------------V ----- 1 »off
1 1 n2xc W2e ff  x9
zP * 1 - > 0 .5  
f f
(9.21b)
C13B)
(9 .21c ), fo r  W2e ff  < 0.5
where
B « 2wle f f  fi.n cos (nW2 e f f  ) ♦ i^ Wi e f f  ]1 cos*lPW2 e f f   ^ "1
*9 1 2Wie f f '  Xg i 1 2\ J  J
9.6 CONCLUSIONS
The present computerized methods fo r  evaluating m lcrostrlp  
discontinuity e ffe c ts  have been described. As these numerical techniques 
were d if f ic u lt  to  Incorporate Into CAD packages, a modelling technique 
has been extended to  discontinuities In m lcrostrlp lines. By using a 
network analyzer to  characterize a network In terms of Its  properties  
at the external term inals^attentlon to  the deta ils  of an equivalent 
c irc u it  fo r the d iscontinuity  Is not required. Parasitic  elements 
arising atajunctlon were dea lt with by f i r s t  assuming an approximate 
model and then modifying I t  to  match Its  predicted performance to that 
measured by the automatic on -lin e  computer corrected system. In the 
case of step d iscontinu ities  em pirically  derived equations were presented 
which are  suitable fo r Incorporation In to  CAD packages. For the rig h t 
angle-bend and symmetric T-Junctlon^the approximate model of the E-plane 
waveguide, u t i l iz in g  Bab I net's  P rin c ip le , was used for CAD purposes. 
Considerable Improvement In accuracy over former procedures was 
demonstrated, w ithout sac rifice  of s im p lic ity .
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COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
AND CONCLUSIONS
In the past few years several analysis programs have been adopted 
fo r m icrostrip c irc u its , assuming tha t the normal mode of operation 
fo r  the microstrip line  may be adequately described In terms of a 
TEM mode[l-rl4]. This approach works well up to S-band, but at 
higher frequencies spurious propagating modes introduce dispersive 
effects  which make the simple TEM model unacceptable. Discontinuity  
effects  are another problem which makes the analysis of microwave 
Integrated c irc u its  d i f f ic u l t .  Some of these analysis programs are 
linked to  optim ization routines making use of d irect search techniques 
[ 5 - l l ] .  The la tte r  are In general based on 'sequentia l' or 'l in e a r  
search a lgorithm s', In which previously generated points are used 
to  determine the new d irection of search. Although extremely e ff ic ie n t  
in determining the minima of unlmodal functions,In the case of 
m u ltivariab le , multimodal problems as encountered In am plifier
(1<W)
optim ization, a sequential search program w ill converge to the nearest 
local minimum, ignoring neighbouring minima which may be superior.
By using two d iffe re n t strategies of optimization we may increase 
the accuracy of approach to  the true minimum. One may also aim to  
reduce the execution tim e, p artic u la rly  when the starting  points are  
near to  the position of the optimum, or have poor starting  v a lu e s [l9 ].
Currently two programs have been developed by the author and 
his col Ieagues£l4»l5j. .  One uses the two-port chain matrix method 
in the analysis subroutine fo r handling the mtcrostrlp c ircu its  and the 
other u tiliz e s  the nodal analysis algorithm, as described In Chapter 3 
Section 3, dealing mainly with the modelling of devices.
The f i r s t  program, which Is ca lled  'OPTIMAL', has several novel 
features, as follows:
(a) The analysis routine Incorporates an algorithm fo r dispersion 
effec ts , conductor and d ie le c tr ic  losses In the m lcrostrlp.
(b) The analysis routine also takes Into account the Junction 
parasitics for various d iscontinu ities , as described in Chapter 9 , as 
welt as radiation loss due to  open terminations*
(c) The optimization routine makes use of a large-step 
pseudo-random search technique In order to  Increase the chances o f 
finding a global minimum.
(d) I f  a promising valley Is located, the program switches to  
an e ff ic ie n t  conjugate gradient technique In order to  converge 
quickly to  the minimum.
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As 'OPTIMAL* Is designed mainly to  deal with active  two-port 
devices, th is  Chapter concludes by showing the results  for the 
design optimization of various am plifiers  using GaAs P .E .T .'s  
and s ilic o n  bipolar transistors.
10.1 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION.
The prog ram* OPTIMAL* is w ritten in Fortran IV with a length of 
nearly 800 Fortran statements. OPTIMAL is loaded on the XDS-SIgma 5 
computer by using overlay. The program requires less than 13000 
words of core storage and uses s ingle  precision variab les.
The various responses which may be optimized by 'OPTIMAL' are:
(a) transducer gain, (b) input VSWR, (c) output VSWR, (d) a weighted 
combination of a l l  three. The least pth objective function formulation 
was selected as follows:
■ ■ ¿ v wiipj p ♦ w2kou+r  ♦ w3ist - GdiP) (i° - i)
where
f  is the set of frequencies.
Wj, W2, W3 are weighting fac to rs , % 0.
P|n» PQ(J+ are the Input and output re flec tio n  c o e ffic ie n ts , 
is the network transducer gain.
G  ^ ,1s the desired transducer gain.
P is a positive, nonzero Integer vaIue, wliicK is <V4n.
The various network configurations which may be cascaded are 
e ight basic types of c irc u it  elements, each type being c lass ified  by 
a number, as Indicated in Fig. 1 0 .I .
Normally, a ll  of the c irc u it  elements which are represented by
Element
Type Description Symbol
Parameters 
(Units)
Cenerai S 11 S 12
S 21 S 2 2
'11
12
"21
22
Transmission Line
.  Z9
Z g (ohms) 
L-) (mm)
Short circuit 
Shunt Stub
5
fi, ZQ (ohms) 
1*1 ( - )
Series Parallel 
L, C, R
I mi i
R
E>
Series Series 
t, C, R
L (nH)
C (pP)
R (ohms)
Shunt Parallel 
L, C, R iL Tc ÜH
L (nH)
C (pF)
R (ohms)
Shunt Series 
L, C, R TI
L (nH)
C (pF) 
R (ohms
Shunt L-eection of 
transmission line
*01• *o2 (oh“8>
V  4  (— )
R (ohms)
FIC. 10.1 THE EIGHT ELEMENT TYPES
S-parame+ers are optimized, except tran s isto rs . I f  desired, however, 
certain  elements may be frozen at th e ir  In it ia l  values, a negative 
In i t ia l  value for any parameter value Indicating tha t th is  parameter 
is to  be varied during optim ization. Thus - lower and upper bound 
fo r each varied e 1 ement shooel be punched subsequently on the same 
card.
To avoid using excessive computer core storage, I t  was necessary 
to  place upper lim its  on the number of network elements and frequencies 
that 'OPTIMAL' could handle. The number of frequency points must 
not exceed 20 and the maximum number of c irc u it  elements was chosen 
to  be 60. However, I t  Is a simple matter to  Increase these lim its  
by a lte rin g  the appropriate 'DIMENSION' statements, as required.
A s im plified flow chart of 'OPTIMAL' is shown In Fig. 10.2.
I t  depicts the general organization of the program without d eta iling  
the role of Individual subroutines.
10.2 ANALYSIS
In the course of development fo r any computer program, two 
con flic tin g  requirements emerge -  one Is to  perform the analysis as 
quickly as possible, by making the program highly s p e c ific , the 
other being to  re la te  the method of computation to  the general usage 
capability  of the program. The use of mlcrostrlp fo r microwave 
am plifiers Implies essentia lly  simple c irc u itry  fo r which the 
S-parameters [s] approach Is well suited. The In a b ility  to  use 
S-parameters In chain matrices Is the resu lt of the decision to  
take reflected waves as dependent variables and Incident waves as 
Independent. Rearranging the relationship between these waves, we
0^8)
FIG.10-2 . FLOW DIAGRAM OF 'OPTIMAL' PROGRAM 
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may define a new set of parameters [t]  , known as transmission 
parameters, v iz: 
b. ■ T .a ♦ T b11 2 12 2
» T a ♦ T b21 2 22 2
or w ritten  In matrix form
b. ’ t , , T al
s
11 12 2
a T . T1 J 21 22 b
L 2 J
( 10.2 )
where a , a are Incident waves, b , b are reflected waves at 
1 2  1 2
port I and 2 respectively.
Solving for the [ t]  set In terms of the [s] set:
fll “ (”S11S22 * S12S21)^S21 T21
ri2 “ Sl l /S21 T22
_ S 2 2 / S 21
, / S 21
(10 .3)
Therefore transmission parameters [t]  , which have properties  
s im ila r to those pf the [ABCD] set, have been used In the analysis  
routIne .
The ca leu I a t Ions required fo r the transformation from [s] to  
[t ] are s lig h tly  less complex than those required from [s] to  
[aBCO] . For a higher calcu lation  e ffic ien c y , the [t ] set have 
therefore been used fo r cascading; thus the analysis program deals 
with elements connected In cascade and terminated with 50 ohm loads 
at the Inputs and outputs. I t  also contains algorithms fo r dealing 
with loss and dispersion In m icro-strip  elements fo r a varie ty  of 
d ie le c tr ic  substrates. A f a c i l i t y  also exists  w ithin the program 
fo r converting transmission lin e  elements from th e ir  a ir  lengths
(150)
and characteris tic  Impedances to  dimensions compatible with 
mlcrostrlp substrates.
10.3 OPTIMIZATION.
This section of the program has two parts: the large step 
pseudo-random search algorithm, and a conjugate gradient search, 
to  locate the fin a l minimum.
10.3.1 LARGE STEP-METHOO. The non-uni la tera l properties of the 
GaAs FET and bipolar trans isto r In microwave am p lifier c irc u its  
means tha t no element Is e n tire ly  Isolated from any other In Its  
effects  on the overall response. For th is  reason the author has 
used an approach s im ilar to  Emery and O'Hagan's 'sp ider method'[9]
In which the variables are selected In a pseudo-random sequence.
This reduces the p o ss ib ility  of the optimum-following algorithm 
concentrating on certa in  variables to  the exclusion of others, 
thereby causing fa lse  minima to be obtained.
The variable to  be examined Is chosen by means of an algorithm  
In which a random number Is obtained by m ultiplying the e rro r between 
computed and specified c irc u it  performance by 10® and selecting  
the last two Integers. Since the chances that the e rro r w il l  be 
Identical fo r any two values of variab le  are extremely remote, th is  
simple technique guarantees a number s u ffic ie n tly  random fo r  the 
purposes of the program.
Oncethe f i r s t  element Is chosen, a combination of successive 
error m u ltip lica tio n  by 10® and modular arithm etic w ill ensure 
tha t each of the remaining variables w ill be examined once In as 
random a manner as possible. In itia lly ,e le m e n t values are varied
by 4% fo r distributed elements and 8% fo r discrete elements, 
although th is  step size is automatically varied within the program, 
depending on the success rate In minimising the objective function.
A flow chart of the procedure Is shown In Fig. 10.3 without detailing  
the role of individual subroutines.
The c rite rio n  for the In it ia l  step size Is as follows:
I t  Is desirable to  choose a large step s ize, since th is  decreases 
the execution time for poor starting points. F ig . 10.4, re lating  
to  the gain of an am p lifie r, shows the final error function 
versus step s ize. I t  can be seen that when the step size Is too 
large the routine has converged to a local minimum and has Ignored 
the neighbours which were superior. Of course. I t  Is not practical 
to  choose a step size smaller than the lim iting value to which the 
network could be adjusted. The c rite rio n  statedabove Is a 
reasonable compromise between too large or too small in tervals .
10.3.2 CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD. Having located a promising va lley , 
by the pseudo-random search technique, the program switches to the 
conjugate gradient method, [ | 6]  and the objective function Is then 
minimized. With the conjugate gradient technique each new 
direction of search Is calculated as part of the Ite ra tio n  cycle.
The method of steepest descent[ 17] uses the d irection  of the 
negative gradient, and the method of alternating d ire c t io n j18] uses 
c yc lic a lly  the d irection of the n coordinate axes. Methods which 
calculate each new d irection of search as part of the Ite ra tio n  
cycle are Inherently more powerful than those In which the 
directions are assigned In advance. In that any accumulated knowledge
(152)

of the local behaviour of the function can be taken Into account.
In p a rtic u la r, I f  we assume the error function of n
f\f
variables, whose value e(x) and gradient vector g(x) can be 
calculated a t any point x, the directions Pj . . .  are generated,
^ 'V» 'V
such that P. . is a linear combination of -g (x ) and. Pn, P : , . . . P , #
I |+ 1  U X I
such that the G-orthogona11ty conditions,as described In Appendix A 
are satis fied .
A linear search Is used to  minimize the erro r function along 
the P d irection . The point a t which the one-dimensional minimum 
occurs becomes the new base point and the previous network parameter 
values are updated to  the new base point values. Since a new base 
point Is defined a t the end of each fte ra tlo n , the new d irection  
Is also defined and the above procedure can be repeated in d e fin ite ly , 
u n til the optimum value of c Is located. In any practical application  
the time spent evaluating the function and gradient at the various 
points required may well dominate the time fo r the whole minimization 
process. I t  Is therefore desirable to lim it the number of such 
evaluation procedures as much as possible. Thus an upper lim it to  
the number of Iteratio n s  is specified to avoid wasting computer 
time. This number Is represented by LIMIT and Is read as part 
of the Input data . Execution Is also terminated when a given 
Ite ra tio n  reduces the objective function in s ig n ifica n tly . F in a lly , 
the method leads to the following general minimization algorithm:
(1M)
$
o * a rb itra ry
9o * 9 < V .  *0  " _9o
<v
X| * l * position of minimum of
Xj 1n the d lrectlon
9|+1 * 9 (SW
* 9 l +i / 9 I
£
1*1 9 | +1 ♦ B|^|
e(x) on the 11 ne through
This process Is guaranteed (apart from rounding errors) to 
locate the minimum of any quadratic function of n arguments In 
n Iterations  at most. The functions used are not normally quadratic, 
so the process Is Ite ra tiv e  rather than n-step and a te s t for 
convergence Is required. This te s t value Is represented by EST 
as a part of data.
In applying th is  algorithm to  a general e rro r function, four
*v*
main points require atten tion . These are the choice o f xq or
%
startin g  values, the linear search to  locate each x J+  ^ as 
described before, the overall rate of convergence, and the fin a l 
convergence c r ite r io n .
10.4 'OPTIMAL' APPLICATION TO AMPLIFIER DESIGN.
This section Illu s tra te s  the method of design fo r some 
optimized am plifiers  and the effects  of varying th e ir  parameters.
Three d iffe re n t c irc u its  of varying complexity were programmed for 
optim ization. The f i r s t  am plifier c irc u it  Is shown In Fig. 10.5.
The lis tin g  of output results fo r In it ia l ' values Is given In
Fig. 10.6a, w h ilst F ig. 10.6b shows the optimized output results given  
by the large-step routine. This was Improved
U55)
by the fin a l optim ization routine, l .e .  conjugate gradient, to  give 
a b etter response over the desired bandwidth and the fin a l optimized 
results are given In Fig. 10.6c.
The aim was to achieve a f la t  7dB power gain and 2:1 V5WR 
at both Input and output over a frequency range of 8- I I . 6GHZ.
The transistorsincorporatedwere early Plessey GaAs F .E .T .'s . In 
Table 10 .I the In i t ia l  parameter values together with the fin a l values 
of the elements are shown.
TABLE 10.I
The ( - )  sign means th is  element varies during optim ization.
Element In i t ia l  values Final values
_______________ (Length mm) (Impedance Ohms) (Length mm) (Impedance Ohms)
1 3.85 50.0 3.85 50.0
2 -4 .4 0 -16 .0 2.00 16.9
3 -5 .4 0 50.0 5.03 50.0
4 -4 .17 -43.0 3.07 42.8
5 -5 .1 3 50.0 4.85 50.0
6 1.96 95.0 1.96 95.0
7 -5 .27 -30.0 3.10 30.1
8 -2.52 95.0 4.25 95.0
9 (TRANSISTOR)1 — - - -
10 - 1.22 -95.0 3.99 95.0
I I -4 .93 43.0 .4.12 43.0
12 - 2.88 -19.0 3.61 18.6
13 -8 .60 -30.0 9.78 29.6
14 13.60 50.0 13.60 50.0
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE
FREO GAIN VSWR1 VSHR2 K
8 * 2 0 0 8 * 7 1 9 2 * 8 4 5 2 * 4 8 5 . 7 4 5
8« «CO 8 * 6 6 1 2 * 6 6 8 2 . 5 3 5 . 7 9 6
8 .  ( . 00 8 * 7 2 6 2 * 8 3 2 3 * 7 2 9 * 6 6 8
8 . 8 0 0 7 *9C 8 2 * 5 6 9 3 . 2 8  9 . 8 3 3
9 * 0 0 0 6 * 5 7 0 2 * 2 7 2 3 * 4 5 6 1 * 2 0 5
9 * 2 0 0 5 * 4 8 3 2 * 2 1 8 2 . 7 0 0 1 * 5 2 4
9 * 4 0 0 5 * 6 6 3 2 * 4 6 3 3 . 1 3 7 1 * 4 0 1
9 * 6 0 0 5 • 3S2 2 . 3 2 7 3 * 6 7 2 1 * 4 0 0
9 * 8 0 0 5 * 6 3 8 2 . 3 5 0 3 * 1 2 0 1 * 4 3 2
1 0 * 0 0 0 6 * 2 1 9 2 * 5 5 6 3 * 1 3 0 1 * 1 6 6
1 0 * 2 0 0 6 * 4 7 4 2 . 3 5 6 2 * 8 7 8 1 * 1 0 5
1 0 * 4 0 0 5 * 9 9 1 2 * 0 4 0 2 * 2 5 0 1 * 3 7 6
1 0 * 6 0 0 5 * 7 8 8 2 * 0 2 1 2 . 0 7 4 1 * 4 7 2
1 0 * 8 0 0 6 * 4 1 9 1 * 9 2 4 2 . 2 9 7 1 * 2 8 6
1 1 * 0 0 0 6 * 5 8 3 2 * 2 1 4 2 . 4 7 3 1 * 1 4 7
1 1 * 2 0 0 5 * 9 5 3 2 * 4 1 8 2*  21 5 1 * 3 0 2
1 1 * 6 0 0 5 * 5 3 6 2 * 4 1 8 3 * 6 7 0 1 * 1 3 1
1 1 * 6 0 0 5 * 3 9 9 2 * 7 2 5 2 * 6 3 3 1 * 2 5 0
FIG. 10.6b THE OPTIMIZED RESULTS OF THE X-BAND AMPLIFIER BT 
LARGE-STEP ROUTINE.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
FREQ GAIN VSWRl VSMR2 K
8 * 2 0 0 7 * 2 1 4 2 * 3 5 8 4 * 3 0 4 • 7 4 5
8 * 4 0 0 7 . 4 4 7 2 * 0 8 2 4 * 1 1 5 * 7 9 6
8 * 6 0 0 7 * 9 4 6 1 * 9 1 1 4 * 9 8 5 • 6 6 8
8 * 8 0 0 7 * 4 5 9 1 * 6 6 7 4 . 2 7 9 • 8 3 3
9 * 0 0 0 7 * 0 9 2 1 . 4 8 2 3 * 0 7 0 1 * 2 0 5
9 * 2 0 0 5 * 9 7 3 1 * 5 0 4 2 * 4 4 7 1 * 5 2 4
9 * 4 0 0 6 * 1 0 2 1 * 6 7 ] 3 . 0 7 3 1 * 4 0 1
9 * 6 0 0 6 * 2 3 4 1 * 6 6 6 2 . 9 7 3 1 * 4 0 0
9 * 8 0 0 6 * 3 5 0 1 * 7 1 8 2 * 6 4 1 1 * 4 3 2
1 0 * 0 0 0 6 * 7 3 0 1 . 7 7 7 3 * 1 4 2 1 * 1 6 6
1 0 * 2 0 0 6 * 9 8 7 1 * 6 1 6 3 * 0 0 4 1 * 1 0 5
1 0 * 4 0 0 6 * 6 7 2 1 * 4 9 9 2 * 0 7 2 1 * 3 7 6
1 0 * 6 0 0 6 * 5 2 1 1 * 6 0 8 1 . 7 8  7 1 * 4 7 2
1 0 * 8 0 0 7 * 2 0 8 1 * 7 0 6 1 * 9 0 3 ' 1 * 2 8 6
1 1 * 0 0 0 7 * 5 5 1 2 * 1 0 0 1 * 9 7 7 1 * 1 4 7
1 1 * 2 0 0 6 * 9 9 6 2 * 3 l A 1 * 4 4 6 1 * 3 0 2
3 1 * 4 0 0 7 * 5 9 4 2 * 3 4 2 1 * > 7 6 1 * 1 3 1
1 1 * 6 0 0 6 * 7 9 5 2 * 7 9 ] 1 * 5 3 0 1 * 2 5 0
FIG. 10.6c THE FINAL OPTIMIZED RESULTS OF THE X-BAND AMPLIFIER.
Fig. 10.6d shows the frequency response for both the in it ia l
and the fin a l designs. The in i t ia l  c irc u it  performance gave
1.2 dB gain at 8GHz, going up to  5 .8 dB a t 8.8 GHz and fa llin g  to
-6  dB at 11.6 GHz. This was improved by the optim ization program
to  give a gain of 7dB ± 0 .5 dB and a VSWR better than 2:1 over
the desired bandwidth. The to ta l time taken to runfhesubml tted  
Was
example^ approximately 15 minutes on the &g/n¿5computer.
Experimental results obtained by using the m icrostrip line  
dimensions from the optimized c irc u it  are also Included In 
Fig. 10.6d. Although the experimental results follow the predicted 
gain response shape, there are s ig n ifican t differences between 
the two curves. These have been traced to dispersion e ffec ts , 
losses and Junction parasitlcs , fo r which no corrections have 
been made. Fig. 10.6e shows again the optimized power gain 
with and without taking into account the above parameters. The 
results Indicated by the solid line are obtained when conductor 
and d ie le c tr ic  losses as well as dispersion effects are Included.
The dotted line results are obtained when, in addition to these 
parameters, Junction parasitic  effects  are taken in to  account.
I t  Is to  be noted from Fig. 10.6e that these are of much smaller 
Importance here than losses and dispersion In the m icrostrip.
I f  the Input and output matching networks consist of only 
a few sections, then the Junction Introduces mismatching as 
Illu s tra te d  In [20 ], which tends to  enhpnce the e ffects  of the 
parasitic  reactances. Here, however, a m ulti-section mlcrostrlp 
arrangement was used, mainly fo r reducing the VSWR of the am plifier.
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FIG. 10.6d. FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF BOTH INITIAL AND FINAL DESIGN.
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fThe second example Is that o f a three stage am p lifie r  
u ti l iz in g  bipolar transistors . The am plifier c irc u it  Is shown 
In Fig. 10.7a and the results are  summarised In F ig . 10.7b for 
the frequency range 2.5 -3 .5  GHz. The results for optimized 
power gain are shown as a dashed lin e  In Fig. 10.7c fo r 'th e  case 
when no correction for m icrostrip parameters and Junction 
reactances has been Included In the analysis of the am p lifie r .
The results Indicated by the s o lid  line are obtained when the 
above parameters are taken In to  account. I t  Is to  be noted from 
Fig. 10.7c that the power gain has been reduced by almost I dB.
The Junction reactances have v ir tu a lly  no e ffe c t on the power 
gain, but resu lt In s lig h tly  Increased Input and output VSWR.
The th ird  example Is that of a simple narrow band am p lifie r
u tiliz in g  Plessey GaAs F .E .T .'s . The c irc u it  diagram Is Indicated
In Fig. 10.8a, which shows th a t there are here only two stubs.
The dotted and solid lines In F ig . 10.b are computed fo r In i t ia l
and fin a l optimized power gain , respectively . In F ig . 10.8a the 
f in a l parameter values for the m lcrostrlp 11neonanalumina
substrate are shown. The ob jective  of th is  example was to  examine 
the e ffec t on mlcrostrlp parameters using d iffe re n t substrate 
m ateria l. (The previous examples used alumina substrate, for 
which cr  -  9 .8 ) .  F ig. 10.8c shows the results fo r  both alumina 
and ’ polygulde' substrates. In the case o f 'po lygutde ', the 
power gain of the am plifier Is higher than with alumina.
10.5 COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF TRANSISTOR MODELLING.
In a vast number of network problems, such as the equivalent 
c irc u it  of a tran s is to r, the re lationship  between e le c tr ic a l
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-----------------  SO CORRECTION.
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properties at the output and Input ports Is of predominant 
In te re s t. I t  Is therefore desirable to  compute the two-port 
parameters of such a network. In order to  present a model for 
active as well as passive devices. The author has already  
described such an algorithm, Chapter 3 Section 3 .1 .2 , which 
halves the number of Iterations compared to a conventional 
nodal analysis routine. This Section describes a computer program 
developed by the author and based on th is  algorithm.
10.5.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM
The program Is w ritten  In Fortran IV, with a length of nearly 
1200 Fortran statements. The program Is loaded on to  the Sigma 5 
computer by using overlay. I t  requires about 14000 words of 
core storage and uses single precision variables. I t  can handle 
50 nodes, 170 parameter values of the following kind o f components, 
res is tors , capacitors. Inductors and controlled current sources.
The above elements are keyed In the program as R, C, L, and GM 
respectively.
One of the most powerful features of the program is the free  
format form of specifica tion . The free-format Input Is  the same 
as th a t used In the "CADMIC" computer program[l2]. The f i r s t  card 
of the data deck Is the t i t l e  card and the last one Is an end 
card. The cards between them can be a rb itra r ily  ordered. Table
10.3 H lustra tes  how eas ily  c irc u it  data can be supplied. Columns 
1-4 must contain an element name of up to four characters;
"A” stands for any alphanumeric character. Thus elements can be 
described with a meaningful name, e .g ., RG, CDS. The numbers of the
nodes between which the element Is connected are Nl and N2,
NG being the controlling node fo r the voltage-controlled current 
source. Node numbers must be Integers and a ll  data f ie ld s  must be 
separated by one or more blanks.
TABLE 10.3 INPUT DATA INFORMATION.
RAAA Nl N2 VALUE
CAAA Nl N2 VALUE
LAAA Nl N2 VALUE
GMAA Nl N2 NG VALUE
SPA NIN" N2N* NIO* NIO-
ZPA NIN- N2N* NIO* NIO-
YPA NIN- N2N* NIO* NIO-
FRE F( 1 ) F(2)
♦ F(N-2) f (N - l) F (N)
END
The output specification cards are designated SPA, ZPA, YPA 
for S-parameters, Z-parameters and Y-parameters, respectively. 
NIN-  and NIN* are the nodes associated with the Input port, 
NIO* and NIO are the nodes associated with the output port.
The negative sign stands fo r the ground and positive sign 
Indicates the non-ground node. The frequency card Is FRE, 
for which values of frequencies must be specified . Continuation 
cards, specified by the symbol ♦ In Column I ,  can be used I f  
necessary. Engineering abbreviations to describe noninteger 
values In th is  program are shown In Table I0 .A .
TABLE 10.A ABBREVIATION ALLOWED FOR INPUT OF DATA VALUES.
Symbols P N U M K ME G
Values IE-12 IE-09 IE-06 IE-03 IE*03 IE*06 IE+09
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10.5.2 EXAMPLE
As an example, the equivalent c irc u it  of a F .E .T . Is shown 
In Fig. 10.9a. The lis tin g  of the Input data In Fig. 10.9b 
shows how convenient I t  Is to  use the program. The output 
results are given In Fig. 10.9c In the form of S-parameters 
over a frequency range of 2-4GHZ, using complex format. The 
to ta l time taken to  run the submitted example Is about 60 seconds.
10.6 THESIS CONCLUSIONS.
In problems where the synthesis procedures of classical 
c irc u it  theory are Inapplicable, optimization techniques may 
often provide a solution. These are generally ite ra tiv e  In 
nature, the network being analyzed repeatedly, performance being 
compared with the specification  and the parameters adjusted 
system atically u n til success Is achieved.
In the past few years several general-purpose microwave 
a .c . analysls/optlm lzation programs have been developed. Most 
of these make use of a d ire c t search method to optimize the 
error function. This method Is essentia lly  a sequential one. In 
which the next points are determined by the previously generated 
points, through the function values and/or gradient vectors. 
Although sequential methods may be used, they are e ff ic ie n t  only 
In unlmodal problems.
•Mathematical functions which describe microwave c irc u it  
behaviour are In general non-ltnear and are complex, often with 
many local minima. Incorporation of these Into sequential search 
methods leads to  convergence to  the Nearest local minimum,Ignoring
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«•PARAMETER
frequency S ll 812 SF1 S22
•20E 10 • *43 • • 6 8 7 • 050 • 0»0 •1*050 1«2** • 735 -•253
*22E 10 .378 •  •702 • 058 • 095 -.931 1 .30* • 720 ••272
•2*E 10 • 293 ••707 • 066 • 098 - .8 1 1 1.351 • 7C3 -•290
• 24E 10 • i l l  . -•702 • 073 • 101 •  •490 1.385 • 68 7 — • 3C 7
•FSE 10 „•132 •  •68 7 • 08 t .103 -.5 7 2 1. *0 7 • 670 -•322
•30E 10 • 057 -•66% • 088 • 104 -.•*57 1**1» • 653 -•337
•32E 10 — OIF • •63% • 09% • 105 - .3 * 5 1 • « 18 • 636 — • 3S0
•3*E 10 ••074 — 59« • 101 .105 -.2 3 9 1 .*0 9 • 61 8 -•3 6 ?
•34E 10 ••13 * ••556 • IC6 • 105 ••13» 1.392 • 6C1 ••37%
•3»E 10 ••184 — 5 i0 • l i t • 105 - .0 * * 1 .347 • 58 % ••385
•*0E 10 •>F31 •• %61 •11* • 10* • 0*5 1*337 .5 4 * — 395
n c .  10.9c. THE COMPUTEO S-PARAMETERS FOR THE EQUIVALENT CItCDIT OF THE F.E.T.
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neighbours whikh may be superior.
As cost is also a very important consideration In the 
selection of an optim ization algorithm fo r use In an Industria l 
application , various modifications have been made to  speed up 
the d irec t search methods by varying the step size In the success 
or fa ilu re  program. The algorithms s t i l l  have a tendency to  
Slow down, p a rtic u la rly  when the s tarting  point Is too fa r  from 
the optimum or very close to  I t .
The author has f i r s t  described how, by combining two or 
three d iffe re n t strategies of optim ization, some of the problems 
may be overcome, p a rtic u la rly  the accuracy o f approach to  the 
true minimum. I t  is also desirable to  reduce the execution 
time, especially  when the s tarting  point is near to  the position  
of the mlnlmuin,or with poor starting  values.
The non-unllateral properties of tran s isto rs  In microwave 
am p lifier c irc u its  means that the elements a l l  In teract In 
some degree with each other in determining th e  overall response.
With these e ffects  In mind, the author has adopted the pseudo-random 
sequence technique fo r  chosen variables. This reduces the p o s s ib ility  
of the optimum-following algorithm concentrating on certa in  
variables to  the exclusion of ethers, and thereby y ie ld ing  fa ls e  
minima. The optim ization strategies are a combination of "large  
step d irec t search" with "conjugate gradient pattern search" 
techniques. To Improve the chance of fin d in g  a global minimum 
solution to  multi-modal problems (as encountered In a m p lifie r  
optim ization), a lim ited number of random searches are also 
employed.
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While the use of a good ena lysis program Is essentia l, 
the limited cap ab ilit ies  associated with fast analysis often  
s ign ificantly  reducesthe effic iency of the design procedure.
The methods most frequently adopted by frequency domain analysis  
programs for lin e a r c ircu its  have been described, giving greater 
attention to those best suited fo r use In microwave c irc u its .
A comparison of the methods has been made, emphasizing execution 
speed as well as lim itations Imposed by the nature of the 
components and by c irc u it topology. The author has described 
how, with the a id  of a simple algorithm, a re la tiv e ly  Inexperienced 
computer programmer can apply the relevant procedures to typical 
m ulti-term inal c irc u it  analysis. This Is very useful, p a rtic u la rly  
for modelling transistors  and various other active and passive 
devices. I t  has also been demonstrated how th is  algorithm may 
be used to  evaluate any two-port parameters, thereby halving the 
number of Ite ra tio n s  required In a typ ical analysls/optlm lzatlon  
program.
A re a lis t ic  design approach, devised especially fo r microwave 
Integrated c irc u its , Involves the representation of complex devices 
using data obtained from measurements made on them. The designer 
may employ the computer to  perform the measurement characterization  
of an unknown device and then reduce the data to  a form suitab le  
for further processing. One of the outstanding examples of 
device characterization Involves the automatic network analyzer.
The technique of employing automatic on-line measurement fo r  
characterizing one-or two-port microwave device has been described.
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I t  was demonstated also how to characterize accurately an unknown 
device, exclusive of system hardware errors, together with those 
arising from tran s itio n s , mounting arrangements e tc . I t  has 
also been described how the results may be corrected, stored 
and la te r presented In v ir tu a lly  any mathematical form.
In applying optim ization techniques to  the design of microwave 
c irc u its , the designer requires accurate Information concerning 
any discontinuity e ffects  and other parameters to  be compatible 
with the CAD packages. The majority of computerized methods 
fo r discontinuity effects  have resulted In procedures employing 
num erical techniques. These, however, are d i f f ic u l t  to  Incorporate 
In to  such packages and fu rth e r, each method Is able to  evaluate 
only certa in  parameters.
A method has been presented fo r calcu lating  the transmission 
properties a t d iscontinu ities , allowing fo r dispersion e ffects  
In m lcrostrlp lines. The method, found to  be of considerable 
value, employs modelling techniques, In which a ttention  to  the 
d e ta ils  of an exact equivalent c irc u it  fo r paras itic  Junction 
effects  is not required. The procedure Is f i r s t  to  assume an 
approximate model and then to modify I t  so as to  match Its  
predicted performance to  that measured by an automatic computer 
on -lin e  computerized S-parameters systems.
The various methods of calculating d iscontinuity  effects  
have been presented. Some practical problems encountered in 
the actual design, such as measuring e ffec tive  d ie le c tr ic  constant 
and the computation of losses has been Included.
(170)
F in a lly , fo r the designer's b en e fit, empirical equations 
fo r step discontinuities are given. An algorithm has also 
been presented fo r evaluating the parameters most frequently  
required In designing microwave Integrated c irc u its . The 
algorithm allows fo r the evaluation of conductor and d ie lec tric  
losses, as well as dispersion e ffec ts . I t  has been applied 
to  the design of am plifiers using alumina and polygulde substrates» 
a t S- and X-band frequencies.
(171)
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APPENDIX (A)
G-CONJUGATE VECTORS
Two vectors x and y are  G-conjugate with respect of matrix 
G when x Gy * 0 , where x represents the n-dlmenslonal column 
and y the row vectors, respectively . In fac t the orthogonality  
Is a special case of conjugacy, with G being the Identity  
m atrix.
Given a set of m lin e arly  Independent n-dlmenslonal 
vectors (m i  n ). I t  Is always possible to form a suitable  
lin e ar combination of them th a t w ill transform Into a set of 
m, G-Conjugate vectors spanning the same space. This process 
Is known as Gram-schmldt orthogonal I zat I on, v lz : -
Let X j, xfl be lin e a r ly  Independent. We may
construct an array y j.
•v
■ •••»  y , such that:
X|TG y j « 0 fo r  I } J ( a . I )
%
Let y- xx and y2 x ♦ a y , where the scalar 
2 21 71
*21 >S chosen +0 make Vj and y2 G-COnJugate; , , e *
% T_ % \ T Ä ^ T-. %
V2 G Yl  ■ x2 G y , *  a2 lY l  G y x ( a .2)
o r
21
A  T . ‘v , / ,  aT <v (x Gy ) / (y  G y ) 
2 1 1
( a .3)
F in a lly , dealing with a l l  the a 's , by construction
G-conJugate vectors,
*\» % % 
V  y2* ••••Vk we may obtain
A. a. ■■ a. •
' v * (a .4)
or
"Kj C . 6  V (?jt Gty
( a .5)
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For the generation of G-< , a m atrix H Is used which 
may In i t ia l ly  be chosen to  be any positive  d e fin ite  symmetric 
m atrix . This matrix Is modified a fte r  the Ith  Ite ra tio n  using 
the Information gained by moving down the d irec tio n .
3fj « -  Hjg( (x) (a .6)
The modification Is such that cfj Is e ffe c tiv e ly  an 
eigenvector of the matrix G. This ensures that as the
procedure converges H tends to G 1 evaluated a t the  
minimum. I t  Is convenient to  take the u n it matrix In i t ia l ly  
fo r H, so that the f i r s t  d irection is down the line  of 
steepest descent.
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APPENDIX  ( B )
CALIBRATION PIECES.
Before■running the correction programs, the devices to  
be tested plus a suitab le  mount to enable connection to  the 
s-parameter te s t set should be assembled. C alibration pieces 
which can be accommodated In the same mount are also required.
The following options are available  for the ca lib ratio n  pieces. 
2-port correction;
Four terminations are required:
(1) S lid ing or match«Jiloads. Necessary for a l l  ca lib ra tio n s .
(2) Short c irc u it  or o ffs e t short c irc u it .  I f  an o ffs e t  
short is used, the o ffs e t length (cm) wi l l  be required.
(3) O ffset short or open c irc u it .  The length (cm) of the  
o ffs e t wi l l  be required, and I t  must be d iffe re n t from 
the o ffse t length of (2 ) .  For the open, the discontinuity  
capacitance (p f) and characteris tic  Impedance (ohms)
are required.
(4) Through connection -  necessary fo r a ll  c a lib ra tio n s .
Some mounts are such that the two ports cannot be 
d ire c tly  connected a t the measurement planes, thus the 
length (cm) of any connecting lin e  should be ascertained, 
as I t  can be taken Into account.
Reflection co e ffic ie n t:
Three terminations are required. I f  one of these Is to  be 
a matchafload the options are as follows:
(177)
t(1) Sliding or matched load
(2) Short or o ffse t short c irc u it
(3) Offset short or open c irc u it
I f  no matchdload Is to  be used, the options are as follows:
(1) Short c irc u it
(2) Offset short c irc u it
(3) Offset short or open c irc u it
Use of o ffs e t shorts requires the lengths (cm) to  be known; fo r the 
open c irc u its  the discontinuity capacitance (p f) and the c h a ra c te ris tic  
impedance (ohms) are required.
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APPENDIX (C)
TWO-PORT AND ONE-PORT CORRECTION
(a) Two port.
The correction methods used are based on the references,[4-7] 
In Chapter 4. A signal flow graph which Is used to represent the 
system Is shown In Fig. I .c  and 2 .c .
’ 3 0
o »21
O
-O O-
Test
e32 “ '"CM,.)
Port two
Fig. I .c .  Port one as reference.
s 21  e o i  T e s +
< 1 7 9 )
The S-parameters of any device connected between the two ports
are represented by su , s21, sJ2, s22. The properties of the 
te s t u n it, plus some of the errors due to transitions and mounting 
arrangements are represented by the e parameters. I t  has not
is being used as the reference. Flow graph analysis results  In 
the following general expressions fo r the measured values of 
re flec tio n  and transmission:
The ca lib ra tio n  process Involves making s u ffic ie n t measurements with 
standards and conditions of known characteristics  to  determine a ll  
the e parameters.
The ca lib ra tio n  measurements are as follows:
( I )  Reflection with a s lid ing  load. The computer measures the 
re flec tio n  three times. Instructing the user to s lide  the load between 
measurements. I t  then constructs a c irc le  through the three values 
and finds the centre of the c irc le . Thus we have
been assumed tha t the e parameters are Independent of which port
♦ (c .D
S22eol (l “ S ll®22 } * S 12S21®22eol (c . 3 )
iC .it)«i -*30 ♦
-  0
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•a; ■ . i- •
so M1 ■ eoo and Mi .  ®'e
(2) Transmission without a through connection, both measurement ports 
term!nated.
s ■ s « s  " S  * 0  
11 21 12 22
. s o  M2 « e30 and M* -  e£0
(3) Reflection with a short or o ffs e t short
s ..  « -e  s « s » s * 0 ;  where t  Is
11 7 21  12 22
the length of the o ffs e t short. 
I f  we le t  A ■ - I
.  - e-J 26t
fo r short c irc u it  (* ■ ° )  
fo r  o ffs e t short c irc u it
then we have Aeol
M, -®oo * TTe.
11
s im ila rly  fo r S22 -  -  e , s21 ■ sJ2 ■ sn  -  0 i  *«  9et
A 'e '
M» *  *00+
0 1
l -A 'e i i
(4) Reflection with an o ffset short o r open c irc u it  
have s21 -  su  -  s22 -0
s ■ fo r the o ffs e t short, 1 Is length’ll
e-j26  fo r the open, 6 ■ tan“ 1 (mCZo)
I f  we le t B -  fo r an o ffs e t short
„ e“J2§* fo r  an open c irc u it
then we have “ eoo ♦  1T=r 11
(181)
Is lm lla rly  fo r s22 * -e  
we get
rJ2Bt' or e-j20-
'  s21 ’  s i2 s n "  0
B>e
eoo + |_B'e
ol
l l
(5 ) Reflection with a through connection
We have sn  - sJ2 ■ 0 , s21 ■ sJ2 « e , where 1 Is the
through length.
I f  we le t L * « 
then we have
(L -  I I f  l  -  0 )
L2 e e
M * e ♦ 22 ol5 oo To
' - L2ei l C22
and ,  L2e ®
M' * e ' * 22 015 oo
- l 2e '  e 'e l l  22
(6) Transmission with a through connection
- j f i tw e  have s , .  » sm  ■ 0 , s ^  * s ^  * «
11 22 
through length.
I f  we le t L -  e 'JB1
, where t  Is the
(L -  I I f  1 -  o)
then we have
and
Le.
M6 ■ e30 *
32
' - L2ei i e22
L < .
M6 ■ *30 *
1 ” l2* u  ®22
The equation fo r M ^  Mg and M ' -  Mg'  can be solved to
give the desired e parameters:
Let Xx -  Mj -  Mj
*2 “ ^  " M1 
X ,  -  M„ -  H j
X«, " M5 " M1 
X 5 ■ M j -  M j
(162)
\-<i:  . 1 . M K  1: K a n  ■ I*  *.a
then we have:
e ■ M oo 1
AX2 -  BXj
" ll ABX.
X X (B-A) 
e_. = - L I ----------
01 ABX
e3o ■ M2
“  " L2(eo l * V l l »
X .(l -  L2 e e )
„ 5 n  22
32
Sim ilar equations can be obtained for e ' , e' , e ' e' „ ,e ' e '  . 
^  o o »  n »  0 | *  3 0 » 22 ' 3 2
D iffe ren t e parameters w ill be obtained fo r each
frequency point; they w ill be used by the computer fo r correcting
a l l  subsequent measurements of that frequency.
Values fo r A, B and L are computed from Information provided 
by the user.
When an unknown device Is connected to the system,ref 1ectI on 
and transmission measurements are made a t  each port. As before, 
flow graph analysis gives the following expressions fo r these 
measurements:
Sl i e 0 l * ®Ol®22 (s21S12 ” S11 S225 (c .5 )
K = eOO ♦ 0
*30 *
S i« »  
' D (c .6 )
where D -  1 -  s e 
11 11
-  s e -  e e22 22 11 22 (s s 21 12
s s ) and 
11 22
Mr  *  *«,<,♦
s 0 " ♦ 22 01 *01*22 (*21S12 “ s11s22) (c .7 )
0 '
083)
^  ■ e;30
S12e32
D' (c .8 )
where D '- I -  -  s ^  -  e ^  (s21su  -  s ^ )
Let Q - s21s 12 rs n s22
Then we can obtain from (c .6 ) . . . ( c .8 )
11
S21
(mr -  V )D
®oi 
(^ r - e 3o)D 
C32
-  e Q
22
c .  (Ml -  e ' )D'
*22 ^  -  e^Q
S12 *
ol
930'(Mf -e'.JD'
(c .9 ) 
(c . 10)
( c . l l )
( c . 12)
32
An e x p lic it  solution to equations (c .9  to  c .1 2 ), although th e o re tic a lly  
feas ib le , has proved an In tractab le  problem. Thus an Ite ra tiv e  
method o f solution Is used, which has been shown to  have neg lig ib le  error  
The process Is as follows:
In i t ia l ly  set
( n  ■  ^
Then:
parameters
S11 *
22
1
A
S21 " M r
m
S *
22 ^  *
•
12 Mf
Q. D, 0' from A*11» *21» *2 2 ' *12 and the e
lew va lues fo r sl l»  *21 * •
A A
S22# *12 as follows:
(MR ' ’ ©00 )0 -  fli Q (Mr - 3 0 )O
e0 l
22 V *21 ' *32
(Mf -  •' )0 '  00 ■ -  e ' 0 ' 22 V *12 *
(Mf -  e '  )D 30
01 32
(3) Return to  ( I ) .
This cycle Is repeated u n til a convergence Is obtained (ten tim es).
The fina l values for s ^ ,  s2J, s22 and sJ2 are the 
corrected s-parameters for the unknown device.
The relationship between the reading sequence of the 2-port 
correction program and the measurement parameters Is given below.
Program Type of Device to Equation
K setting measu rement be measured
parameters
| s . .l l
2 sl l Sliding Mi
3 sl l  J load
4 not used
5 S22 Sliding M'
6 S22 load 1
7 s22
8 not used
9 ‘ S21 Match M2
10 *12 Match M2
II S11 Short or o ffse t M3
12 s22 o ffs e t or open m;
13 s22 o ffs e t or open M'3
14 S11 short or o ffse t ►V
15 S11 Through Msm;16 S21 6
17 *22
connection
MÎ
18 s12 . M'6
19 *11 ' Mr
20 *21 Unknown Mr
21 • *22 Device *
22 *12 Mi
(185)
b-One-port
The correction method used is re a lly  ju s t  a sub-set of the 
2-port correction method. In practice, the results have never 
proved quite as accurate as reflections obtained using the 2-port 
correction, one theory being that the leakage is not accounted fo r . 
However, the programme Is much quicker to  use due to  the reduced 
reading times for ca libration  and devices.
The system can be represented by the follow ing system flow diagram:
Reference ^
( M r )
>— o-----------
e eoo 11
o— — —
Fig. 3.C The flow diagram fo r  re flec tio n  c o e ffic ie n t.
The e parameters represent the properties of the te s t un it plus 
some tran s itio n  and mounting errors. Flowgraph analysis gives the 
following general expression fo r the measured re flec tio n :
i ie u
The ca lib ra tio n  process Involves making s u ffic ie n t measurements 
with standards and conditions of known characteris tics  to determine 
a ll  the e parameters. There are two sets of c a lib ra tio n  equations, 
depending on whether a match«|load is used or not.
C alibration with a matched toad:
Measurements are:
( I )  Reflection with a slid ing load. The computer measures the 
re flec tio n  three times, instructing the user to  s lid e  the load 
between measurements. I t  then constructs a c irc le  through the 
three values and finds the centre of the  c irc le . We thus have:
(186)
so
r  -  o
M * e .
T oo
(2) Reflection with a d irect or o ffs e t short
W € have r  ■ -e - J2B1 when l  Is the length of the o ffs e t
le t  A - -e - J2Bt , I f  l  -  0 ( l .e .  a d ire c t short)
then A « - I  
Ae_then M_ e__ ♦oo _oi_
l-Ae
11
(3) Reflection with an o ffset short or open c irc u it  have
r  -  -e -J 2Bl fo r  o ffs e t  length 1
or r  .  e -J 29 fo r  open c irc u it  w ith
le t B -  -e -J 2Bl fo r  an o ffs e t
o r B -  e -J 2B fo r  an open
then Be ,
M -  .  •  M3 OO |
Be,,
The equations fo r  M , M and M can be solved to  give the  
1 2  3
fo l lowing:
B -  M,OO 1
AX2 -  BXj
where X,
11
ol
ABXj
XjX2 (B-A)
ABX
1 2 ' '1 
X, -  M, -
x3 - m3 - m2
C a lib ra tio n  using short and open c ir c u its  only. 
Measurements are:
4
( I )  R e fle c tio n  w ith  a d ire c t sh ort: 
w e  have r  -  - I  » thus
M1 “ ®oo " I° e .11
(187)
in-«»;
(2) Reflection with an o ffset short:
we have r -  -e "J 2Bt 1 ,S le "9+h o f ° ffse+
le t  A - -e ”^2Bt ,  then 
A e01M * e ♦ ____
2 00 l-Ae
11
(3) Reflection with an o ffset short or open c irc u it:
have r -  -e -J 2Bt fo r  o f fs e t  length
or r  -  e -J 20 fo r  open ci rc u it
le t B - - e -J 2Bl fo r  an o ffs e t
or B - e -J 26 fo r  an open
th^n
M3 -  « o o * 86«!
.-1 ,
I-Be
11
The above equations for M , M2 and M3 can be solved to give 
the following:
oo
11
A MjXj BM2X2 -  ABMt X3
AX. bx2 -  abx3
-  AX2 - X 3
AX, -  BX, -  ABX 1 2  3
-X ,X  X <1 ♦ AX I ♦ B) (A -  B) 1 2  3
[AXt -  BX2 -  ABX3] 2
X -  M -  M
1 2 1
X -  M -  M
2 3 :
X -  M -  M
3 3 i
E ith e r  type of c a lib ra tio n  gives a s e t o f equations fo r  the  
e parameters. Values fo r  A and B are  computed from inform ation  
provided by the user. D iffe re n t e parameters w i l l  be obtained
(188)
fo r each frequency po in t/ they w ill be used by the computer 
fo r correcting a ll subsequent measurements a t tha t frequency.
When an unknown device Is connected to  the system, 
a re flec tio n  measurement Is taken. As before, flowgraph 
analysis gives the following expressions fo r th is  measurement:
Mr ■ oo Ü 2 Ll - r e
11
This can be solved to give the corrected resu lt T 
fo r the re flec tio n  co e ffic ien t of the unkhown device as:
APPENDIX ( 0 )
BILINEAR TRANSFORMATION
A one-to-one transformation between the W and Z planes 
Is given by
I t  Is a so-called b ilin ear transformation or b ilin e a r mapping, 
where the constant a, b, c and d are real or complex.
I t  may be easily  shown that W Is analytic  except where 
cZ ♦ d -  0 . Assuming Z -  x ♦ Jy then the le ft  hand side of 
Eqn. ( I .d )  may be rewritten as follows:
aZ ♦ b a(x ♦ j y.) ♦ b 
c t  ♦ d " ctx ♦ Jy) ♦ d
Now, assuming W ■ U ♦ JV then from (2 .d ), U, and V wl11 hold 
the following values:
y ,  ( a x *  b )(c x  ♦ d) ♦ acy2 an(J y _ y(ad -  be)
3u (ad -  b c ) [ (c x  ♦ d )2 -  c 2y2j  flnd 3V 2cy(ad -  b c H c x *  d )
—,/_ j  _ i  h i ^  (ad -b c ) [ (c y  ♦ d )2-c 2y2J
T h e re fo re  th e  Cauchy-Rleman c o n d it io n s  ( I . e .  3U 3 V and 3 V 3U
' 35 “ 3ÿ 3Xm_ 3ÿ
( I . d )
( a y *  b ) ( c x *  d) ♦ acy2 ♦ j [ a y ( c x  ♦ d ) -  cy (ax  ♦ b )J
( c x  ♦ d )2 ♦ c2y2
( 2 .d )
( c x *  d )2 ♦ c2y2 ( c x  ♦ d )2 ♦ c2y 2
Hence
3 x ‘  [ ( c x *  d )2 *  c2y2] 2 [ ( c x  ♦ d )2 ♦ c2y2] 2
^ ~  [ ( c x * d )2 ♦ c2y2] 2
(190)
N H »# ' Jv v
are s a tis fie d  and p a rtia l derivatives are continuous, hence:
dW ad -  be 
dZ " fcz ♦ d )2
Thus, I f  ad-bc f  o each point Z Is such that cZ ♦ d f  o and these 
correspond to one and only one point W.
Suppose th a t the re flec tio n  c o e ffic ie n t fo r both planes 2 and 
l  of a Junction (F ig . I .d ) ,  looking toward the rig h t are:
<3.d)
Fig. 1.4. The reflection coefficient 
^  M i  ^  et Seminal 2 and 1 
respectively.
* •  “ - i
Then p. » &spt sxi <4.d)
“S22pt  * 1
So i t  can be seen from equation (4 .d ) there  is a b ilin e a r  
re lationship  between re flec tio n  c o e ffic ie n t (p .) a t terminal 2 
and (p |) a t terminal 1. Where the constants a, b, c , d are; 
a -  -As, b -  sn , c -  -s 22, d -  1 and -  sn s22 -  su 2 . The
symbols In equations (3 .d ) and (4 .d ) j  a  ^ and a^ are Incident# 
bj and b2 are Reflected voltage waves on ports I and 2, respectively.
(190
APPENDIX (E )
GREEN'S FUNCTION AND MOMENT METHOD.
The Green's function fo r  a particu lar geometrical arrangement 
Is the solution for the associated potential problem with a specific  
arrangement of grounded conducting boundaries when the only charge 
present Is a unit point charge. Let 4 be the desired solution  
of the problem and le t i|i » G be the Green's function with th is  
p articu la r geometry. U tiliz in g  Green's Identity, v lz : -
On the other hand, the solution of the problem of a u n it point 
charge located a t r ■ 0 with surface s grounded Is the Green's 
function of the form:
G -  -sr—  C
o
Since G has a s ingularity only a t r  ■ 0 , which may be handled 
by means of the 6-functlon v lz : -
S u b s tttu tin g  Eqn. (3 .e )  In to  Eqn. ( I . e ) ,  we o b ta in :
The G reen 's fu n c tio n  Is  zero a t  th e  su rfa ce  S and I f  th e  
p o te n tia l over th e  su rface  Is  represented  by 4s ,  th en  (4 .e )  
reduces to :
In th e  case o f m lc ro s tr lp , th e  p o te n tia l o ver th e  surrounding  
su rfa ce  Is  zero  ( I . e .  ■ 0 )  and V24 -  -  p /« o due to  th e
charge d is t r ib u t io n  p throughout th e  volume v . Eqn. ( 5 .e )  may be
J«♦v2*  -  *v2*)dv -  J ( W  -  *v *).d s ( I . e )
(4 .e )
(5 .e )
(192)
rew ritten as follows:
♦ * f G< * . y l v yo>0 (xo !yo)d lo (7 -'
where the Integral Is defined over the conductor surface.
The Green's function fo r the open mlcrostrlp lin e  may be 
obtained from extended Image theory [as Illu s tra te d  by S ilve s te r  
[Chapter 8, re f . I5 j]  by superimposing the potential d is tribu tio n s  
caused by the two opposite line charges acting In d iv id u a lly  
Fig . I .e .
y y
ORGINAL
Ï ' K ./• V V ./’i 'Th'yi:
Œïz
s
<•>
X1
!i
• -<K *•»■&)
. (b) m a g e
PIC. 1.« («) -  LIKE CHAJtCZ HEX* DXELECTftXC SHEET ABOVE CBOUHD PLANE.(¥) -  ELECTROSTATIC EQUIVALENT
The p o te n tia l d is t r ib u t io n  o f  a s in g le  l in e  charge o f F ig .  I . e  
In  th e  upper re g io n , I . e .  y > h Is  g iven by
V (x ,y )  •  — 5— { [ ( x - x  ) 2 ♦ (y -y  ) 2]  + K l n [ ( x  -  x ) 2 ♦ ( y - y  - 2 h ) 2]  
o
00
-  ( I - K 2 ) l  K2" * 1 in  [ ( x - x  ) 2 ♦ (y+y *2 (2 n * |l» )2l  ( 8 .e )
n-o o °  J
I
The th re e  term s In  th is  eq uation  r e f e r  to  th e  source ch a rg e  I t s e l f ,  
th e  prim ary Image and th e  I n f i n i t e  s e t o f secondary Im ages, 
re s p e c t iv e ly . In a s lm lla r  manner, th e  p o te n tia l d is t r ib u t io n  In  
th e  c e n tre  reg io n  ( I . e .  -h<y<h) Is  given by
V(x,y) -  -  ^I~K)q l  K2n tn [(x -x  >2 ♦ (y-y -2nh>2]  (9 .e )
w e  c o
n«o
and In  th e  low er region  ( I . e .  y g  -h )  by
(193)
V(x,y) » ( I-K )2c1 r K2n 4n f (x- x )2 «. (y_y -4nh)2l  (UIe l o o (1 0 .e)
where K, the Image c o e ffic ie n t. Is defined as K ■ ( I —er ) /  < I ♦e(. ) .
The required Green's function may be found by superimposing 
the potential d is trib u tio n s , caused by the two opposite line  
charges acting In d iv id u a lly . Depending on the region Tn which 
a solution Is sought, a tw o-fold expression of type of equations 
(8 .e ) ,  (9 .e ) and (10 .e) re s u lts . If  the s trip  Is assumed to 
be very th in , a ll the charge elements w il l be very near the 
d ie le c tr ic  Interface. Furthermore, only the potential at the 
location of any charge element Is of In te res t, not the potential 
a t any a rb itrary  point. The Green's function, however, for the 
upper half-space Is given by:
The expressions for G j, G2 , G3 and G^  are respectively:
y > h yQ i h  
y < h yQ *  h 
y *  h yQ < h 
y 4  h yQ > h
(y»yQ*2h)2]  -  ( l-K 2 ) J Kntn (x -xQ)2 ♦ (y-yQ*2nh)2
n*o
( I l . e )
(x-x  ) 2 ♦ (y -y -2 n h )2 o o
(1 2 .e)
(x-x >2 ♦ (y-y +2nh)2o o
(13 .e)
(1 4 .e)
( 1 9 4 )
A-a >* . * j » , - "t- t .  ?• *  •
N f
♦ (x .y )  -  Z c <xo,yo> j  G (x ,y )|x o,yo)d l 
1-1 J" |
MOMENT METHOD
In accordance wl+h Equation 8 .8 , the potential a t any point 
p (x ,y ) Is given by:
ki
> t{ 1 
■w
I f  the s trip s  Wj are small, the potential on each s tr ip  may
be approximated by the average of a l l  potential values on the s trip
♦ '(x .y )  -  l  a 'c x .y ) J j G<x,y|xo,yo>dto ' d lJ 
J 1 V * . ]
i G(x'yivyo,dto,dtJ]qj
(15 .e)
(16 .e)
where qj ■ °jw j » +he change per u n it length on the Jth s t r ip . Letting
D y  denote the typ ical In teg ra l, Equation (16 .e) may be w ritten  as
follows
♦ “ ° t j  qj
(17 .e)
since the conductors may be presumed to  be a t known potentials  V,
Eq. 17.e may be w ritten  as the matrix equation.
[V] -  [O] [3] (18 .e)
The unknown charge densities Ql] are obtained by matrix Inversion:
[<t] -  [D]-1[V] (19 .e)
The capacitance of mlcrostrlp line Is : 
m m nri
c -  h .  -  l  l  D U - 1 <20.e)
1-1 I J ■
The characteris tic  Impedance Is then given by:
,  _ I
o o
(21 .e)
(195)
where C0 Is the capacitance o f a ir  f i l le d  m lcrostrlp line  and 
vQ Is the ve loc ity  of lig h t.
F in a lly  the Integral of 8 .8  may be expressed as
" ‘ • ' l i l i  • K> ■ I  .-K ." { b " " ' V *  '  *  i
2 *  o n-o . [  (y -  H ) 2 ♦ Bz
where
and
K -  er  '  1
cr  *
H ) 2 ♦ A2 ' n
n B A 1 ]
L V Hn c
X1>* (22 .e)
H -  (2n + -l) h n
A ■ x -  x , 
1
B » x -  x
as shown in Fig. 8 .1 . (Chapter 8 ).
The value of In equation 8 .6 can be obtained by d iffe re n tia tin g
(22 .e ) .
COMPUTER PROGRAM . DESCRIPTION.
The following program- computes the characteris tic  Impedance 
and the lin e  capacitance using the above method. Where the centre 
conductor is divided Into 'NSE' equal subsections, DEW, along the 
cross section.
The In f in ite  series summation Is terminated when the to ta l Is 
changed by less than I0"1* upon addition of a term. For the results  
given at the end of the Program'•'he centre conductor was divided Into 
20 subsections In each case. This number»automatlcally increased 
by the program as w, the centre conductor width,Increases according 
to  the following re lationship:
NSE -  2[2.5<w/h -  I .OV ♦ 0 .5 ]
( 1 9 6 )
The Input data and output are Indicated In the beginning 
of the program. However the output Is a feature of the Sigma 5 
Computer. For other computers, use 'READ* or 'WRITE' statement 
with the appropriate format.
PROGRAM DETAILS.
(a) FORTRAN IV
(b) A maximum of 20 subsections.
(c) Only single precision.
(d) 135 cards Including comments.
PERFORMANCE GUIDE
(a) I t  is loaded on the XDS-SIgma 5 Computer.
(b) Core-size requirements: 4866 bytes.
(c) Input medium: cards
(d) Output medium: line p rin te r.
(e) Work or data f t le s  needed: None.
( f )  Time taken to  run submitted examples:
Compilation 59 seconds, run 67 seconds.
097)
1 * c
2 * C . . . . • • I N P U T  DATA
3 * c KS EC ! MJMRFR g r  KAPPOW S T R IP S
6 * c h :  d i e l f c t r i c  t h i c k n e s s
5 * c w :  c e n t r e  c o n d u c t o r  m d t h n e s s
6 * c e r : d i e l e c t r i c  c o n s t a n t
7 * c • • • • • v a r i a b l e  d i m e n s i c n
8« c 01 N S F C / 2 . N S E C / 2 I  ,  G 1 IN S E C )  • V t N S E C / 2 1 , S 1 OP 1N S E C / 2 !
9 # C m m •OUTPUT
1 0 * c w o n :  R A T I f i  f iF r f /H
1 1 * c 201  CA R A C TE R IS T  1C IMPEOANCE
1 2 * c C : L IN C  CAPACITANCE
1 3 * c SEES E F F E C T IV E  C I E L E C T R I C  C iN S T A N T
U *
1 5 * c
1 6 * C m m .  N I c ROSt R I P  C H A R A C T E R IS T IC  IMPEOANCE AND L I N E  CAPA CITAN CE
1 7 * C * » m . .  US IN G  G R E E N 'S  FU N C TIO N  (MOMENT METHODE)
1 8 * c
1 9 * D IM E N S IO N  D ( 3 0 < 3 C > » G 1  ( 6 0  > » V ( 3 0  ) » S IG M  ( 3 0  >
2 0 * CATA P I » E R 0 / 3 * 1 * 1 5 9 » S . 8 5 A E - 1 2 /
2 1 * 6 R l T E ( l o e # l )
2 2 * 1 FORKATI  ( H  • ( * , ' R A T I "  O F '  # *X  j • CHAR A C T E R I S T I C '# A X *
2 3 * 1 ' L I N E  C AP AC IT  ANCE '¿ A X *  ' E F F E C T I V E  DI  ELF.C TR IC  • /  (H  3 X .
2 * * g ' H / M ' , 7 x ,  • I mFEOANCE 1M HM ) * •  9 X •  • !  F / M | l , l 5 X , ' C e N S T A N T ' / l
2 5 * 7 RE »D !  1 0 5 .  3 / FND- lCOl  NSEC»H»W»ER
2 6 * 3 F O P M A T ! I • 3 F 1
2 7 * N - N S E C / 2
2 8 « I F I H / H > G T > 1 « C I  N*  10  * 5 * 2  » 5 * 1 N / H » 1 * 0 1
2 9 * N S E C * 2 * N
3 0 * a s e c - n s e c
3 1 * Om- m/ a s e c
3 2 * O C N - O H / 2 . 0
3 3 * I N O -O
3 M C
3 5 * C BOUNDRT c o n d i t i o n
3 6 * c
3 7 * 00 10 I - l .N
3 8 * 10 V<1)-1«0
3 9 * 5 continue
60* EK-ICR-1.0)/IER*1>0)
61 * CST*1•0/(2>0«PI*I1«0*ER)*ER0I
*2* xo«o*o
93* DO 15 J - I aNSEC
66* xi- xo-Oew
65* X2*X0*OCW
«6* c
67* c CALL green function
68* c
♦  9* CALL GREEN(X1aX2aEK*M*0)
50* G 1 1 J l  * C S T * 0
5 1 . xo*xo*ow
52* 15 CONTINUE
53* c
56* c USING SvknerTY ABOUT TNE CENTRE CONDUCTOR
55* C '
56* K*2*N*1
67*. 00 20 J-1*N
9 i * 00 20 I*1*N
5 9 * N-1ABSI
50* L-IABSiJ*l-KI*l
* ! • 20 DCJaI 1*01 (HI* 01IL 1
62* CALL SOLVEIOi Vj SIGNj NI
« 3 * 0«*0«0
66* DO 25 J-l»N
55* *25 B*0*SIOHI J )
* 4 * Q*2 »0*0*01
67* IF! INO>NE «01 GO TO 30
68* C*C
69* ER-1.0
70* I NO-1
71* SO TO 5
72* 3 0 c o -o
(198)
73* EFF-C/CO
7 ** ZO-SCRT(C*C0>»3.0E8
75* 7 0 * 1 * 0 /ZO
76*
77* NRlTEItn?<2l W0H<Z0<C<EFF
78* 2 FORmMI Ih <IX<F4<1<10X<F6.2<14X<E9<2< l6X<F6.3|
78* 00 TO 7
»0* 100 STOP
81* END
• 2* SUBROUT IKE SeLVfr tA.C.X.Nl
83* c this subroutine solves simultaneous eoations
8** c PATRIX(a)*MAT RIX 1X1 -MATRIXlCt
85* c
86* DIMENSION AI30<3CI<CO0I<XI30I
87* INTEGER P
88* P*N*1
•  9* A(1<PI*I<
90* CO 120 X*2<N
9!» 120 AIK<P1*0*
92* 00 150 J«1<N
93* 00 160 L*1<N
9«* 16C A(P<L)*AI1< L»11/A 11<11
95* 00 170 K*2<N
96* CO 170 L*1<N
97* 170 AIK-1<LI«A(Xj L+1I-A(X<II*A(P<U
98* CO 150 L*1<N
99* ISO A(N<L>*A(P<LI
100* 00 180 I*1<N
101* XII 1-0.
102* 00 180 L*I<N
103* ISO X(II*XIII«AII<L)«CILI
10** RETURN
105* CNO
106» SUBROUTINE 0REENIX<Y<EK<H<0I
107* FC-1.0
108* a i- iy*v* a. o*n*h i/ iv*vi
109» G1*V*AL0G(All
110* . »2*(X*X*4<0*N*H)/IX*XI
111* 62* X*ALOG1A21
112* H2*H*2«0
113* 83* AT AN? 1 Y< HZ I-ATAN2I X<H2 1
116* 03*A.0*H*G3
115* 6*01*02*03
116* IFCEx.Ea.O.QI 00 TO 2
117* 00 1 1*2< 200
118* FC--FC»FK
119* 8 * 2 .0*FL0ATIII
120* 8H*8»H
121* C*8*8
122* CH*I8-2.0I*H
123* C*IB-2>OI*ia*2iOI
126* A1*1Y*V♦ C*H*N1 /IY*Y*0'H*h>
125* 6t*Y*AL0GIAt1
1*6* A2*IX*X*C*H»h l/|X*X*0*H*HI
127« 02*X*ALOG1 A3)
12«* 03*2.0*nN*lATAN2IY.PHI.ATAN2IX,BH)»
129. G4*2.0*CN»IATANPt Y,CHI.ATAN2IX,CH)>
130* TEP*FC*101-02»03-0*1
131» 0*0*TEH
132* IFI ABSI T1H/QI .LE. 1<0E»*I 00 TO 2
133* 1 CONTINUE
134* < 2 RETURN
135» CNO
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EXTENDED 
RATIO CF
FIV-P» VERSION 001
characteristic like CAPACITANCE effective DIELECTRU
W/H 1MPECAKCE(OHh1 i f/ ni CONSTANT
• A 72 >63 •11E-09 4.199
• 5 66*95 •12E-09 6*269
• 4 62 »36 •I3E-09 6.33»*
• 7 52. «7 •l»E-09 6*396'
• 8 55» 15 «I5E-09 6.»55
#9 52*26 •16E-09 4.511
1*0 »9.69 •17E-09 6*565
2*0 33*9» •26E-09 7*020
3 .0 25*9, •35E-09 7*352
A »0 21*05 .»«£•09 7*605
5*0 17.77 .52E-0» 7 *So»
*•0 15.3« •4»E-0» 7.965
(200)
COMPUTED PARAMETERS- The following parameters are computed via  
the associated algorithms.
(a) Conductor loss
(b) D ie le c tr ic  loss
%
(c) Line dimensions
(d) Dispersion.
PROGRAM DETAILS
(a) Fortran IV
(b) A maximum of 30 m lcrostrlp lines
(c) Complex and only single-precision arithm etic
(d) 139 cards. Including comments.
PERFORMANCE GUIDE
(a) I t  Is loaded on the XDS-Sigma 5 computer
(b) Core size requirements: 17928 bytes
(c) Input medium: cards
(d) Output medium: line p rin te r
(e) Work or data f l ie s  needed -  none
( f )  Time taken to  run submitted examples: Compilation 
01:07 min. run l9seconds
(202)
M W * b
1*125 NOV 0 8 / '7 6
•joa N.NzH* MICROSTRIP PARAMETERS 
«FORTRAN« LSzGO
extended f :v- h# version nm
COMHPN/NICP/FRz M» T/RESD/SIQCz ZOz AL
0 INFUSION wI30zR)zW0HI30z2I/EEF(30z2 I zA0.I30z2I,ALPmDI (30/21 
REAot1 0 5/11 FSTART/FINCR/NF
FORMATIRFzI )  ,
RE*nilOS.7l ZOzALzRESQzSIGCzHzTzER 
FORMAT I7F I 
WRITE(1 OP/6I
FORHATIlMI/ieX/'MICROSTRIP LINE PARAHCTERS'/10Xz26l 1H*»1 
OUT PUT RF SO. SIOC/H/Tz CRz F9T AR Tz FI NCR/NF 
1-1
WRlTFIlORtAI ZOz AL
FORMAT«//!« z'CHARACTERISTIC IMRA.a' zF5• It*(OHMSI' .  5X.
I'AIR LEmGTNa'zFAzl/'«MM I • / / /
SIM z'FRECUENCV't3Xz'EFF. LENGTH'z3Xz'EFFECTIVE'z3Xz 
«•TOTAL LOSSES' z «X z 'WAVE-LENGTH'z3Xz 'PHASE VELOCITY'/IH zSX# 
S'IOH7!'zFX/'lMM I • z7Xz 'DIELECTRIC*z 5Xz• (0 0 /CMI * z 9Xz• I MM)•z 8Xz 
7 ' I1ES*H/S£CI'/I 
FR-FKTART 
00 3 J-I/NF
CALL HICPAlEALzEFOzALPHzALANzVP.VNzFRzJzIzlzMI 
WRITF( IORzSIFRzEAL/EFOzALPHz ALANz VP
FORMAT«IP /RXzFS.l/AXzF7.3z7X/FAz3zSXzF8.Sz6XzFR.3z9XzF7z*l 
FRaFR-zFlNCR 
CONTINUE
WRITE «1 OR z 9 I Wllzll
FORMATI/IM z 'MICRSSTRIP WI0THa'/F6»3/' «MM!• I 
• TOP 
END
zTHE ALGORITHM CALCULATES DIMENSION,OHPIC LOSS.DIELECTRIC 
•LOSS.DISPERSIVE EFFECT OF HICROSTRIP line
t
2
3
* 1
S
A 7
7
S 6
9
10
11
12 %
13
1*
IS
1*
17
IS
19
20
21
22 5
23
2* 3
25
26 9
27
28
1 C
2 C
3 C
* C
s C.
» C.
7 c
■ c
9 C
to c
11 c
12 C
13 c.
1« C.
IS c.
16 C.
17 c,
IS c,
19 c,
20 c
21 c
22 e,
23 c
2» c
25 C
26 C
27 c
28 c
29 c
INPUT DATA
zAL*ATH LENGTH OF MICRfISTRIP LINE IMM! 
zER-RFLATIVE DIELECTRIC COSTANT. 
.H-SlIPSTRATF THICKNESS (THOUSANDTHS OF AN 1 
zT«CMnDUCTOH STRIP THICKNESS (NICROINCHESI
zFR*FREQUENCY IN GHZ.
zP»IOFNTIFICATION FAR L-8ECTI0N 
OUTPUT
zALFhc-OhMIC LOSS I OS/CM)
(203)
30 C .. ...ALPhP .DIELECTRIC LOSS (09/CNI
31 c • • . . . aLPh.TOTAL lcsses
32 C.. . . .ALAn*WAVELENGTH IHN)
33 C 0 0...VPaiEOB*|M/SFC> PHASE VELOCITY
34 C .. ....VK.N0RHALI7E0 PHASE VELOCITY
35 c . . ...CNUMI.CNUH2 ARE EXP 1 GAMA.EAL ) « EXP 1 «GAMAaEAL 1 WHERE
36 c CAHA«ALPW9J*8ETA
37 c
38 SUBROUTINE MT CPAI EAL/EEO»ALPH,ALAH#VP,VH.ER.NF#L»M»W)
39 COMmPN/MI CP/F Ri M. T#RFSP#SIGC# ZO.AL
60 OIPEKSION W|30#2> »WOHt30 .2 1 #EEFISO.21jA0(30»2l#ALPH0I(3o.?l
61 COMPI EX CHUM1 .CNUM2
62 DATA AT.PI/376.73.3.1A159/
63 VN-l.O
66 OHP.I.0 /8 .666
65 ALPHaO.O
46 c *
67 c
68 c
69 IEIER.LE.1«1 00 TO 30
50 IFINF.0T.1I 00 TO 20
Bl c
52 8>PT*AT/I2.«70« SORT( ER)1
S3 IF IB .0T .I2 .pPI » 1 00 TO 1
56 ERla'ERM. 01/2 .0
55 Ds ZO*SQRTIER11/60.«1IER-1»/1ER*111 *10 .226*10 .121/ER» 1
56 WH-»./|O.5.FxP|0l-EXP(-DI1
57 WOHlL.HIaWM
58 00 TO 2
59 t WHa|S./RI|a(R.l.ALOOI7..B-l.>*IER-l.l/ |2.»ERI*IALOOie-l.l
60 l*0*R93aie.5t7/ERIII
61 NOHlL.HIaWM
62 2 CONTINUE
63 W1“M0HIL.MI*H
66 WIL.H)aWCHIL>NI*M*0>02S6
65 C
66 C effective oielectric constant
67 C
68 TFIWW.0T.1•1 00 TB 3
69 CC a.S*IER*l.t*«5*IER «ll*tl./SORTI1 »*12«/WM!
70 1 6 0 .06*11«WHIa * 2 1
71 EEFil .MI.EE
72 00 TO 6
73 3 CCa.SMCR«!.) • .5*IERal 1/SORTI 1 . * 1 2 . /WM»
76 . CEF(LfHtaCE
75 6 CONTINUE
76 C
77 C dielectric cess
78 C
79 ALPHONaASO*/ER*I7 1 . /SORTI ER 1*6.6*L00IWHI*|225. * 7 . 7*£R1
80 l*S0RTIl.«WHIal8.7*WHa(10.-WH/2.I**2
81 ALPHCaAL*HON/RESO
82 ALPHOI( L# M1 aALPHO
83 C
86 C OHNte LOSS SCHnEI0ER*8 METHOD
85 C
86 P 8 - | . 0 / 1 2 . 0 .P it
.87 P l i a i .O/PI
88 IF1wH.0T.PSl 00 TO S
89 WHTai00 0 .0 * *1 /T
90
91 *  00  TO 6
92 • WHTal00O.0*M/T
(20A)
*3 UT-Pf I*ALOG(?.0*UHTI
SA 6 conttnuf
95 HW-1• /WM
96 IFCWL.GT.1•) GO TO 7
97
98 71*2?*EXP(72/60* Ì
99 Al>10*/IPIoALOG110*011
too AO(L.h)-(Al*l8.*WU-WH/4.) • ( 1 . 0 ♦  HW tWW* WT > 1/21
>01 GO TO 8
102 7 CONTINUE
103
10A MN?>)1*>NW)»«5
105 A2 - 2 0 / ( 7?0.0»PX*PI»ALOG(1 0*01 )
106 AO 1L•M1■ A 2 * I 1 *0*0*A4*MW1*6.0*MN1*HW21*(1.0*MM*WTI
107 8 CONTINUE
10S c
109 20 continue
110 RS-PMSQRTf *00*«FR/8iaC)
111 ALPmCO-RS*AOIL/M)/(0.0?5%*H)
112 ALPhC>1O.*ALPHC0*S0RTIEEF (LIND
113 c
114 c TOTAL LOSSES
115 c
116 alph- alphdi(L*MI4ALPHC
117 c
118 c dispersive effect
119 c
120 0**0.6*0«C09*70
121 FP*7fl»l.?S/I0*02S4*H*PII
122 FK-lFR/FP)* * ?
123 EFD-ER-IER-EEFIL.D 1 / (1 .0 *6 * 7 1 0
124 VN*1«/SORTIEFO1
125 c
126 c effective air length
127 ALAno*299.8/FR
128 ALAN.VN»ALAN0
129 30 continue
130 eal- al* vm
131 vp- alan«fr* o. oi
132 c
133 PE*P.09579E-2*FR/VN
134 C0SPF*COPIPF*EAL>
135 SINPE*S1N(PF»EALI
136 CNUHl*EXPtALPH*EAL»DNP»*CMPLX(C08PE*SINPE1
137 CNUMP*EXPCALPH*EAL*0NPI*CMPLX(C0SPE*«8IKPCI
138 RETURN
139 END
IOLOAD 60
LOADING MAS completed
IROV
( 2 0 5 )
Kí - ' K  (" Í H B W  i_ «•51
%
mICRostrip linf pabahetfro
BESO •  l.OOCOOOE 13 
SIGC • 5 • 800000E 07 
H • 25.0000 
T • 15.0000 
ER • 9.»0000 
fstart > 1.00000
FINCR ■  2.00000 
NF -  11
Alumina
CHARACTER1STIC 1MPA.» so. oiohnsi AIR LENOTH«20.0IHN|
EOUEnCY EFF. LENQTH EFrrcTivC TOTAL lossfs wave- lengtm PHASE VELOCl
IGHZI in m 01CLCCTRIC IDB/Ctll INRI C1E8«H/SECI
1.0 7 .7 7 0 .*•411 .01504 114.599 1.1440
3*0 7 . 7 * 3 4*434 •027*7 30 .707 1.1434
5.0 7 .7 3 2 4*491 .035*7 73 .100 t .1 5 9 0
7.0 7 .4 0 0 4*747 .0*194 16«*4* 1.1525
9.0 7 .4 3 5 4*444 .0*750 12.714 1«1**5
11.0 7 . 5 7 * 4*974 .05241 10.321 1.1353
13.0 7 .5 0 0 7*094 •05719 0.457 1 .125*
15.0 7 . * 4 0 7*227 .041*3 7 .*3 5 1.1152
17.0 7 .371 7*344 .045*0 4.500 1.1050
19.0 7 . 3 0 * 7*497 .0 4*1* 5.743 1 .0 9 *9
21.0 7 . 2 * 0 7*431 .07240 5.140 1.0053
HICROSTRIP HIOTH«
• stop* o 
IROV
• 4211HH1
HJCROSTR IP LIME PARAMETFRS
RESO > 2000.00 
S16C • 5.800000E 07 
H • 10.0000 
T ■  15.0000 
ER • 11.7000 
FSTART ■  1 .00000 
FINCR • 2.00000 
NF ■  U
Silioon
Cm a r a CTERISTIC 1MPA.» 50.0IBh h SI AIR LCNOTHaPO.OINNI
EOUENCY EFF. LENOTH EFFFCTTVE TOTAL LPSSES nave- lenoth PHASC VELOCI
IOHZI INPI OIF!. ECTBIC IDO/Crt* (HUI UEO*n/SEC)
1*0 7 .2 0 3 7 .710 .22400 107.949 1.0797
a . o 7 .2 0 0 7 .7 1 * .25842 35 .977 1.0793
5 .0 7 .1 9 5 • 7 .727 .28052 21.571 1.0785
7 .0 7 .1 0 0 7 .7 * 3 .29837 15.392 1.077*
9 .0 7 .1 7 0 7 .7 4 * .31373 11.955 1.0759
11.0 7 . 1 4 * 7 .790 .327*9 9 .745 1.07*1
13.0 7 .151 7 .022 .3*005 0 .2 * 4 1.0720
15 .0 7 .1 3 5 7 .0 5 0 •351*7 7 .130 1.0495
17 .0 7 .1 1 7 7*090 .3425* 4 .275 1.04*0
19.0 7 . 0 * 7 7 .9 * 2 .37279 5 .5 9 9 1.0430
21*0 7 . 0 7 * 7*990 .30751 5.051 1.0404
P1CRBSTRIP NlDTM* 
•STOP» O
IROV
*200IHN1
(2 0 6 )
m i c r o s t r i p  l i k e  p a r a m e t e r s
RESD • 1 .OOPOOOE C7 
SIQC « 5 • 800000E 07 
H ■ 1 0 . 9 0 0 0  
T ■  15 .0000 
ER ■  12.5000 
F START • 1.00000 
FINCR •  2 .00000 
N F  -  11
Gallium Arsenide
CHARACTERISTIC IHPA.» SO.C(ShhS) AIR LENGTH«20>0(HH|
EQUENCY EFF. LENGTH effective TOTAL LOSSES WAVE-LENGTH phase vEueci
(GHZ) IHM) DIELECTRIC IDB/CH) |NM> ME8.H/SEC1
1*0 *•997 Re 171 •0%627 10%•883 1 .0*88
3 .0 4.99« «•177 •08011 3%»9%8 1 .0 * 8 *
5*0 *•989 «•18« • 103%1 20.95% 1 .0 *7 7
7 .0 * .9 8 2 «•20 6 • 12P35 1%*95l 1 .0 * 6 *
9*0 *•972 «•229 •13873 11*612 1 .0*51
11*0 * • 9 * 0 «•25« •15337 9«%8% 1 .0 *3 3
13 .0 *•9*« «•29« •16673 8*009 1 .0*11
15 .0 * .9 2 9 «•330 •17909 6*925 1 .0387
17 .0 *•911 «•37% •19066 6*09% 1.0360
19.0 * .1 9 2 S.%22 •20156 5.  %37 1.0331
>1*0 *•871 «• %7% •21190 %• 90% 1.0299
MICROSTRIP WIDTH« MSAinnl 
•STOP» 0
(2 0 7 )
APPEN D IX (G )
CURVE FITTING TECHNIQUES
The problem Is to choose the values of the unknown coeffic ien ts  b 
to f i t  the set of measurements by a nonlinear function. The model
*s ‘ y^ ■ f 0) ♦ c+ , t  « I ,  2, . . . .m  (1 .9 )
The least squares estimator of the parameters, b values, minimize
♦ (b) ■ 4 %'%, where e^ * - f (z ^ , b) are the residuals, il and
t\f
e are the column vector and row vector of m function e^, 
respectively.
A gradient optim ization technique may be used to  minimize 
4 as a function of b 's . In Chapter 8 and 9, the Gauss-Newton 
method [lS-Chapter 8j wasuicd In the following ways The gradient of
♦ Is
“ * * *  ’ where G ■ §■ (2’9)
Gauss noticed that I f  the e+ are a ll  linear functions of the 
b, so tha t 4 Is quadratic, then G" does not change from one 
point to  another. Thus he suggested approximating the gradient 
a t a point b ♦ Ab as follows
»♦(t> ■+ Ab_) ^  _G-$ (b + Ab, (3 .9 )
3b
An approximation fo r %(b * Ab) Is obtained from the linear 
terms of the Taylor expansion about b.
2f(b ♦ Ab) ft ♦ GAb (4 .9 )
Combination of Equations (3 .9 ) and (4 .9 ) gives an estimate of 
the gradient a t b * Ab.
3i (J>.+A.k) »  -G ' (ll ♦ G A b) ■ •  (G^e ♦ G'G Ab) (5 .9 )3b
(20 6 )
Assuming G'G Is nonsingular and has an Inverse (G'G)-1 , one 
can solve equation (5 .9 ) fo r the correction Ab which drives 
a ll components of the gradient to  zero and hence obtain:
Ab -  d -  (G'G)"1 G' e (6 .9 )
»
The point b ♦ Ab Is where Gauss approximation predicts the 
minimum to be, since the gradient would vanish there.
i\i
Gauss method Is to  measure the true values of e(b ♦ Xb) and 
G'(b ♦ Xd) to  see whether the gradient -G ' e re a lly  vanishes.
I f  I t  does, a stationary  point has been found; I f  not, the 
Information Is used to generate a new approximation and further 
correction. The procedure calculates d from b,_1 and the 
corresponding residuals. I f  |d j/b j f *| f  TOLB, J m,
the procedure has converged, where TOLB Is the convergence c rite rio n  
fo r the parameters. I f  not, X Is searched over, s tarting  at 
X ■ I ,  i ,  . . . t , . . . ,  u n til b* Is set equal to
b1“1 ♦ Xd and the  process Is repeated.
(209)
EVALUATION OF PARASITIC JUNCTION PARAMETERS FOR STEP DISCONTINUITIES.
The equivalent c irc u it  of Fig. 9 .20 Is redrawn fo r convenience 
as fo llo w s:-
APPEND I X ( H )
! L  “ l V 5 *  W n f  i, P zi *i ; <2Ï  f 1------1 i C Z J f -
!  *  j  | ^ f r  j Z2
i  k ,  <
n e . i.k . m  iqoivunre cntcurr or n z  atr jm cnoa with the l m b c h e e .
Here, to Is the equivalent a ir  length of the launcher; the 
f i r s t  T-network represents the p aras itic  Junction of the launcher 
to -m lcro s trlp , the second one represents the discontinuity e ffec t  
fo r two mlcrostrlps and having widths Wj and w2 respectively.
Assuming Z)n Is the Input Impedance, measured by the 
network analyzer, then the Impedance a t plane B Is given by:
Z„ -  Z iZln " JZo +an Po*b 1 
B °  L Zo ‘  J 2 .n
The Impedance at plane B then may be related to  tha t of the
.h)
B
plane v iz :
Z '
e
' ZBZ22 * Z11 Z22 Z 2 12 (2. h)
ZB " Zi i
Again the Impedance a t plane c  Is related via the following 
re lationship: ( looking toward 5 Venerator)
Z, - Z t \ZB ’  Zl t8nh Y S
K  - v anh y i i
(3 . h)
On the other hand th is  Impedance Is related to  open c irc u it  
termination via thé following re lationship .
1210)
(4 . h)
where Z j Is the load Impedance of an open c irc u it  which Is 
given as follows:
- Z2 coth y (12+ M.) (5 . h)
Is due to  the end e ffec t of the open mlcrostrlp lin e .
APPENDIX ( I ) .
JUNCTION PARASITIC OF RIGHT-ANGLE BEND IN MICROSTRIP LINE.
Let and be the two lengths of right-angle bend along
the central axis up to  terminal planes T ' and T ' , as shown In
I  2
Fig. I . i a .  U tiliz in g  a conformal mapping technique, we may transfer  
the area Inside of the right-angle bend a t plane Z to the upper h a lf 
of another plane, W, by the following transformations [Ref. 28, p. 157 
of Chapter 9] .
«1.1)Z » Cos"1 ♦ </b-T cosh-1
D
bW ♦ b -  2W 
b(l-W )
where the s trip  width Is n /b - l . For convenience we may assume the 
s tr ip  width Is n, hence transformation of ( t . l )  reduce to:
Z -  cos"1 (l-W ) ♦ cosh"1 [  1/(1 -  W)] (2 .1 )
using an Intermediate transformation W -  tanh£, th is  upper h a lf W-plane 
may be transformed Into an In f in ite  long s tr ip  n /2  wide F ig .d . lc J .
S u b s t itu t in g  t h is  In te rm e d ia te  tra n s fo rm a tio n  In to  (2 .1 )  we o b ta in :
Z ■ cos"1 ( I  -  tanhO  ♦ cosh"1 [ l / ( l  -  tanhC)J (3 .1 )
Suppose now « I s  *  r e a l .  T a k in g  two la rg e  va lues  o f x^ and
-2 x
- y 1# then s ince l - t a n  hx ■ 2e , ( 3 .1 )  f o r  Xj v a lu e  re d u c e jto :
( 2 1 2 )
(4 .1 )
4X1
Z - cos-1 (2e"2y\ > ♦ cosh-1 (e  /2 )  -  lt/2 ♦ 2Xj 
s lm lla rly , fo r -y  :
-2yr
Z -  cos-1 (2eZyi> + c o s h " \e /2 ) = JUn4 ♦ 2y, + n/2) (5-1)
By comparing (4 .1 ) and (5 .1 ) ,  I t  eas ily  fallows that the to ta l 
length on the long side Is reduced by ln4 fo r the s trip  of width II. 
More generally , fo r a s tr ip  of w width the reduction Is:
-  0 .4 4 1 w.
(213)
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OPTIMAL: A PROGRAM FOR OPTIMISING 
MICROSTRIP NETWORKS*
Indexing terms: Electronics applications o f  computers. Micro- ware amplifiers. Optimisation, Solid-state microwace circuits, Slriplines________________________________________________
An optimisation program optimal is described which includes 
algorithms tor dispersion and loss in microstrip. The op!imi­
tation routine combines pseudorandom and conjugate 
gradient pattern-search techniques to  improve the chances or 
finding a global-minimum solution to multimodal problems. 
The optimisation of a GaAs f.e.t. amplifier shows the pro­
gram's ability to produce good results from poor starting 
values.
Introduction: Microstrip, because o f its light weight, small 
dimensions and easy processing capability, is being increasing­
ly used for microwave circuit design up  to J-band. General- 
purpose transmission-line analysis programs have been 
adapted for microstrip circuits by specifying microstrip 
elements as operating in a TEM mode. This approach works 
well up to S-band,1'*  but at higher frequencies spurious 
propagating modes introduce dispersive effects which make 
the simple TEM model inaccurate.
Many optimisation programs are now available which 
make use of these general circuit analysis programs.1 In 
general, the optimisation programs are based on 'sequential' 
or ‘linear search algorithms', in which previously generated 
points are used to determine the new direction of search. 
Although extremely efficient in determining the minima of 
unhnodal functions, for multivariable, multimodal problems, 
such as those encountered in amplifier optimisation, a 
sequential search program will converge to the nearest local 
minimum, ignoring neighbouring, but possibly better, 
minima.
«■•1
* TIm  pfotfin IIu ím tnd Kcowipnywil documentation arc held in the ICC Library. Savoy Place. London WC2R ML, England. For further information, pimi contact the Library, gootinp CPI3I
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Tabic I
Elements 1 2 3 4 5 < 7 8 9 1 0 11 1 2 13 14
Initial ft 50 - 1 6 50 - 4 3 50 95 - 3 0 95 Tr. - 9 5 - 4 3 - 1 9 - 3 0 50
values mm 3-8 - 4 - 4 - 5 - 4 - 4 - 1 - 5 - 1 1-9 - 5 - 2 - 2 - 5 - 1 - 2 - 4 - 4 - 2 - 8 - 8 - 6 13-6
Final n 50 23 50 49-9 50 95 46 95 Tr. 1 0 0 44-5 20-9 27-5 50
values mm 3-8 2 - 8 5-5 2-4 8-7 1-9 6 - 6 2-9 4-3 2 - 1 8 - 8 7-2 13-6
This letter describes a microstrip analysis and optimisation 
program optimal which has several novel features:
(а) The analysis routine incorporates Cetsinger's model for 
microstrip dispersion4 and includes an algorithm for deter­
mining conductor loss in microstrip lines.
(б )  The optimisation routine makes use of a  large-step 
pseudorandom search technique to increase the chances of 
finding a global minimum.
(c) Having located a promising valley, the program switches to 
efficient conjugate gradient technique to converge quickly to 
the minimum.
As this program is designed mainly to deal with active 2-port 
devices, the letter concludes by showing the results o f the 
optimisation of an X-band GaAs f.e.t. amplifier design.
Program description: The program o p t i m a l  has been written 
for cascades of 2-port circuit elements. It employs a  least 
pth objective function based on the following network 
responses: (a) transducer gain, (b) ripple gain and (c ) input/ 
output reflection coefficient.
Fig. 2
Eight basic types of circuit element are available. They 
include transistors which are not optimised and represented 
by their ¿-parameters, transmission lines, short- o r open- 
circuited shunt stubs, series series, series parallel, shunt 
series, shunt parallel of inductor-capacitor-resistor, L-scction 
of transmission line. A negative initial value for any para­
meter indicates that this parameter is to be varied during 
optimisation and thus a  lower and upper bound for each 
varied element will be punched afterwards in the same card 
(see also program details).
Analysis: In the course of development of any computer 
program, two conflicting requirements emerge: one is to 
perform the analysis as quickly as possible, by making the 
program highly specific, the other is to relate the method of 
computation to the general usage capability of the program. 
The r-parameters (5 )  approach was chosen, since it is ideally 
suited to these requirements. It is obvious that the inability 
to use j-parameters in chain matrices is the result of the 
decision to take reflected waves as dependent variables and 
incident waves as independent. Therefore transmission 
parameters IT ), which have properties similar to those of the 
(ABCD) set, have been used in the analysis routine.
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The calculations required for the transformation from (S) 
to (T ) are slightly less complex than those required from (S) 
to (ABCD). For a  higher calculation efficiency, the ( T) set 
have therefore been used for cascading; thus the analysis 
program deals with elements connected in cascade and 
terminated with 50 f t  loads at the inputs and outputs. It 
also contains algorithms for dealing with loss and dispersion 
in microstrip elements for a variety of dielectric substrates. 
A facility also exists within the program for converting trans­
mission-line elements from their air lengths and characteristic 
impedances to dimensions compatible with microstrip 
substrates.
Optimisation: This section of the program has two parts; the 
large-step pseudorandom search algorithm known as 
prance and a  conjugate gradient search to locate the final 
minimum.
p r a n c e : The nonunilateral properties of the GaAs f.e.t. and 
bipolar transistor in microwave amplifier circuits means 
that no element is entirely isolated from any other in its 
effects on the overall response. For this reason the authors 
have used an approach similar to Emery and O’Hagan’s 
‘spider method’, '  in which the variables are chosen in a  
pseudorandom sequence. This reduces the possibility of the
Fig. 3 F low  dieprsm
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variables lo (he exclusion of others, thereby causing false 
minima to be obtained.
The variable to  be examined is chosen by an algorithm in 
which a random number is obtained by multiplying the error, 
between computed and specified circuit performance by 10* 
and selecting the last two integers. Since the chances that the 
error will be identical for any two values of variable are 
extremely remote, this simple technique guarantees a number 
sufficiently random for the purposes of p r a n c e .
Once the first element is chosen, a combination of successive 
error multiplication by 10* and modular arithmetic will 
ensure that each o f the remaining variables will be examined 
once in as random a manner as possible.
The objective function is the least pth form, where p  can 
have any value between 6  and 60. Initially, element values are 
varied by 4%  for distributed elements and 8%  for discrete 
elements, although this step size is automatically varied within 
the program, depending on the success rale in minimising the 
objective function.
Conjugate gradient: In the last stage, the objective function is 
minimised by the Fletchcr-and-Reeves algorithm* which the 
new circuit values select, by a  conjugate gradient pattern 
search. By this technique, each new direction of search is 
calculated as part of the iteration cycle. The method is 
inherently more powerful than those in which the directions 
are assigned in advance.
orrtMAL application to GaAs-fe.t.-amplifier design: This 
provides a good example of the ability of optimal to produce 
results from poor starting values. The amplifier circuit is 
shown in Fig. 1. The goal was to achieve a  flat 7 dB power 
gain and 1-5:1 v.s.w.r. at both input and output over the 
range 8-11-6 G H z. In Table I , the initial parameter values, 
together with the final values o f the elements, are shown. 
Fig. 2 shows the frequency response of both the initial and 
the Anal design. The initial circuit performance gave I - 2 dB 
gain at 8  GHz, going up to 5-8 dB at 8 - 8  GHz, and falling to 
- 6 .dBat 11-6 G H z. This was improved by optimal to  give 
a gain of 7 dB ± 0- 5 dB and a v.s.w.r. o f  better than 2:1 over 
the band.
Experimental results obtained by using the mkroStrip line 
dimensions obtained from optimal are also included in Fig. 2. 
Although the experimental results follow the predicted gain 
response shape there are significant differences between the 
two curves. These have been traced to junction parasitics 
and radiation losses for which no corrections have been made 
in optimal. W ork is at the moment being carried out to 
obtain accurate models for standard microstrip discontinuities 
and these will be included in a new version o f optimal.
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Program details
la)  FORTRAN IV
(b)  A maximum of 60 network types
(c) Complex and only single precision arithmetic
(d )  963 cards, including comments
Performance guide
( a)  It is loaded on the XDS-Sigma 5 computer by using overlay
(b) Core-size requirements: 50896 bytes
(c ) Input medium: cards
(d ) Output medium: line printer
(e) Work or data files needed: None
I f )  Time taken to run submitted example: compilation 4-10  
min, run 19-20 min
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THE APPLICATION OF AN ON-LINE COMPUTER TO MICROWAVE MEASUREMENT
H.V. Shurmer*, H.E.G. Luxton*, N.M. Hosseini*, Katie A. Stoneman*
Some o f the many problems encountered 1n setting up an automatic computer- 
corrected s-parameter measurements fa c i l i t y  are discussed fo r  a system 
which has been developed from standard commercial items o f equipment. The 
programming techniques which have been employed to provide a time-sharing 
capab ility  are described, together with the various options trade available 
to the operator. Examples o f applications to device development are given 
and results pertaining to optimization studies In component design are 
also presented. The la test work on an extension o f the fa c i l i t y  to in ­
clude optimised automatic noise figure measurements is also outlined.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic network analyser packaged systems, f i r s t  described by Hackborn (1 ), have now become an 
an accepted part o f the fa c i l i t ie s  o f major standards laboratories throughout the world. Such 
systems, which include a dedicated computer, provide excellent service but they require a very 
high In i t ia l  capital outlay and tend to be re la tiv e ly  in fle x ib le  with restricted peripherals (e.g. 
a punched paper tape reader Input and a te lep rin te r output). This arises because the peripherals 
are also dedicated to the packaged system and In f le x ib i l i ty  is  enhanced as the users are not 
usually anxious to become involved in the complexities o f modifying the computer programmes 
supplied by the equipment manufacturers. A s ign ifican t fraction o f the cost o f such systems 
arises from th e ir  use o f frequency synthesis, which although desirable, is  not essentia l, except 
where standards laboratory levels o f accuracy are demanded.
The a lternative to such packages, which has been adopted a t Warwick, is  to develop systems 
based on computers intended fo r process con tro l, incorporating assemblages o f separate component 
items and making maximum use o f fa c il it ie s  already available. In it ia l  development here started 
in 1969 with a GEC 90/2 computer, a Hewlett-Packard network analyser Type 8410, w ith re flection  
test u n it, and an ASR 35 teletype fo r input keying and output l is t in g  (2). At th is  early stage 
the programming was performed in  the assembly language SYMBOL and the correction procedure was 
based on the theory o f b ilin e a r transformations (3). A visual record o f corrected re flection 
parameters was obtained by photographing graphical plots obtained on a storage oscilloscope.
When an XOS Sigma 5 control computer became available w ith in the Engineering Department in 
1970, th is  enabled progranmes to  be w ritten  in  FORTRAN and the potential o f the fa c i l i t y  was 
immediately greatly increased. I t  was decided then to re-model the fa c i l i t y  along the general 
lines already adopted in  the U.S.A. (4) and present results in  the form o f sets o f corrected two- 
port s-parameters, but at the same time aiming at maximum f le x ib i l i t y  with regard to options and 
programe extension.
Additional s ig n ifica n t items o f hardware have subsequently been assimilated in to  th is 
fa c i l i t y ,  which today represents a powerful research tool fo r the characterisation o f components 
and devices 1n terms o f wide-band s-parameters, which are automatically corrected fo r system and 
transition errors. ¿The present equipment permits a frequency coverage from 100 MHz up to about 
<6 GHz, but plans to increase the upper l im it  are in  hand. ‘The resu lts , fo r any chosen option,
■ay be shown graphically on a visual display un it (from which hard copies may be taken), tabulated 
Py a line  p rin te r or dumped on to magnetic tape fo r fu rthe r analysis o r subsequent processing as a 
background a c tiv ity  w ith in  the time-sharing arrangements o f the computer.
Close attention to the requirements o f industry has been maintained, pa rticu la rly  with regard
“ Department o f Engineering, University o f Warwick, Coventry, England.
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to the need fo r special options, level of accuracy and novel s tr ip - lin e  device mounting arrange­
ments, involving new ca lib ra tion  procedures. Members o f indus tria l organisations are currently 
making s ig n ifica n t use o f the fa c i l i t y  in developing microwave osc illa to rs  and am plifie rs.
BASIC PRINCIPLES
With on-line computer correction o f s-parameter measurements, errors inherent in  the system, 
together w ith those aris ing  from trans itions, mounting arrangements, e tc ., are f i r s t  stored in the 
computer during a series o f preliminary calibration runs, in which standard terminations are used, 
such as a s h o rt-c irc u it , o ff-se t short c irc u it ,  matched load o r a 'th rough -line '. In general, 
there w il l  need to be as many ca libra tion runs as there are e rro r parameters to be corrected (5 ), 
(6). (7).
During the prelim inary runs, the corresponding s-parameters, as measured by. the network 
analyser, are stored by the computer fo r a succession o f precise frequency steps over a pre-se­
lected bandwidth. Since the true impedance values are accurately known, from these results the 
values o f the erro r parameters may be computed through the solution o f a corresponding number of 
simultaneous equations. Subsequent runs, using the test sample to  be characterised, are carried 
out at the same precise frequency steps. The results thus obtained may be used in  conjunction 
with the stored values o f the e rro r parameters to compute corrected values o f the various s-para- 
meters o f the te s t sample, stepped over the entire predetermined bandwidth. Subsequent tes t 
samples o f the same form may be measured without further ca lib ra tion .
COMPUTER OPERATIONS
Three basic requirements in  the system are fu l f i l le d  by the computer, v iz :
1. Control o f the measurement procedure.
2. Storage and processing o f data to obtain the corrected resu lts .
3. Presentation o f output data.
The computer performs operations as instructed by the operator via a V.D.U. (Visual Display 
Unit) with an input keyboard. A set of instructions fo r two-port correction, w ith typical 
responses, is  shown in Fig. 1. The questions appear on the screen one at a time and a fte r each one 
the computer waits u n til there is  entered on the keyboard e ithe r a number plus C.R. (carriage 
re tu rn ), o r a 'Y ',  which is  automatically completed to a 'YES' on the screen, or an 'N ',  which is  
likewise completed to a 'NO'. The answer is stored and the next question appears. The various 
procedures in the ca lib ra tion  routine are identified  by the 'K ' values 1-15, which fa c il ita te s  the 
repeating o f any pa rticu la r stage. This can be effected by typing '« ' in  response to a question, 
whereupon the V.D.U. displays 'TASK?'. The typing o f 'SK' a t th is  stage permits a repeat run 
corresponding to any pa rticu la r selection o f K, which is  then entered. The fu l l  set o f options 
available under 'TASK?' is  shown in  the l i s t  o f Fig. 2, which is  displayed on the V.D.U. in 
response to typing the le tte rs  'L l ' .  The subsequent entering o f  any o f the lis te d  le tte r  pairs 
w il l  permit the related function to  be accomplished.
The network analyser is s ited  remotely from the computer but w ithin the same bu ild ing. Ten 
channels fo r data or control are available, to  be shared between individual parts o f the system.
As th is  1s less than the nurtber o f  functions to be provided, some o f the lines have been m u lti­
plexed, e ithe r by employing several levels o f d irect voltage o r by using po la rity  to  distinguish 
between signals.
CONTROL OF THE NETWORK ANALYSER
Using receipt o f a given ins truc tion , the computer w il l  select the s-parameter corresponding to the 
desired re flec tion  or transmission measurement. I t  w il l  then set the frequency and read the output 
from the network analyser. These functions are performed via the interface un its , which are 
illu s tra te d  in  Fig. 3. The s-parameter test set is  controlled through application o f a d ire c t v o lt­
age, whose level i t  in terprets as a 3 -b it binary word and thus a single analogue lin e  substitutes 
fo r three d ig ita l liges.
The sweep osc illa to rs  are multiplexed in groups o f three, which can be changed a t w i l l .  Any 
particu la r one of these units may be chosen by the s-parameter selector, again through application 
o f a d ire c t voltage, but th is  time interpreted as a 4 -b it b inary word. The frequency which is  out­
put by the selected u n it is  set by the programnable voltage source. This is  an item specially 
developed fo r the purpose from a stabilised power un it whose output was controlled by manual 
decade switching. In the present un it, the switching is  accomplished e lec tron ica lly  and the v o lt­
age increased progressively in steps o f lmV over the range 3V to  73V, corresponding to the fu l l  
frequency range o f each o f the sweep osc illa to rs . Each step requires one voltage pulse from the 
computer and the rate a t which these are supplied is 30,000 p .p .s . The pa rticu la r step o f voltage
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which 1$ required to output the next frequency, a t any stage o f the ca lib ra tion  or testing , is 
determined by data stored in  the computer. This data is obtained from preliminary ca lib ra tion  c f 
the sweep o sc illa to rs . Operation o f the programmable voltage source requires three separate lines 
from the computer, which provide in it ia l iz a t io n , output and cancellation o f the tuning voltage, 
respectively.
As each particu la r frequency is  set up, i t  is  read by the automatic frequency counter, which 
has now replaced an e a r lie r  counter requiring semi-manual tuning and fo r which a servo control 
system had been developed, but which was re la tive ly  slow in  operation. The reading from the 
automatic counter is  fed back to the computer along a single channel, a fte r conversion o f the 
counter output from eight para lle l b its  into a seria lized form. By using both positive and 
negative analogue voltages, a second channel serves to carry e ither clock pulses fo r the se ria lize r 
o r control instructions fo r  the computer. The c irc u it  arrangement of the interface units is 
illu s tra te d  schematically in  Fig. 4. .
The output from the network analyser to the computer comprises two analogue voltages, which 
correspond to the real and imaginary parts, respectively, o f the s-parameter being measured. These 
voltages are stepped up via buffer amplifiers before being transmitted, in order to give improved 
signal-to-noise ra tios a t the analogue inputs o f the computer.
In the present system, nine o f the ten channels available are used. Work is ,  however, pro­
ceeding on the introduction o f a phase-locked loop'system to improve botn the frequency accuracy 
and frequency s ta b il ity  o f the microwave sources. As th is  would normally be expected to require at 
least two channels, in  order to keep the to ta l number w ith in the ten ava ilab le , the solution 
adopted w il l  probably be to  multiplex the inputs to the programmable voltage source. I t  has been 
demonstrated already tha t stepping through a given frequency range with phase locking can be 
accomplished a t the lower microwave frequencies, but problems are encountered in the v ic in ity  of 
10 GHz due to the high orders o f crystal harmonic which are involved.
The introduction o f  a phase-locking system w il l  undoubtedly extend the measurement 'read* 
times, at present some 300 ms per po in t, since a s ign ifican t pause is required a t each step fo r  the 
locking to be effected. There is  additionally a waiting period o f 2 s a t the s ta rt o f each sweep 
over the frequency bandwidth, which is  ju s t s u ff ic ie n t to ensure that transient effects in the 
system have died away by the time the next set o f readings from the network analyser is  transmitted 
to the computer. The to ta l time taken by the present system for automatic measurement o f the four 
s-parameters o f a 2-port device over 50 steps in  frequency is  100 s.
PROGRAMMING
The Sigma 5 computer has 32 K storage capacity, backed by an R.A.O. (rapid access d isc) o f 1.5 
Megabytes, each o f which represents one quarter o f a 32 -b it computer word. There are foreground 
and background areas to the core, tasks in the former area being executed according to a p r io r ity  
in terrupt system. The background area is  available fo r batch processing.
The programming is  almost e n tire ly  in FORTRAN TV, with some in te rjec tion  o f machine code. The 
programmes are each w ritte n  as a series o f subroutines, which greatly fa c il ita te s  v e rs a t il ity . The 
main programme covers the fu l l  set o f s-parameters fo r a 2-port device, but a shorter version has 
also been prepared fo r  use when re flec tion  parameters only are required. Both o f these have been 
overlayed fo r use in a time-sharing environment. Certain other correction programmes are also 
available, without overlaying, which are Intended fo r special applications. Programing is  done 
via punched cards and the information is subsequently transferred to magnetic tape. The user 
controls the programne through a series o f questions and answers o f the form already described 
( f ig .  1 ).
The main program» comprises four principal sections:-
(a) Calibration and Reading Control -  c a lls  correction and reading sub-routines.
(b) Line P rin te r Routine -  available fo r tabulated resu lts.
(c) V.D.U. Display Control -  ca lls  graph p lo ttin g  sub-routines.
(d) In it ia l iz a t io n  and Task Control -  ca lls  data set-up. In it ia l iz a t io n , tape-dumping sub­
routines, e tc .
A general flow -chart o f the routine fo r s-parameter measurements is  shown in Fig. 5. That part 
o f I t  which relates to the setting up o f each frequency and the recording o f network analyser 
headings Is  shown In more de ta il In Fig. 6.
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FORMS OF GRAPHICAL DISPLAY
The display options are made available under 'TASK?1 by entering the le tte rs  DI on the keyboard 
(Fig. 1). They include the choice o f polar or rectangular form. Up to four variables may be 
plotted a t once and any combination of the four uncorrected s-parameters with the four corrected 
s-parameters is possible, w ith the main programme.
An example o f a polar p lo t fo r the corrected and uncorrected re flection  s-pavameter, s ^  and 
Uj i respectively, is  shown in Fig. 7, which is  a hard copy o f a V.O.U. display and pertains to 
an o ff-se t sh o rt-c ircu it measured over the bandwidth 7-12 GHz. In a ll  o f the displays, the 
uncorrected s-parameters are shown with the points joined by stra igh t lines and the corrected s- 
parameters as isolated points. Circles are used to Indicate the forward re flection  parameters and 
triangles the reverse transmission parameters. In a s im ila r manner the programe makes available 
squares and crosses, which are used to represent the reverse re flection  and forward transmission 
parameters.repsectively. I t  w il l  be noted that in Fig. 7 an uncorrected p lot with s ign ifican t 
errors has been correctly  modified by the computer to give the theoretical arc o f c irc le  o f un ity  
radius appropriate to an o ff-se t short c irc u it .
The uncompleted message 'MAX X »' in  Fig. 7 is in v it in g  a response in the form o f a number to 
be typed on the V.D.U. keyboard, should i t  be desired to have the plots expanded. The number to  be 
entered is the maximum value o f the x-coordinate. Upon provision o f th is information a s im ila r un­
completed message requests the minimum value fo r the X- coordinate, whereupon the procedures are 
repeated fo r the Y- coordinates. A fter entering the four numbers, the corresponding expanded p lo t 
appears and the whole process can be repeated Inde fin ite ly  fo r  d iffe ren t values, or dispensed with 
altogether.
An a lte rna tive  form o f p lo t, using rectangular coordinates with linear scales, is  illu s tra te d  
in  Fig. 8 which pertains to measurements on a section o f 50-ohm a ir - l in e  both corrected and un­
corrected forward re flec tion  and reverse transmission s-parameters over 7-12 GHz. This time, the 
irregu la r uncorrected curves are correctly modified to horizontal stra ight lines at Y- coordinate 
levels o f zero and un ity , respectively. An even more impressive example o f correction is  shown in 
Fig. 9, which pertains to the same set o f reverse transmission s-parameters as in Fig. 8, but th is  
time showing phase angle only, as a function o f frequency. I t  w il l  be noted that phase angles 
varying cyc lica lly  between zero and ± 180° are a ll set at th e ir  correct value o f zero by the pro­
gramme.
APPLICATIONS
Much use has been made o f the system in characterising Plessey gallium arsenide fie ld -e ffe c t trans­
is to rs  a t frequencies extending beyond 11 GHz. One method is to mount the transistors on alumina 
substrates with 50 ohm input and output lines, calibra tion being effected by means o f a combination 
o f m icrostrip and coaxial terminations.
Following ca lib ra tion , the transisto r under tes t is  measured and a p rin t-ou t is  obtained o f 
the various corrected s-parameters, together with gain and s ta b il ity  computations, i f  required.
The la tte r  form pa rticu la rly  useful data in comparing the potential am plifier performance o f 
d iffe ren t devices.
A predicted gain o f 6 dB a t 11 GHz fo r a F.E.T. o f 1 micron gate length was achieved w ith in
0.5 dB. For two sim ila r F.E.T.'s in cascade the in i t ia l  measured overall gain was 9 dB, which 
compared unfavourably with the predicted value o f 12 dB.- Subsequent adjustment o f the output tun­
ing, however, resulted in  the overall gain being Increased to 11.5 dB -  a very satisfactory re su lt.
In Fig. 10 are shown results obtained with the aid o f the present system in seeking to o p ti­
mize the gain o f a single-stage gallium arsenide f ie ld  e ffe c t transistor am plifie r over the band­
width 8-11.6 GHz. The extent o f the optimization process involved is indicated by Fig. 11, each o f 
the numbered blocks representing a section of transmission line  o f d iffe ren t characteristic imped­
ance and length, the lengths being disposable variables. The in i t ia l  results are shown by the 
curve A and the predicted optimized results by the curve B. A fter modifying the c irc u it in accord­
ance with the values derived via the optimization programme (known as 'OPTIMAL') the experimental 
curve C was obta ined/ The differences between curves 8 and ¿.are accounted fo r by junction para- 
s itic s  and radiation losses, which were not allowed fo r  in  the present programme but w il l  be in ­
cluded in a new version which is  in hand.
I t  has been demonstrated that the computerized system can be controlled from a d istant termi­
nal via G.P.O. telephone lines. The present system has in fac t been controlled from the University 
o f Sussex, where corrected graphical displays o f s-parameters have been received on-line from the 
Warwick equipment. I t  is  hoped eventually to extend th is  aspect o f the fa c i l i t y  via radio links 
overseas and plans fo r achieving th is  are under active considersideration.
Work is  now in  progress aimed a t establishing a computer-controlled automatic noise measure-
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merit system to obviate the slow and tedious procedures tra d it io n a lly  involved in the measurement 
o f noise figures, especially where the noise contribution o f the second stage precludes a d irect 
measurement of the noise figure o f the f i r s t  stage.
In th is  exercise, a noise figure/gain monitor (AILTECH 7380) is  being used in conjunction 
with the XDS Sigma 5 computer and Tektronix V.D.U. to provide a v ir tu a lly  instantaneous calculation 
and display o f the noise figures and subsidiary parameters fo r microwave devices over the frequency 
range 1-12 GHz. A double-balanced image-rejection mixer is  being used to obviate the need fo r 
separate f i l te r s  a t each frequency o f measurement. Slide-screw tuners, servo-operated v ia  stepping 
motors, are to be incorporated to natch the amplifying devices. The positioning o f the tuning 
elements, and hence the impedance mismatch presented to the tes t device, w il l  be contro lled by the 
computer. With th is  type o f arrangement i t  w il l  be possible to search fo r noise minima, gain 
maxima and Smith Chart contours o f specified noise figure  or gain.
Using the above system, calibrated values o f Impedance and loss fo r the slide-screw tuners 
can be stored, to be used in subsequent determination and display o f automatically corrected 
values o f the various parameters. These techniques o ffe r the prospect o f s ig n ifica n t improvements 
in  accuracy and consistency compared with present-day manual arrangements, in addition to a 
s tr ik in g  saving in  e f fo r t ,  as well as extending the scope o f measurements in to regions which are 
un justifiab le  fo r  conventional techniques.
F ina lly , we would mention the work being done a t Warwick on microprocessors by our colleague 
Hr. J.F. Craine, who is  aiming to apply the la te s t integrated c ircu its  offered in th is  area to 
extensions o f the overall fa c i l i t y .  Where subsidiary functions, such as phase-locking, can be 
divorced from the main computer, these w il l  In  due course be taken over by microprocessors 
incorporated in to  the system, thereby increasing fu rther the scope o f conceivable operations.
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the parameters most frequently required in designing micro- 
wave integrated circuits. The particular transmission structure 
( H I ) E l e c t r o n .  L e t t .  V ol . 1 2 ,  N o. 19 considered is standard microstrip, i.e. an open structure
' comprising a single stripline deposited on a dielectric sub-
1 5 t h  S e p t .  ( 1 9 7 6 )  p p .  4 9 6 - 4 9 7 .  strate backed by a metallic ground plane. The subroutine,
however, may be used in conjunction with programs or 
independently. This subroutine represents an iapprovement 
over o p t i m a l , described previously.1
Input data: In computing the various parameters, the follow­
ing are assumed to be known:
characteristic impedance Z0, fi
air length of microstrip f.mm
substrate thickness, h, mils
relative permittivity of substrate, e, *
conductor thickness t, microinches
mctalised conductivity of strip a „  S/m
dielectric resistivity of substrate p4, fiem
Computed parameters: The following parameters are com­
puted via the associated algorithms
(а ) Conductor loss
(б)  Dielectric Loss 
(r )  Line dimensions 
(d ) Dispersion
In the subroutine, the above parameters are evaluated by 
reference to the methods indicated below:
(a ) Conductor loss: Schneider's approximation,* being simple 
and explicit, is used to estimate conductor losses in the 
strip and ground plane.
MICPA: EVALUATION OF- MICROSTRIP­
LINE PARAMETERS*
Indexing terms: Computer-aided anatyiti, Slripllnei
A  subroutine for microstrip-lia* parameters is described 
which evaluates dispersive effects, microstrip dimensions, 
conductor attenuation and dielectric loss.
Introduction: During the last few years, a  large number of 
papers on computerised methods of evaluating microstrip 
parameters have been presented. These usually require 
extensive subroutines to compute individual parameters, so 
that the associated programs are rendered expensive in terms 
of computer time. They are also invariably cumbersome for 
incorporation into a  computer analysis/optimisation package.' 
It is therefore particularly desirable to  seek alternatives which 
are efficient and this consideration, in turn, influences the 
choice of associated algorithms for the microstrip para­
meters.
4M
Fig. 1 Flow diagram
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<<•» Diel'ccric lo«- this may be calculated if the loss tangent 
and also the electric-held distribution are known. Computation 
of the electric held is complicated and not practical for 
present purposes, so here we have used an empirical method, 
details of which will be published in due course.
(c) Line dimensions: the results o f  Wheeler2 have been 
employed, expressing the ratio of width to thickness in terms 
of the characteristic impedance.
id )  Dispersion: of the many experimental and theoretical 
approaches reported, we have chosen the Gesinger model2 
as being the most appropriate for computer analysis.
A flow chart outlining the procedures is given in Fig. I. 
In evaluating the dielectric loss, it is assumed that the con­
ductivity o f the substrate is substantially frequency indepen­
dent.
GaAs 
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Program Details
( а )  FORTRAN iv
( б )  A  maximum of 30 microstrip lines
(c ) Complex and only single-precision arithmetic 
(</) 139 cards, including comments 
Performance Guide
(a )  I t  is loaded on the XDS-Sigma 3 computer
(b )  Core-size requirements: 17928 bytes
(c ) Input medium: cards
(d )  Output medium: line printer 
( r )  Work or data files needed: none
( / )  Time taken to ran submitted examples: compilation 
0 1 : 0 7  min ran 19 s
To show how the substrate relative permittivity varies with 
frequency owing to dispersion, results are presented in Fig. 2 
for 50 f t, 635 pm  (0-025 in) thick alumina microstrip and also 
for typical 254 pm  (0-01 in) thick silicon and GaAs micro- 
strip. Total losses with the above substrates are shown in 
Fig. 3, for copper conductors o f 0-038131m (1-5 x 10"* in) 
thickness.
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'  PARAMETER EVALUATION AND OPTIMIZATION FOR MICROSTRIP
N.M. Hosseini and H .V . Shunter
The m a jo r ity  o f  com puterized methods fo r  e v a lu a tin g  m ic ro s tr ip  
param eters are  based on s e m i-a n a ly tic a l and num erical te c h n iq u es , b u t these  
procedures have th e  d isadvantage o f  being d i f f i c u l t  to  in c o rp o ra te  in to  a 
co m puter-a ided  design (CAD) package. Serious problems a r is e  when num erical 
techn iqu es are  used in  co n ju n ctio n  w ith  an a n a ly s is /o p tim iz a t io n  programme, 
s in c e  the ro u tin e  o f  a num erical technique may perhaps be c a lle d  upon 
thousands o f  tim es d uring  a ru n . I t  is  im portan t to  use a sim ple and 
a c c u ra te  a lg o r ith m , e s p e c ia lly  as th is  perm its s im p le r programming, reduced  
e x e c u tio n  tim e and memory s iz e .  We have th e re fo re  developed a r o u t in e O )  
f o r  e v a lu a tin g  th e  param eters o f  open m ic ro s tr ip  l in e ,  which in c lu d es  
e v a lu a t io n  o f  conductor and d ie le c t r ic  lo s s e s , and d is p e rs io n  e f f e c t s .  A 
f a c i l i t y  a lso  e x is ts  w ith in  the progranme fo r  co n ve rtin g  from th e  a i r  
le n g th s  and c h a r a c te r is t ic  impedances o f  transm iss ion  tim e elem ents to  
dim ensions co m patib le  w ith  m ic ro s tr ip  s u b s tra te s . R esu lts  showing how 
d is p e rs io n  causes th e  r e la t iv e  p e r m it t iv i ty  to  vary w ith  frequency are  
p res en ted  in  F ig .  1 f o r  5 0 f i ,  0 .0 2 5  in .  th ic k  alum ina m ic r o s tr ip ,  compared 
w ith  ty p ic a l 0 .0 1  in .  th ic k  s i l ic o n  and GaAs m ic ro s tr ip . T o ta l losses  
w ith  th e  above su b s tra tes  a re  shown in  F ig . 2 ,  assuming copper conductors  
o f  1 .5  x  1 0 '6 i n .  th ic k n e s s .
Fig. | g fttc Ü Y »  ralativa p tr m it t iy U v  tg th t t  t r ê q u t n e y  Fig.» Total loans for 50  0  silicon. GaAsand
h r  BOO alumina. silicon and GaAs substrata alumma substrat»
N.M. Hosseini and H.V. Shurmer are a t the Engineering Department
University o f Warwick.
When a p a r t ic u la r  su b s tra te  and conductor m a te r ia l com bination has 
been chosen f o r  des ig n in g  a m ic ro s tr ip  c i r c u i t ,  the c i r c u i t  topo logy must 
be s e le c te d  and an a lyzed . The a n a ly t ic a l  ro u t in e , which must be f a s t ,  
p lays  a predom inant ro le  in  the programme. Here we have employed 
transm iss io n  param eters ( * )  in  the in te re s ts  o f  high e f f ic ie n c y .
The cho ice o f  o p tim iz a tio n  technique 1s a ls o  very  im p o rta n t. In  
g e n e ra l, the m a jo r ity  o f  o p tim iz a tio n  techniques are based on 's e q u e n t ia l '  
o r  l in e a r  search  a lg o rith m s in  which p o in ts  p re v io u s ly  generated a re  used 
to  determ ine th e  new d ire c t io n  o f  search . Although ex trem ely  e f f i c i e n t  
in  d e te rm in in g  the minima o f  unimodal fu n c tio n s , (as  encountered .in  
a m p li f ie r  o p t im iz a t io n )  a sequ entia l search technique w i l l  converge to  the  
n e a re s t lo c a l minimum, ig n o rin g  neighbouring minim a, which may be s u p e rio r .
By using two o r  th re e  d i f f e r e n t  s tra te g ie s  o f  o p t im iz a t io n ^ )  a ls o  we may 
litc re ase  th e  accuracy o f  approach to  the tru e  minima. We a ls o  seek to  
reduce th e  execu tio n  t im e , p a r t ic u la r ly  when the s ta r t in g  p o in ts  a re  near 
to  the p o s it io n  o f  th e  minimum. To these ends the authors have used a 
com bination o f  la rg e  s tep  d ir e c t  search w ith  conjugate g ra d ie n t p a t te r n -  
search tec h n iq u e s . To improve the chance o f f in d in g  a g lobal minimum 
s o lu t io n  to  m u lti-m od al problem s, a l im ite d  number o f  random searches are  
a ls o  employed.
The n o n u n ila te ra l p ro p e rtie s  o f  th e  GaAs f . e . t .  and b ip o la r  t r a n s is to r  
1n microwave a m p l i f ie r  c i r c u its  means t h a t  the elements a l l  in t e r a c t  in  
some degree w ith  each o th e r  in  the e f fe c ts  on the o v e r a l l  response. For 
th is  re as o n , th e  au thors have used the pseudo-random sequence te c h n iq u e (3 )for 
th e  chosen v a r ia b le s .  Th is  reduces the p o s s ib i l i t y  o f  th e  o p tim um -fo llow ing  
a lg o rith m  c o n c e n tra tin g  on c e rta in  v a r ia b le s  to  the exc lu s ion  o f  o th e rs , and 
th ereby y ie ld in g  f a ls e  minima. A flo w  c h a r t o f  procedure is  in d ic a te d  in  F ig J
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Fig. 3  Flow diagram
outlining the procedures.
e„) y
r titi * » • 1» * * and «»are the objective 
functional each stage.
/  return to  '
1  main proqrom y
The programme has been w r i t te n  fo r  cascades o f  2 -p o rt  c i r c u i t  e lem ents. I t  
employs a ' le a s t - p t h '  o b je c t iv e  fu n c tio n  based on the fo llo w in g  network responses 
(a )  transdu cer g a in , (b ) r ip p le  gain and (c )  in p u t/o u tp u t r e f le c t io n  
c o e f f ic ie n t .
As an example o f  the programme's a b i l i t y  to  produce good re s u lts  from  poor 
s ta r t in g  v a lu e s , co n s ider the a m p li f ie r  c i r c u i t  shown in  F ig . 4 .  The aim  was to  
achieve a f l a t  7 dB power gain  and 1 .5 :1  VSWR a t  both in p u t and out p o rts  over 
th e  range o f  8 r l l . 6  GHz. F ig . 5  shows th e  frequency response o f  both the  
I n i t i a l  and f in a l  d es ig n . The i n i t i a l  c i r c u i t  performance gave 1 .2  dB gain  a t  
8 GHz, in c re a s in g  to  5 .8  dB a t  8 .8  GHz, and f a l l in g  to  -6  dB a t  11 .5  GHz. The 
f in a l  achievem ent was a gain o f  7 dB i  0 .5  dB and a VSWR o f  b e t t e r  than 2 :1  over
Experimental results obtained by fabricating the a m p lifie r on an alumina 
substrate of 0.025 in . thickness are also Included 1n Fig. 5 . Although the 
experimental results follow the predicted gain response shape, there are 
s ig n ifican t differences between the two curves, which are a ttr ib u ta b le  to 
junction parasltics  and radiation losses for which no correction have been made. 
Work 1s now 1n hand to obtain accurate models fo r standard m icrostrip discon­
tin u itie s  and the results w il l  be published in due course.
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1. I
(2 )
investigate successively a variety of options. A basic block diagram of 
interfacing between the network analyzer and the computer is shown in Pig. 1.1 
Communication between measuring set-up and the computer was arranged by 
oable connection. A patch panel in the computer room provides this com­
munication by inserting pins in appropriate positions.
r u . f . 1  in m m n c n G  nun mum cowan* t o  u n o u c  to ly u*.
The network analyser and associated system is controlled b y ^  
display unit (V.D.U.). The system is sited remotely from the computer, but 
within the sane building. Ten channels for data or control are availabl , 
to be shared between individual parts of the system. As this is 
the number of functions to be provided some interfacing units were 
to reduo« the number of lines. These are described in the following sections.
Tull devioe characterisation for low noise amplifier design requires a (NF) 
noise figure measuring system as an essential. The conventional method of 
determining the noise figure of a two port network is to measure the total (NF1 
the network in combination with a receiver. Measurement of network 
and reoeiver noise figure allows the network noise figure to be extracted 
by use of Priis' formula T7]. However this prooedure does not fully charac­
terise the devioe as it only gives one of the three noise parameters, the 
noise figure. For full devioe characterisation, determination of the opti­mum souroe admittance and the noise resistance are neoessaxy.
The system under development proposes to extract all these parameters by 
using a system similar to that described by I-»"« f8]. A variable 
tuner sets up a number of souroe admittances at which system noise figure 
and gain are measured. Devioe noise figures are obtained from Priis' for­mula giving a number of noise figure/souroe admittance pairs. These are
(3)
curve fitted, to the noise figure/source admittance equation [S~\ giving the 
required parameters*
It is known that this technique is being used in other major microwave labo­
ratories CIO-12]} but only in a manual or semi-automatio mode. It is 
intended that the system in our laboratories be entirely computer-controlled 
and oorreoted. A computer-controlled trough-line timer will set up the 
source admittance, whilst the computer itself will 'read' the results from 
the noise figure indicator. All corrections for system losses will then be 
applied and the computer will do the necessary 'sums' to obtain the noise 
figure/source admittance pairs. Curve fitting will proceed automatically 
the results presented to the operator on a VDU source as well as being 
stored on magnet 10 tape.
Seotion 3 of this paper describes some of the software and hardware associa­
ted with the equipment and presents some preliminary results taken on a 
Plessey GaAs YES,
2, Network Analyser Interface Units 
2*1 Programmable Toltage Source
This unit was used to control the frequency of the selected HP unit. In 
this oase the normal ramp tunning has been removed and instead this unit 
supplies the necessary voltage in a series of discrete steps from a minimum 
of 3V to a maximum of 73V by computer. A block schematic of the unit is 
shown in Pig* 2*|
The information required to set up the output voltage is fed in serial form 
from the oamputer to the unit, by means of pulses, in which each one repre­
sents 1mV. Tbs pulses are fed internally to an accumulating counter as 
shown* At the start of a test prograame it is first necessary for the com-
puter to supply a reset signal, which could be by closure of a set of con­
tacts as Bhown. This sets up the accumulator to a count of 3000 ensuring 
that the maximum output voltage is 37 (this is a requirement of the T.W.T. 
tube)« Following this, it is necessary for the computer to set up the out­
put voltage for the first test. This is accomplished by feeding pulses into 
the accumulator, the number being equal to the required output voltage ex­
pressed in mV less 3000. For example, if an output of 57 is required,
5000—3000 - 2000 pulses are fed to the accumulator. This information is 
then transferred into the buffer store and is fed to the diode decoding 
matrix which decodes the information in the buffer store and operates the 
appropriate relays via the relay driver circuits.
Successive increases in output voltage are similarly achieved by feeding 
the appropriate number of additional pulses into the accumulator and trans­
ferring the information into the buffer store. The advantage of using a 
buffer store is twofold* firstly it cuts down the number of operations for 
the relays, since they only operate when information in the buffer store is 
changed by the transfer pulse, and secondly the fact that information can 
be fed into the accumulator ready for the next test whilst the previous test 
is in progress reduces the overall test time.
The automatic switch-on reset circuitry ensures that the output automatically 
resets to 37 on switch on. This resetting operation may also be preformed 
manually by depressing a push button mounted on the front panel.
2.2 Serializer Unit
To enable the computer to read frequency displays from the frequency counter, 
an interface between computer and frequency counter was developed. The fre­
quency counter can give a display spectrum of only 200 MHZ and an additional 
unit for retuning is therefore used for broader sweeps. Since the output 
from the frequency counter is in parallel code and only a limited number of 
lines is available, the whole information is transmitted to the computer in 
serialised form. Any four numbers in series as displayed on the counter may­
be selected via a multiple switch on the front panel of the unit. A block 
diagram is shown in Fig.2 -3- Sixteen chosen lines are connected to buffer
(5 )
transistor stages in each line to match the high output impedance of the 
counter and to drive the logic input (output impedance is 100 K  ). A
inputs is used for serialising the information, which 
is fed through the output operational amplifier to provide suitable output 
levels for the computer link (CV and 9V).
Information on the availability of the display is fed to the computer via 
the sérialiser by another link, which indicates the 'ready' state. The same 
signal is used to derive the strobe of the sérialiser which enables simulta— 
neotis reading of the latter. When this signal is present the computer can 
send sixteen pulses on a third 'clock line* to read the display. These clock 
pulses drive the sérialiser through a four bit counter, the reading being 
taken at the sérialiser output.
2.3 S-parameter and R.F. Unit Selector
The 8—parameter set is used for measurement of all the s-parameters of a two 
port device. To drive this unit automatically a selector network was de­
veloped which interprets the level of an analogue voltage as a 3-bit binary 
word. Utilising this unit, the compute.; may be switched automatically to 
read any desired parameters by applying the appropriate voltage. This pro­
cedure also enables a single analogue voltage line to serve for three 
digital lines.
The R.F. unit selector operates on a principle similar to that of the s- 
parameter selector in that a 4-bit binary word, required to select one of 
the three R.F. units, is generated from a single analogue voltage.
2.4 Buffer Amplifier
Analogue outputs from the network analyser are in the region between —1.5 
and +1.5 volts. Since, in the case of a matched load, the outputs are very 
nearly at zero voltage. The noise on the line present could influence 
final results. Provision was therefore made to raise these levels via 
operational amplifiers to the range -10.0, +10 volt, thus giving more accu­
rate readings in the vicinity of zero voltage.
2.5 Visual Display Unit
The oomputer performs operations on this unit as instructed by the user on 
an input keyboard. A oomputer program has been developed for the automatic 
on-line measurement of s^parameters (3,6]« The general technique is that 
errors inherent in the system, together with those arising from transitions, 
mounting arrangements, eto., are stored in the computer during a series of 
preliminary calibration runs [5], in which standard terminations are used 
(e.g. a short-circuit or a matched load). During these runs the correspond­
ing reflection or transmission coefficients, as measured by the network 
analyser, are stored by the computer for a succession of precise frequency 
steps over a pre-selected bandwidth. Since the true terminating impedances 
are accurately known, from these stored values the sum of errors at each 
frequency can be computed. When the measurements are made on a test piece 
Mtiieh is t<r be characterised, results stored at the time of the calibration 
runs are effectively subtracted from the measured data to give a corrected 
output, stepped over the entire pre-determined bandwidth. Graphical dis­
plays whioh are available include polar diagrams of all four s-parameters, 
corrected or unoorrected, or any combination of four of these results* As a 
further option, it is possible to expand repeatedly any part of a polar 
display. Rectangular displays of the modulus of an s-parameter are also 
possible. All data obtained on the VDU' is available also in printed form or 
in a 'dumped' format on magnetio tape from the computer terminal. This may 
be used for further evaluation or stored.
( 6 )
3« Noise Figure Measurement 
3*1 Hardware
The noise measurement system is based on the type 7380 System Noise Monitor 
(SNM) manufactured by the Airborne Instruments Laboratory (AIL). Although 
less accurate than their Type 75 Precision Automatic Noise Figure Indicator 
(PANFl) the SNM has the advantage of simultaneous indication for gain and 
noise figure, and a BCD output of each parameter via a rear panel socket.
The other hardware is illustrated in Figure 3.1 and is the same as most con­
ventional noise figure measuring systems.
At present the trough line tuner is a manual one loaned by the'Plessey Com­
pany, Caswell. It gives accurate control over the vertical and horizontal 
displacement of a tuning slug, but due to the slug size is only usable up to 
8 GHz. A computer-controlled tuner is in the design stage. It comprises 
two stepping motors controlling the displacement of an interchangeable slug, 
enabling the tuner to oover a broad bandwidth. The rest of the system will 
remain as in Figure 3.1.
ns.*.} block BIJOU« or bob« xububdext Biaia. uni block V n m a r a  bobBUS TKX, CO-JIUL 3UZTCH US BOUNB.
3*2 Software
The presently available computer programs accept gain and noise figure as a 
function of source admittance and output the noise parameters and the co­
ordinates of the constant noise figure circles on a Smith chart. There are 
two versions of the program. The first and simplest accepts the data from 
a card desk and outputs the results to the line printer. The second is an 
interactive program and runs from a VDU alongside the measurement equipment. 
Results are available on the VDU screen and can also be dumped onto magnetic 
tape*
Both programs are built around a minimisation routine which 'curve-fits' the 
experimental^ data to the theoretical noise figure/source admittance relation­
ship. The interactive program prompts the user by displaying the order of 
measurements and aooepting the results at the required time. At present, 
the data is entered on the VDU keyboard, though it is hoped that soon the 
computer will 'read' the gain and noise figure directly from the back panel 
of the SNM. Calibration data is also fed to the VDU at the time of measure­
ment. All correction computations are done by the computer prior to entry 
into the curve—fitting routine.
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The output of results on the VWJ screen is in tabular form. However, all 
results are dumped on to magnetic tape and a subsidiary program, run exter­
nally from the measured program, can call these off and either tabulate them 
on the line printer, or give any one of a series of graphical plots. Rou­
tines enabling plotting of the results straight on to the VDU screen are 
tinder development.
3.3 Results
A few GaAs FETs manufactured by the Plessey Company, Caswell, have been 
measured on the manually controlled system. Some results sure shown in 
Figures 3*2 to 3*5*
Figure 3.2 gives a plot of noise figure against drain current at 3 GHz, for 
a constant drain bias. The minimum noise figure is obtained around 10 A 
and is of the order of 2 dB. A plot of noise figure versus frequency for 
the same device is shown in Figure 3*3. This is at constant drain bias and 
current. A theoretical noise figure versus frequency plot has been obtained 
for this device using reference[i3]. The two curves show the same slope but 
are separated by 0.6 dB. Part of this error can be attributed to the loss 
in the microstrip test fixture, but part of it remains unaccounted for.

